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ABSTRACT 
The River-Sentir:.el Butte contact has been regarded by 
:.,:c.:,J worl::ers as a vague color boundary of minor extent within a rela-
t,ivcly homogeneous sequence of Paleocene strata. Consequently, the 
3er:'.:.inel Butte has come to be regarded as a subordinate unit o:f the 
::7or:gue Formationn. As de.fined in report, the contact is 
o. distinctive horizon between two discrete lithogenetic units. It 
cl:aracterized by three criteria: a horizon (HT Butte bad) 
&t the top of the Tor..gue River sequence; a. basal sandy uni.t in .I..' u!la 
Sentinel Butte sequence, and a markeQ in color between buff-
y0llow Tongue River sediments below and somber gray Sentinel Butte 
sed:L~ents above. 
This contact has been mapped on a scale of 1:250,000 throughout 
the badlands of the Little 1.fissou:ri River.,. and along the Missouri 
River from the Montana-North Iiak:ota border to the mouth of the Little 
:z:..ssouri River. T"ne contact is concealed in the central part of the 
r.:-n list on basin, but crops out on the eastern 
6o to 80 miles east of the area mapped. The 
oi the basin about 
of the contact 
o.long the eastern margin of' the basin has not been determined, but 
outcrops in Marton County display lithologic relationships similar 
to those which distinguish the contact farther west. No evidence 
:·.ras found in support of the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte facies rela-
tionship postu.J..ated by previous investigators. 
xvii 
Recognition of distinctive stratigraphic relationships at the 
River-Sentinel Butte contact and documentation of their re-
persistence demonstrate that the Sentinel Butte sequence is 
. =··-u"'.)able lithostratigraphic unit. It is therefore recom."'llended - .... .__ .... 
;.,;::.::..t in western North J)akota and adjacent areas the Sentine:l Butte 
::;.:,q_,J.cnce be assigned f ormational rank. The name Tongue River Forma-
:.ion should be applied only to beds underlying the Sentinel Butte 
Granulometric analysis of nearly 500 sediment sar«ples from 
11 stratigraphic sections show that Tongue River sed:iJnents are finer 
:rained and less well sorted than those of the Sentinel Butte For-
~~~ion. Media.~ diameter and skewness are environmentally sensitive 
po.rticle-size statistics. CM patter-as illustrate the fluvial origin 
of these Paleocene deposits a.J.d a:..""e used to differentiate sediment 
:.t.:::..'1.sport types and depositional enviromne:nts; channel, floodplain, 
backswa.mp facies_ are recognized. Significant differences in 
fl.'.lV:i.al regimes are indicated by the relative abundances of .flood-
and backswa~p sediments deposited by Tongue River and Sentinel 
:Sutte streams. CM patterns give values for ma.:x:i.mu:m suspended-load 
~nd minimum bed-load.particle sizes which can be used w.i..th Hjulstrom-
diagrams to approximate paleocurrent velocities. Sentinel B-~tte 
~v~ea~s had higher velocities than those of Tongue River time, but 
~ie magnitude of both was small and maximum and mid-depth velocities 
of 40 to 50 centimeters per second are estimated • 
. Evaluation of stratigraphic., lithologic, and sedimentologic 
~el~tionships, types and occurrences of' primary sedimentary struc-
tux·es :1 and carbonate contents o:f Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 
xviii 
__ A-,tc. nermit formulation of a sedimentation model for each se-.... .J........ .,,. 
Tongue River strata were dispersed eastward across the 
::_:s::,L 'Dc:.kota portion of the Williston basin by slow movi....11.g streams 
;.::iic:: drc.ined a low-lying source area to the west. T'ne gradient 
., tne ptleosiope was low and sediments were transported p:::·imarily 
s:.:.spension. T'.ne f'luvial system was stable c'.l.Ild protected backswc:unp::: 
,:,:, . :;·;sloped in which extensive deposits of locally derived orgc:w.'lic 
~~~eriQJ. accumulated. Basinal subsidence was uniform and controlled 
:J:e rde of sedimentation during most of the episode. Sediment 
c:1.:.rD.c:.eristics indicate that wester.a North J)akota was near base-
::._0vel during Tongue River time. Near the close of the episode., the 
,:;l.cvo.tion of the source area was reduced, basinal subsidence exceeded 
so~L"l1entation., and swamp conditions prevailed throughout much of 
·.;:::stern North 1)akota. 
The episode of Sentinel Butte deposition was initiated by an 
iL.!.':l.ux of coarse, basal sediment which spread eastward and south-
e:2.stward across the late Tongue River swamp. Streams had slightly 
cre~ter energies than those which previously crossed the basin, but 
s·:d:L'l'lent transport was still primarily by suspension. The paleoslope 
:.:;~Je:a.rs to have been variable, both in magnitude and direction, and 
-:::::..y reflect changing or multiple sediment source areas created by late 
:.2'.:.."l1ide activity to the west and northwest. The elevation of western 
:~:inh Dakota above base-level increased during Sentinel Butte ti.me, 
~~obably as a result of rapid deposition (in excess of basinal subsi-




Sccpe a.~d objectives 
The principle motive for initiating a study of the Tongue 
::~iver and Sentinel Butte Formations in western North Dakota stems 
f;::::::::n the w"Titer 1s conviction that detailed sedilnentologic21 study 
c~~ contribute significantly to paleogeographic and paleoecologic re-
c::nstruction. Paleontological study provides, perhaps, a more direct 
. ~,pproach to such recor...struction, but detailed investigation of the 
'i\:mgue River and Sentinel Butte fauna and flora have yet to be under-
t:::}.:en. In addition, paleontologic study of the Paleocene Series in 
:rorth JJa."!(ota has been handicapped by three significant facto3:s:_ (1) 
~~e lack of adequate criteria for determining stratigraphic position 
i~ the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte sequence, (2) the paucity of 
vertebrate remains throughout the sequence, a:p.d (3) a need of tax-
onomic revision of the Paloecene L~vertebrate fauna. Much preliminary 
investigation will be required before invertebrate fossils yield 
detailed ecologic information. The composition and ecology of the 
?::J.eocene flora of the Great Plains have been summarized (Brown., 1962), 
C'.lT- summary is general and the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 
clements cannot be divorced from the synthesis. These factors make 
S·Jd.inientological reconstruction of the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 
?~rticuJ.arly meaningful and the loosely-consolidated character of the 
strata makes this approach feasible. 
1 
2. 
Ttis study has been approached on three orders of magnitude . 
. _ ""'·" ;'.)'r~Phic investigations a.re broad in scope and a.re concerned ._.,,..,._ ..... ¥_.;;;;, ... 
_.::-:::..r-ily with establishing the regional extent of the Tongue River-
Butte contact. Of lesser magnitude is the study of selected 
;:;·Ji·::.:c.igraphic sect,ions and outcrops, from which sedimer.t SDJnples and 
d:::..:ectional data were obtained. The most detailed investigations in-
·t..:;lvEJd precise laboratory analysis of sediments. T'ne study is not a 
z.-.:con..11.o.issance, but its scope a.'rJ.d objectives are broad and the questions 
:':../:: which answers a.re sought are general. Sediments of the Paleocene 
are extremely heterogeneous, and an attempt has been made to 
.:..'ccus on the 11 forestn and disregard the 11 trees 11 • Uniformity, in the 
:c:~ of regional trends and significa.'rJ.t similarities and differences 
~:..· measured para.'lleters, has sought in this heterogeneity. During 
~1:0 course o:f investigation, the writer repeatedly became entangled 
:::..r: the 0 underbrush11 of this 11 forest 11 , as it has many interesting aspects, 
tut a fundamental objective of this report is to establish a broad 
1.'.:-:..'11eWork within which detailed studies can be sensibly defined. An 
.::£'fort has been made to bear this in mind and free the discussions of 
un.":.ecessary 11 shrubbery11. 
Specific objectives of this report include the following: 
(1) To describe the characteristics of the Tongue River-
3cntinel Butte contact and to delimit its extent throughout a large 
pcrtion of western North IDakota, 
(2) To determine the direction of the source areas from which 
s.:::di.rnents were derived, and their dispersion patterns within the 
?::.leocene Williston basin, 
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(3) To determine major similarities and differences be·;:;ween 
Rive1~ a..d Sentinel B-.itte strata, and 
(4) To reconstruct the .fluvial. a...'1d geographic conditions 
c.:::::. .'.l.;.'1t c.ur.,.ng Tor..eue River a..'1d Sentinel Butte 
FulfilL~ent of the rirst objective should illustr~te tba:t the 
_::;ntinel Butte a distinctive and mappable stratigrapnic mi:i:t.. In 
.::;;:ticipation of' such fulf'ilL"llent, the writer freely refers to the 
s8ntinel Butte as a formation. Other terminology, except that used 
:.n the context of previous investigators., is that currently accepted 
by the North Dakota Geological Survey. The lithostratigra:phic nornen-
c:ature applied in this report to beds in the Paleocene Se~ies in 
North Dakota is given below: 
For'~ Union Group 
Sentinel Batte Formation 
Tongue River Formation 
Ludlow a."l.d Cannonbali. For.mations 
Methods of Investigation 
Field observations were made during the summers 0£ 1965 and 1966. 
T:1e Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact was del:iraited (Figure 1) by 
continuity throughout much of the study area, but si..~ilarity 0£ strat-
igraphic sequence wa.s ui:;.ilized in correlation across broad expanses 
uo.ere the contact is concealed. The contact was inspected at numerous 
localities, its elevation determii--ied, and the character of adjacent 
beds recorded. Sa.1nples were taken 6 to 8 i"eet above and below the 
L. 
at many stations. ~·ield locations 1:1ere acC~rate:ly plotted 
maps (scale= l/62)500) and transferred to topo-
(scale= l/250,000). ~neze points, supplemented with 
data from published rGports, were used to extrapolate the 
cc.::::..;:1ct throughou.t the drainage of the Little Missouri and Y.d.ssouri 
Sediment S~'Tiples were collected from widely separated, measUT"ed 
sections. Sam:Jles were collected from all units greater 
:,;~::...:--. about one foot in thickness &'1.d in ma'ly instances from thinner 
j 8 ~s. As collected, samples should provide a proportional.represen-
:.:::.icn of the stratigraphic units present- Precautions were ta..\::en not 
:: ;.:; s.:;.rr.:ple across bou.."1.daries of sedimentatior.i. units. In ve:cy-thir.J..y 
·:~:::ided. and laminated lithologies, a number of discrete units constitute 
,.;...,. .. ,,., ..... c.; however this nu.-nber was held to a practical minirnu.."11.. An 
t .. ::t.3r:r1')t v:as made to obtain fresh s~"T.lples, but fe~r if any saraples 2.l~a 
unweathered. Tbe rapid rate of erosion in the badlands 
;~~obably permits ti.me for lit-t,le mora than o.xid.ation of a .few secondary 
;;:.YJ.erals; grains ger..eraJ.ly appear and unaltered under 
-;:.,:a microscope. 
Stratigraphic sections were measured by rod and hand level. 
:.'::..eld procedure consisted of first rodding an entire section in 5-.foot 
~:::::ervals and labeling each station with a numbered card fixed to the 
c:.:,:crop with .a naiL The section was then studied, logged, and sampled. 
Laboratory analyses were conducted tne Department of Geology 
,,.., t-:~z University of North D2.k:ota; procedures are described in a:ppro-
~.:"ic.:.e sections· of the text .. 
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Previouz Investigaticns 
:-!a..-iy o.f the surface geologic studies o.f Paleocene st:rata in 
·.:ccc'c.e::..~.:1 }J'orth Dakota involved. classification coal la.."lds and are 
~·.:;-Jnd in '.:,he Bulletins of the U. S. Geological Survey. Hoct of these 
~:vcstigations were con.ducted between 1900 a.nd 1930, but, an increasi:ng 
·.; 8 :itiol o.f lignite .for generation of electric power and the dis-
;;ovcry of uranium tompou:nds in lignitic strata. has renewed economic 
in these beds. E.:;..-tensive seismic and other subsurface geo-
-:;: .. ::rsical su...-v>Veys have been made by various oil co:mpa.ri.ies·., but results . . 
oz.' ti:ese studies are not generally available to the public. Several 
.·e,c...:..::., studies involving the Paleocene Series in western No1"th Da..1cota 
., . .., four..d a:.11ong the publications of' the North Dakota Geological 
::.:x::vey. ,.\mong these., Royse (1967) has dis·cu.ssed the character and 
c::t.2:nt of the Tongue River-Santinel Butte contact. Other relevant 
studies are cited in the text of this dissertation and additional 
:·(:ferences .are included in the bibliography. 
The Conservation B:ra."lch o:f the U. S. Geological Survey is pres-, 
o~tly ma;,oping a number o.f q:-~adra.."lgles in Morton and Grant Counties, 
ct:.t the greatest portion of the study are.a (Figure 1) has not been 
:::.:.::.:,ped at .a sca1e greater tha.."l 1/250 .,000 or a contour interval of less 
~ha.7l. 100 feet. 
The recent emphasis by sadir.1entologists on studies o-J: prirnary 
ssdiroentary stractures and hydrodynffiuic interpretations and the 
G~Yiror~~ental interpretation of sediment textural para~eters have 
in evaluation of the data o.f this investigation. Of' particular 
sigr.ificance for the interp!'etation of pr:L~ary sediraentary struct-.u·es 
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:~,,:jl:..co.tions by Middleton (ed., 1965) arid Allen (1963b, 1965c). 
~ ~ ~ ... 
. _ -·~::.os by Fisk (194?), Sundborg (1956), Passega (1957, 1964), Schumm 
:_/,J, .:.r:cd Allen ( 1965c), among others, have provided a basis for 
: c:.:; :ic cla.ssification of sedirnents. . The co:mprehensi ve synthesis of 
.. , __::_,::;.::,c'.l.rre::it studies and methods of analysis presented by Potter and 
. ~t.::..jchn (1963) provided a foundation., as well. as stimulus, for the 
:.: .·..;:..:.:,- cf directional data. Studies by Hjulstrom (1939), Sundborg 
:.)56), :::nman (1949), I1enard (1950), Leopold and others (1964), 
_ : . ..:.::., .. \, .... (1957), Friedman (1962), to cite but a few, have aided in 
the relevant parameters of fluid particle transport a"'ld the 
·· ~·.:.:.gc:..":Print11 which this mechanism leaves of sedimentary deposits • 
..: .. _iectively, these studies make it possible to bridge the gap between 
:,::o sed:L'llentary deposits themselves and tJiieir source, mode of trans-
~)!'~, and environment of deposition~ Without these previous inves-




Strata of Paleocene age are widespread throughout the northern 
Great Plains. They conformably overlie the Hell Creek Formation of 
Cretaceous age and a.re unconformably overlain by the Golden Valley 
(Eocene) and White River (Oligocene) Formations and by late Tertiary 
gravels and assorted Pleistocene deposits. Collectively., beds of the 
?aleocene form a stratigraphic unit known as the Fort union 
Group., which extends in continuous outcrop over much of weste~n North 
and South IDa.kota., eastern Montana., and across the Powder River Basin 
of Wyoming. Fort Union beds are also recognized in northwestern 
· Colorado. 
In North "'.Dakota., Fort Union beds .9.I'e widespread within the 
Williston basin. Major outcrops., however., are largely restricted 
to the non-glaciated area (and adjacent glaciated areas of thin drif't) 
south and west of the Missouri River. Excellent exposures are pre-
sent in the highly dissected bz::.dL:mds of the Little :V.d.ssouri River o.nd 
along the northern reaches of the Missouri River. The Turtle Moun-
tains, in north-central North IDa.kota., are a.~ outlier of Paleocene 
strata. 
T'ne River and Sentinel Butte Formations constitute the 
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great0st Paleocene outcrop 2.l'ea withir. the state; the contact between 
tl1e two nearly continuous throughout the Li Hissouri badlands. 
Exposures reach 300 to 500 faet, affording excellent opportu~it7 for 
observation of stratigraphic relationshi?s. Within the arGa here dis-
cussed (Figure 1) J the base of the Tongue Formation crops out 
only south of the vicinity of Bullion Butte where overlies the 
Ludlc,w Formation. Elsewhere in western North Dakota it lies in the 
subsurface J except along the eastern. .f'.,_ar.Jc of the Tertiary Williston 
basin where it appears above the Ca.n.?J.onball Formation. Much of this 
eastern area is mantled with driftJ and the contact is largely con-
cealed. · Although Sentinel :Sutte strata are in western 
North :Dakota, the upper beds of the seq·llenc:e have been widely removed 
by erosion and can be observed at relatively few localities. 
Key beds 
Tongue River Formation.--Lignite beds are the only good marker 
ho:rizor..s in the Tor.gue River For.maticno Several of these have remark-
able persistence., but the mapping utility of :most of them is iirnited 
because occur low in the section a."1.d are in ou,tcrop oril y 
in southern portion of the study .area. The Hanson, a...11.d Harmon 
beds. 2) J have been mappsd in the I1ar.marth field by 
Hares (1928). T:."ley are persistent Within the Marmarth field but, 
northward, the regional dip carries them into the subsurface. 
T'.ae Gar.aer Creek bed car1 be traced as it descends from the 
nc:L'tl.ty of Bullion Butte J northward. Its dip 
stratigraphic interval exposed along the Little 
ir:to tl:e 
River about 
8 miles south of Medora., f:com whence it can be traced nort.hwo.rd in 
9 
: :'" _:..:? })t. Positi0n ' ; Y.ey oed 2.nd o-citcrop area 
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Fi:::;ure 2. --GencraJ.J.zed stratigraphic section indicating tivc 
:~.,:,~itions of key beds in the Tongue River and Senti1;1el Eutte Formations. 
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. ,~ .. .:;:,;ntir.uous outcrop. In the. vicinity of Medora and the South - .. : 
·· .:_:. :.:' 1oosevelt Park, the Garner Creek bed is equivalent to Bed C 
~· _,::.; xe:.rd :::.nd Smith (1909) and occurs about 40 feet below lignite 
·j, :·ihich is not recognized in the Marmarth field. North of Medora., 
;.:::;:;:ponent of dip parallel to the Little YJ.i.ssouri River is nearly 
as the gradient of the stream, and the Ga.mer Creek oed 
a relatively constant stratigraphic position several tens 
~bove the river floodplain. This lignite constitutes the best 
:·.·;:·i:c.r bed within the Tongue River Formation between the Marmarth field 
~.:. ,;:,.:; south and the locality of: its disappearance beneath the Little 
; :~:;::; ~,u:.."i floodplain somewhat north of the mouth of Blacktail C,reek. 
The Heyer lignite, recognized near the top of the Tongue River 
:, : ..:::'...o:,. in the Marmarth field., ca."'.lllot be correlated with certainty to 
.. ;. ,,crth. It is probably equivalent to Bed E of Leonard and Smith, 
.::,::..-..::: is about 7 feet thick where it occurs at the surface near the 
.<J..l:::ge of Sentinel Butte. 'I'he extent of all lignite beds mentioned 
::;;;.Yte has been discussed by Hares (1928) and Leona.rd a.rid Smith (1909). 
·me best and most widely exposed marker bed in the Tongue River 
::-:e:.:.ion is the HT Butte lignite bed, and its regional extent a.""ld 
~:~tionship to.the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact are discussed 
·- :.hG r;.e:xt sect ion. 
Sentinel Butte Forniation.--Lignite beds are less welJ. developed 
:.he Sentinel Butte tha.ri in the Tongue River Formation and none have 
:.~o:i. recognized as useful in correlation. The Bullion Butte lignite 
- 0 -, nc:;.'T!ed by Hares (1928) in the Marmarth field, occurs in the upper 
;-,..::~ of the section. This bed may have considerable persistence but., 
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because upper Sentinel Butte strata have been so 1rrldely removed by 
erosion in western Northna.tcota, the bed bas little value in corre-
lc.t:ion. It is probably present at Sentinel Butte where it has par-
tially burned to produce the red, ba..l.ced n scoria11 on the northwest 
fla..71.k of the butte. 
Several other distinctive litholog{es are present in the Sen-
tinel Butte formation (Figure 2) which permit limited correlation 
·within the unit. From the base upward these are: (1) a basal sand, 
(2) a llbluen bed, (3) a lower 11 yellow11 bed, (4) an upper 11 yellow-11 
bed, and (5) an upper sand (Figure 19). The first three of these are 
most useful because the lower beds of the Sentinel Butte are most 
widespread; the latter have been r~moved by erosion throughout most 
of the area studied. 
The extent of the basal sand, its relationship to the Tongue 
River-Sentinel Butte contact and.its genetic significance are dis-
cussed in following sections. It is the only marker bed studied in 
detail. for this report. 
The nblue1r bed is a montmorillonitic clay unit str:Ltcingly devel-
oped in and near the North Unit of Roosevelt Park. Its potential value 
as a key bed for mapping and correlation has been recognized ( Penson, 
l954; Fisher, 1953; and others) but its areal extent has not been de-
fined. From the North Unit of Roosevelt Park, it is said (Benson, 1954, 
p. 15) to extend northward nearly to the Missouri River, and the writer 
has traced it westward to Sheep Buttes and southward in the blui'fs of the 
Little Missouri drainage to the v:Lcir1ity of Beicegel Creek (Figure 1). 
Twenty miles eastward, near Lost Bridge, a bentonitic bed of probable 
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equivalence is present in the bl-;.1ffs both north and south of the 
Little N::i.ssou.ri River. The maxi.."I!tL'Ti extent of the 11 blue11 bed ta.s 
yet to be determined., but observations during this investigation 
s~ggest it is much greater than is generally suspected. For example~ 
a bentonitic unit ·with the sa.iile tri-partite character ( three distinct 
horizons occur Within the unit in the North Unit of Roosevelt ?ark) 
as the 11 blue" bed, and occupying a similar stratig:caphic pcsit~on, 
is present at Sentinel Butte. I'!:. can be seen to greatest a:dvantage 
on the eastern flank of the butte just above the saddle whicn joins 
the main butte With a small., rounded outlier. ·T'ce stratigraphic in-
terval which might contain this bed is absent across most of the 
traverse northward £rom Sentinel Butte to knCll'rn exposures oI the 
Hblue 11 bed near Bsicegel Creek and., al.though the resembla.i."1.ce is more 
th2.Il superf'icial., ·identification of the 11 blue11 bed this :far south is 
quite tenuous. A possible correlation cf' the bentonite unit on Sen-
t,inel Butte with the 11 blue 11 bed should., however, be kept in mind in 
the event that futu:re investigations develop criteria by which equiv-
alence ca..~ be tested. 
T'ne lower Hyellmv11 bed (Fisher., 1953) is well exposed in the 
North Un.it of Roosevelt Park where it oc~ill's about 210 feet above the 
floodplai.'1 and 30 feet above the nbluen bed with wr.ich it appears to 
be coextensive. It has been recognized above the 11 blue11 bed throughout 
the area outlined above. At Sentinel Butte a thick., silty nyellm-i11 
unit rests directly upon the Hblue 11 u...,-ut and is separated from over-
1~....ng strata. by a thick (6 to 8 feet) ssquence of lignitic shale. The 
sa.ue reservatio:c.s apply to correla.,i;;ion of thE: Hyellow11 bed at Sen-
ti."!el Butte as were :mentioned. for the nblue 11 bed., but their mutual 
relationship adds merit to considerations of equivalence. 
The nuppern yellow bed (Fisher, 1953) is present 430 feet 
above the floodplain in the North Unit of Roosevelt Park and a prob-
able correlative can be seen high in the bluffs at Lost Bridge. 
Northward, westward, and southward, however, this stratigraphic 
interval has been removed by erosion. At Sentinel Butte, a second 
nyell01,r1 bed is present above that mentioned above, and is separated 
from it only by 6 to 8 feet of lignitic shale. To postulate an 
equivalence of both yellow zones on Sentinel Butte with the upper and 
lower nyellow11 beds in the North Unit of Roosevelt Park requires that 
the 220 foot stratigraphic interval separating the latter be equiva-
lent to 8 feet of lignitic shale at Sentinel Butte. The possibility 
of such equivalence appears enhanced by the character of the lignitic 
sho.le. It contains many clay a."1.d silt stringers, is extremely py-..citic 
(or marcasitic), and appears to constitute a significant hiatus. 
Other lignitic shales, even when quite thick, a.re not si.~ilarly de-
veloped. The fact that most shales reflect slow sedL~entation and 
t~at lignitic shales reflect cons~derable quiescence is probably be-
yond debate; the question here is temporal magnitude and whether non-
deposition intervened with deposition. ~ata are insuff'icient to 
present a firm argument for a hiatus in the section at Bullion Butte, 
but the significance of the question will be pursued again elsewhere. 
Attention was drawn to a mediu..1i-grained~ cross-bedded sand in 
the upper Sentinel Butte Formation (Figure 19-ID) during field study of 
s,ad:L1ientary structures. The unit appears ta have a wide areal extent 
east of the Little :Vd.ssouri badlands where u:pper Sentinel Butte strata 
have been preserved i':::'om erosion. "Demonstration of' physicaJ. 
l4 
, because exposures are limited to roE..d 
·outcrops. The unit is very distinctive (cross-bedded, 
sorted, medium-grained, and usually oxidized) un-
. :::.j· other lithology observed in the Sentinel Butte interval. 
:::::: ce seen: (1) along North Dakota Highway 22 between 
_· .. ::.C::,,st Bridge (particularly just south of the trbreaks 11 at Lost 
•· :·~:.::>) , ( 2) along North ':I)a.1{:ota Highway 22 between Lost Bridge a.."'ld 
. :., ·,.:.c:;:..';.ity of Mandaree, and (J) along North Dakota Highway 85 
.: "-~ ~.,.\;C:;1 Grassy and the Little Missouri River. The sands above 
:.·c ::::-.:.niferous lignite in the Union C pits several miles north 
~- :.:.~::.field and the Susquehana pit near Gorham are believed to 
portion of the soil north &"1.d east of Belfield 
.:..: ~ .;;::.1d loam and is probably developed, in large pa.rt, upon this 
1ne precise stratigraphic position (and hence the equivalence) 
_ ~te upper Sentinel Butte sand is difficult to determine because, 
-~~ fc121d, it generally constitutes the uppermost exposed stratum. 
.• . . . ' 
•. ·.;;; _?r'GX:UUJ. t, y t,O 
: ... ;.<.:-. e,f Lost 
top of the Sentinel Butte section is assured 
and near Grassy Butte where Eocene beds of' the 
:.2.i2:'.: Valley Formation occur nearby. It is certain that the U.."'lit 
~.:.: ::v;; part of the Eocene Series ( as presently recognized.) and that it 
. ~ ·::.:.:'.'s very near the top of the Sentinel Butte sequence. Its dis-
..;.'..::-'2::.ri ty to underlying strata merits emphasis; the significance of 
~pper sand is discussed in later sections. 
The key lithologies discussed above a.re useful in local corre-
_:.:::.ion, but the most widely exposed, distinctive, and usef\l.l. key hor-
. ·· ",, -is the contact between the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 
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Formations. has the greatest utility of any horizon recognized in 
t~e study area, a.rid is therefore described in in a subse~uent 
section. 
For~ational thickness 
Considerable ambiguity exists in published values for the total 
thickness of the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations. Three 
major factors account for the greatest part of these discrepancies: 
(1) the Tongue River a.~d Sentinel Butte are not constant in thick-
ness, (2) the limits or bounds of stratigraphic intervals loosely 
designated as Tongue River, Sentinel Butte, Fort Union, or nlignitic 
stratan have not always been explicitly defined, and (3) indisc:.."ilni-
nant adoption of thicknesses reported for one area to other arease 
Th-6 total of the Tongue River or the Butte can 
be accurately measured at few localities because the base of the 
first is seldom exposed at the surface and the top of the second has 
been removed by erosion throughout most of western North Dakota. 
Furthermore, the base of the Tongue River ca."1!lot npickedH with 
certainty from cutti.."'J.gs or logs, and its thickness is 
virtually unknown throughout most of the Williston basin. 
Dozens of citations of stratigraphic thicknesses for the Tongue 
River, Sentinel Butte, and Fort Union were tabulated from the litera~ 
ture by writer in anticipation of isopaching these units in 
western North Dakotae Field experience and, in many instances, speci-
fic field checks, indicate that the greatest nu.~ber of reported measure-
ments are unreliable or do not apply to the stratigraphic intervals 
presently recognized as Tongue River and Sentinel Butte. A discouragingly 
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~.-v,~ ~ t.iom:: of vc:J..uss reported in previous 
publications. Without intent to per~petuate then:: in the lite~ature > 
a few of these values are offered below as examples. 
Leona.T'Cl. a..~d Smith (1909; p. 21) cited a:n exposed thickness for 
:.he nFcrt Union For:ma.tionH of 900 feet a.."1.d suggested that a.."1. additional 
320 feet of lignite-bea.ririg rocks (penetrated by a. well at Hedo:ca) 
iJi. the subsurface belong to tne Fort Union. Their total thickness 
of 1720 feet for the Fort Union in western North Dakota is a widely 
cited value. This value not only includes the Ludl6wForrr:.ation> but 
also the thick sa.."'l.dstone of the White River For.ma.tion which caps 
Sentinel Bu.tte. The total thickness is excessive and the thickne::::s 
of the Tongue River interval is indeterminant. The thickness of the 
Sentinel Butte t1group11 is not given but, as estimated from their gen-
eralized stratigraphic colurr..n (Plate II)., . ... J.1; is a.bout 365 feet • 
T'nom and 3Jobbi..."1 (1928., p. 487-488) inter-prated values i'or the 
thickr..ess of Paleocene and related U.'1its in eastern Montana. ar..d Wyoming 
and the western Dakotas. Witb.i...~ the Williston basin., values for the 
?ongue River t1me:mber11 are given as 550 to 800 feet between Williston 
and Hinot, 700 feet at Sentinel Eutte, and 420 feet in the Car.;;;.1onball 
lignite field. Adjacent areas in Montana have reco.rded thicknesses 
of about 600 to /550 i.'eet at Culbertson and Plentywood> and about 730 
f'aet at Sidney~ Values for the Sentinel Butte Formation are cited as 
500 feet between Williston a."'ld M:L.-iot, 700 feet at Sentinel Butte, and 
420 feet in the Cannonball field; adjacent areas of Montana have 
thicknesses of 275 to 280 feet at Culbertson and Plentywood, a...'1d about 
200 to 250 feet at Sidr.:.ey. 'I'he values for Sentinel Bu.tte were extra-
polated from the report of Leonard and Smith (l909). Va.l:ues reported 
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for l{orth Dakota are e:x:cessi vely large. 
In his study of the I1a:rmarth lignite field, Eares (1928., ?• 39, 
47) reported a generaJ. thickness of 600 feet for the Tor;.g-U,e River a:n.d 
35'0 feet for tb.e Sentinel Butte 11 me...'llbers11 • The fir;::;t of these :Ls 
certainly in error. AltL"neter checks bet,ieen the base o.f the Tor.;gue 
·~. ( .:,. t "• v-er J u.S -·- above the Little Miasou.ri floodplain) and the HT &.tte 
:Lignite in the Red Hills (soutllwest of' Bullion B'.1.tte) gave values 
only slightl.y greater than JOO feet. Cra1;,rford ~1967, p. 8) reported 
31.3 .feet o:f Tongue River strata near· this locality. Hares s reported 
value of Sentinel Butte thicknesc is a good approxirriation but is some-
what less than the writer determined by altL'Tleter. Craw'i'ord (1967, 
n. 10) cited a thickness of about 450 feet for this unit, a value 
J. 
,;-;1:ich appears slightly la::c-ge. A portion of the discrepancy :for Se:1-
t-inel Butte thickne;3s at BuJ.lion Eutte results from the indist.inctness 
D.:rld poor exposure of the upper contact. '.I'his cannot account entirely 
for the disagreement, however., :for }fares (p. 65). measured .325 fae.t of 
strata bet,·Jeen the HT Butte and Bullion B-.itte lignite beds and Cra1ifi'ord 
(196t, Plate II) assigned a thickness of about 390 .feet to the sarae 
interval. The writer accepts a thickness of sl.ightly less tha..~ 400 
feet for the Sentinel Butte Forf[(ation at 3'..illion Butte. 
Hennen (1943) reported a thickness of 765 feet for Tongue River 
strata. a.t Medorao The base of the 1rr,it wa.S' picked between two lignites 
(10 and ll) recorded in a deep water well. As discus,sed later i.i."1. this 
report., Hennen included .a portion of' the Sentinel Butte Formation in 
his Tongue River interval. a:r:d his reported value :for Tongue River 
thickness is too large. T"i:le cited val.ue .for Sentinel B-..:.i.tte thicknsss 
is less than mea.eured by the writer., but the dif.ferance is accounted 
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The 
ryene~al eastward thir.:ni~.g of stratigrzphic units between Sentinel 
0 
Butte and the Hebron-Glen 1:Jllin areaJ sho1rm schematically by Rennen 
(Fig.ire l) is probably a valid approximation. 
T'ae stratigraphic thick:J.esses of' both the Tongue ?..i Yer and 
Sentinel Butte Formations appear to have been controlled by sub-
sidence Within the Williston basin during Tertiary t:L'ile. Tnese units 
a.re generally thin along the basin flarJ<s and thicken toward its 
center. This relationship is more easjJ_y demonstrated for Sentinel 
Butte than for Tongue. River stra:ba... Appro:x:una.te total Sentinel Butte 
tnicknesses reco:rd,ed for the basin margin are 380 feet at Sentinel 
Butte and Bullion Butte (soutnern Golden Valley Co"t.1.nty), 200 feet 
near Richardton (eastern St.ark County) :i 300 feet near Nei'rLmm (southern 
Hountrail Cou:n.ty), and 170 .feet in the nort,hern. part of the vfr.ite 
il:arth valley (northern. Mountrail County). Central basir.al val·c.as 
are much greater, are about 500 faet at Lost Bridge (northe~n Dunn 
County), greater than 550 feet at the North unit of Roosevelt Park 
and 650 feet (Meldahl, 19.56) near Grassy Butte (south-central 1foKenzie 
Cou."'l.ty). These examples illustrate the bs.sinaJ. co-ntrol on sedi:rc.ent 
accu.,mlation., but available data are too sparse for accurate jllus-
tration of thickness distribution throughout the Tertiary basin. 
The totaJ. thickness of Tori..gue River strata ca."1. be demonstrated 
by su.ri'a.ce exposures only in the southe:cn portion o:f the Williston 
Basin. The i'orrnation is about 300 i'eet thick and rests on the Li.:..dlow 
fo:-mation southwest of Bullion Butte and about 300 feet thick i:;.~ 
the Vicinity of lJengate and Altnont in Morton County (C. S~ V. Barclay" 
oral communication, 1966) where it overlies the Cannonball Formation. 
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::;.s.:'ison of thicknesses at :Sul.lien Bo.tte and I:Iedor.a.. About 250 feet 
Tongue River strata are exposed :1ear Medora; if to ttis is added 
~ho 120 foot interval bet1r1een the .f1ocdplain a..Tid the subsurface posi-
tion of the Harmen lignite (Smith a:c'!d Leona.rd, 1909 ,· p.. 25) ai.'1.d .a 
cc~1servative estimate cf 100 feet f'or the distance between the :S:.s.:c:n.on 
bed. and the base o:t' the Tongue Rive'J:' (Ea.res, 1928., p. 48-49), a total 
thickness o:t' about 470 feet is obtained. Tl-.:.-u.s the Tongue River in-
creases in thickness by about 1 ?O feet between Bullion Butte and 
!·::Sdora;. a distance o:t' about 20 miles. 
The Sentinel Butte Formation is confor.maole upon Tongue River 
strata a11d the character of the contact suggests that deposition 
was continuous across this bour...dary. B8ds above the Sentinel B'~tte, 
hmmver, are o.f b.:ith Eocene and Oligocene 2ge and the contact of 
these beds vtlth the Sentinel Butte is disccmformable, suggesti;.--..g 
9ost-Sentinel Bu.tte erosion and non-depo;;;itior.c. This is particularly 
evident at Sentinel Butte where the upper Paleocene strata .ara lea.cb.ed 
and incised by cha:r..nels filled ·with Oligocene sa.:."1.dstor..e. T'.ce question 
;::."ises 11hether Sentinel Butte beds alori..g the margin of the Williston 
bz.sin are thin as a result of lesser sedi.i.uent accurnulation or because 
a sig'\"'\j f'icant p9:rtion of the strata were removed by erosion prior to 
deposition of Eocene and Oligocene ur1its. This question cannot be 
a."lswered with. certainty, but several 1.ines of eVidence suggest that . 
the rr:arginal thinni:ng is prira.ary .. 
(1) The circlli~sta.r:tial evi.dence favorir..g truncation is per-
::aps greatest at Sent:inel and Em.1 lion Buttes which are si tu.ated dis-
tally on the northeast flank of the Cedar Creek a.11ticline. Post-Sentinel. 
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Butte move::nent on this :::;-1:::.r-;;.cture may have elevated this a:rca tb.us 
f.!,.Cilitatir.g erosion. Eowsver., s:l.Jnilar uplift cannot be postulated 
io: ... tl:e rest of the basi:~ margin~ along 1rii.1ich the Paleocene Series 
(2) The Pal~ocene sequence on Sentinel Butte is thi~ bedded 
thro'Jghout in compa..."ison with that in the North Unit of Roo~evelt 
Park. The general inference is that the Senti..'lel Butte interval 
near the center of the Williston basin tc.icker1s in response to thick-
ening of individual beds. Likewise, the interval at Sentinel B-.itte 
is thinner as a result of' thin sed:i.Jl:entation units, not because of 
erosional truncation. 
(3) The thick lignitic shale, di&cussed above, in the section 
at Sentinel »~tte may represent a hiatus, reflectir.ig .a signi£ica..~t 
pe:ci.od of non-deposition in th:is portion of the basin margin. 
(4) The comparable thickenir..g of the Tongue River Formation., 
wlc.ch is conformable beneath Sentinel Butte. strata, toward the cen-
ter of the Williston basi;.1.1 suggests that basinal control o.f Santin.el 
Butte deposits resulted .froru a pr·e-established mecha.r-risra. 
Some e?osion of Sentinel Butte bed.a> preceding and accompa:c.y-'.w.g 
the deposition of Eocene and. Oligocene strata, occurred., but the mag-
nitude of this erosion was· apparently slight. Further consideration 
is given this q'Jestion later in a discussion of sedii.11ent dispersion. 
The To~..gue River-Sentinel Butte Contact 
1Jefinition of the contact 
In locating and tracir.:G the Toncue Ri vcr-Sentinel Butte contact 
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::...:: 1-10stern North Dal{ota, it was found that it can be disti~gui3hed on 
basis of three criteria. These are a ma:r-ked change in gross color, 
~~e Jresence of a lignitic horizon in the uppermost part of the Tongue 
s.iver For.mation, and the presence o.f a sa.""ldy basal Sentinel Butte unit. 
Color.--The first o.f these criteria, a distinctive color dif-
i'erence, is embodied in the original de:fini tion of the Sentinel Butte 
:~ormation given by Leonard and Smith (1909, p. 18) in their report . 
0~ the Sentinel Butte lignite field. 
There is a very noticeable difference between the lower 
?ort Union beds, which outcrop in the blu.ffs bordering Little 
Ytlssouri River, and the upper beds, occurring in the tops of' 
the higher ridges, divides, and buttes, usually back some dis-
tance from the river. The lower· member is composed of buff 
and light ash-gray clays and sands in alternate layers. The 
upper member is .formed o.f strata considerably darker in appear-
ance, mostly dark gray;; 'With many brovm, f'erruginous, sa"'ldy 
nod-i.1les and concretions. 'I'he contrast between these members 
is so well marked and the.ir contact so clearly de.fined that 
it can be readily distinguished at a distance and traced with-
out difficulty wherever it is exposed. Over most of the eastern 
half of' the .field a thick bed of lignite or a layer o.f ~ed 
clay formed by the bur-:ri.ng of the lignite occurs just at the 
contact of the upper and lower members. But even where the 
coal or burnt-clay bed is wanting, the line o.f separation is 
readily discernible. 
Leonard (1911, p. 534), in a discussion of the stratigraphy o.f 
:;"crth 1Jakota, again emphasized the marked contrast color and the 
clarity of the contact between Tongue River and Sentinel Butte strata. 
In Billings County., North 'Dal{ota, an upper member [= Sen-
tinel Buttaj o.f the formation appears in the tops of the higher 
ridges, divides, and buttes, and resembles somewhat the Lance 
beds in its dark color and its many brown ferruginous, sa.~d-
stone concretions. T'ae lower membe::" [== Tongue River] consti-
tutes the typical yellow and light gray Fort Union and this is 
the only one present over most of the region. 1t,.There both occur, 
the contrast between the upper and lower members is so well 
marked arid their contra.st so clearly de.fined that can be 
readily distinguished even at a distance and traced w-:i.thout 
difficulty, wherever it is exposed. 
Although the color contrast between these stratigraphic u.."'lits 
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:..s real and persists regionally., it m:....y fail locally as a sole: means 
o: distinguishing the contact. The lower Sentinel Butte beds., ~s dis-
ci.;.ssed below., are rather uniform in both color and lithology. T'ne 
Tongue River beds below the contact e:x..~ibit considerable variation in 
r,e).'ture and are locally variable in color. wnere fine-grained., drab 
beds are present in the uppermost Tongue River the color contrast with 
the Sentinel Butte is reduced (Figures 6-C and 7-A). Because light-
colored beds invariably dominate any weathered section of Tongue River 
strata, the contact is most discernible where it occurs above a sub-
stantial section of Tongue River strata. 
It must by emphasized that the light, buff-yellow color of 
Tongue River sediments is largely, if not entirely, a ·weathering 
phenomenon. Locally, as in steep bluffs along rivers (Figure 8-B), 
where erosion proceeds rapidly, the Tongue River beds appear far more 
somber than in areas where oxidation has had ample time to operate. 
In fresh outcrops or in the subsurface, nq color distinctian can be 
made between these units. Despite these limited drawbacks, the color 
contrast remains perhaps the most useful single factor in field rec-
ognition of the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact in North Dakota. 
HT Butte bed.--A lignitic unit is present at the Tongue ~iver-
_Sentinel Butte contact in virtually a11 localities visited by the 
w:iter, but it is frequently concealed in outcrop by slumping of over-
lying material. With the exception of Hares t (1928) term llHT Butte 
ligniteir, terms formerly or presently applied to this unit are not 
stratigraphic binomials. It is therefore recommended that the 
terminology of Hares (1928) be exclusively retained and applied in-
formally to this stratigraphic interval in North Dakota. As understood 
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its great regionaf extent and distinctive stratigraphic relationships., 
this bed has great value in mapping. 
The association of lignite with the contact has been noted by 
many workers. Taff (1909) placed the upper contact of' his nTongue 
Ji ver coal group11 above the Roland coal bed. The likely persistence 
~nd great areal extent of this lignite was recognized by Thom and 
~obbin (1924., p. 496). 
In northern Wyordr.:g and so.:tha:::-n Hontana., a.."1.d per:::'"'ps in 
'.Dakota areas as well., the ·!:laEe of' the Sentinel Butte shale is 
marked by the Roland coal bed, 1>t1ich in thickness:> persistence., 
and general genetic relationships resembles the Big Dirty coal 
of the Lebo. 
L:1 ;forth 1lalrnta this lignitic unit has received many designations, tha 
:nost importa.71t of which are ir.cluded in the syr.onym.y of Table 1. Al-
though an equivalence appears probable ar1d the temptation to correlate 
is great, it is considered U..71W:ise to apply the term Roland coal in 
:;orth !)a.1rnta w"ltil such correlation is more firmly establishe.d tha.o-i it 
~ppears to be at present. Shoi.::ld defir.ite correlation be established 
with the Roland coal bed of the Sheridan .field in Wyoming, the term 
n~rT ButteH should be replaced by the term nRolandt:, which has priority. 
A note of explanation is necessary regarding consideration in 
this· report of both the "F and G bedsa of Leonard and Smith (Table 1) 
:,.z a single stratigraphic unit. As originally stated by Leonard and 
S~ith (1909, p. 31), 
- ~ ' , • l ~ ~ " ~ t r'r " . 'l'he second :mcr.·,oer o:r ·ctle group, oe~ Ll', 1.rom c~ o ;;,J 1eE.:t 
abov·"' ·1·•~"' ,o,re~+ -0 """1--.,,.,r [•./-,,.;c·:... -.L·"' -D, ~c.'. '<'j c•hQF 0 +o ''.-,-,,+.·t,,·~ ;:,r~-v v .. ._i;;;;; J- \'-,. -;:;;, V J.l.i.1.;:;_.11JU'-" ~ .. ._..1.-!... '-.! \..,I C J. ' """'"'"" 'b;..,, U , ... ..,.,...,..., J....,J.. -~ 
vanta::,;e in the so·:it·c.-cGri'cr<.il part of' t:ie surveyed ar::.:a, 
the base of the higl:er , where its outcrop is :mar.:esd 
by a f:c·ir.ge of clirJ.cer$ Both the 101-rer ri1erri'"oer·s ·oecorne t:~i~1. 
and disappear toward the no:..~t::i:west. These beds hav1;; been ::;o 
generally burned tb.at few exposures sho1riing their w::ole thick-
ness can be found. 
':::A -;:;y.:,;: 1.--Synonyrny of terms applied to tl:e lignitic interval at the 
Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact. 
Author Nomenclature Publication 
Leonard (1908) R 5th Bien. Rept. ':IT l,. D. G. s. 
Leonard and Smith (1909) F and G u. s. G. s. Bull. J4J.-A 
Stebinger (1912) K u. s. G. s. BulJ.. 471 
=~ares (1928) J:T'i' Butte rr ...... s. G. s. Bull. 77" I :, 
Fisher (1953, 1954) L N D. G. s. Rept. Ir.C\T. 1., & 15 . .....L 
Hanson (1955) L N. D. G. s. Rept. Inv. 18 
i,r.sldahl (1956) -L N". D. r!. s. Rept. Inv. 26 ..... . 
It appears that bed G is kno~~1 with certainty to occur orJ..y at 
the base of Sentinel Butte w'.b.ere it was extensively mined in fo:"'"-:ier 
years. Field inspect ion on the northeast flank of Sentinel Butte., a.t 
the site of the old Marr.moth ., indicates that bed Fis about 6 faet 
thick a.."ld is separated from bed G by 18 feet of silty clay whicb. con-
stitutes a single stratigraphic unit. Bed G exceeds 20 feet in tcick-
ness and is overlain by a thick sequence of' clayey sand. 
Investigations by ma.~y workers since 1909 have res"J.lted in the 
~ecognition a.."ld extension of bed F far beyond the limits of the Sen-
tinel Butte field. Bed G., bowever., bas not received such recognition. 
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This writer feels that 1 alt~ougt outcrop exposures are inadeq~ate 
for de:::nonstration; it is most probable that the F and G b&ds com:prise 
a single genetic unit p2.rted. by a wedge of elastic sed:L""r:ent. C o::-re-
lation of the G bed with the lignite which burned to form the ;,romi-
nent red clinker capping :rj.dges and buttes north of the village of 
Sentinel Butte (Leonard and Smith, 1909; Hennen, 1943) appears to be 
in error. Tne contact in this area is marked by a distinct color 
cha."'1.ge ( as can be seen on the northeast flank o:f Ca.."1.lel Hump Butte a:nd 
near the center of sec. 4, T. 140 N., R. 104 W., Figure 5-C) associated 
with a lignitic zone and a basal Sentinel Butte sand, and U:!1derlies 
the clir...ker horizon by about 50 feet. The implications involving 
miscorrelation of the G bed are discussed in the following section. 
Ta.ff (1909) originaJ.ly considered the top of the Roland coal as 
marking the top of his Tongue River coal group. Subsequent workers 
(Leonard and Smith, 1909; Hares, 1928; Fisher, 1953; a..~d others) have 
e.rbitrarily i."1cluded th:is bed in the Sentinel Ritte For.aation, pe:;. ... _ 
haps because its dark color contrasts less With this unit tha..'1 with 
the underlying Tor..gue River Formation. It appears, however, that the 
HT Butte bed represents the cuL~i."lation of a sequential accumulation 
of fine elastic material in whi'ch development of thick lignites was 
fairly common. As discussed below, the Sentinel Butte was introduced 
by an influx of t1basal11 sa..'1.d which spread across the nHT Butte swa..rrpsn • 
T'~us, the HT Butte bed is here considered a genetic unit of the Tongue 
River Fon~ation. 
Tne BT Butte bed is so variable in thickness that only general 
statements regarding thickr.ess appear to have validity. As an example 
in. point., it can be de:monstratec: that the thickness o:f the :IT Bu.tte 
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-03 c. decr8ases northwar~ f:com more t:.iar: 10 feat in the Soutn Unit of 
:::oosevelt. Parle to about 1 f'oot, 10 miles northward on the divide soi.;.th 
of I{ikes Creek (Figure 6-C). A similar thir..ning occurs v:est':,,rard toward 
:win Euttes (Figure 5-:0), where the HT Butte bed consists of a few 
ir.chas of lignitic shale. The thickness of lignites appeara to be a 
:relatively local phenomenon which. has little bearing on their regional 
parsistence and only minor signi.fica.;.1.ce regarding the regional con-
ditions which favor their development. Field eXRerience has demon-
strated to the ,\l'I'i ter I s satisf'action that 1igni tes C&"'1.Uot and should 
not be correlated solely on the basis of thickness. T'aus, thickness 
is cor.sidered a subordinate factor in recogniti9n of the ET ?Qtte bed. 
Basal Senti:'1:el Butte sar..d. --Recognition of a persistent basal 
unit in the Sentinel B"~tte Formation has aided significantly in rec-
ogr...ition of the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact. In its i;typicaJ..1: 
or 11ma.Y'.....mw-n11 state o:f developme:it:., this basal u."li t is silty, cross-
becided fine sand rar..ging from several tens o-J: feet to ovar 100 feet in 
thickness (Figures 3 a.nd 4).. c:~oss-strati:fied sets range from several 
inches to 3 feet or more in thickness, the average beir..g about 18 or 
20 inches, and are generally planar and wedge-shaped (Figures 3-A ar..d 
3-B). Lignite clasts are commonly concentrated in cross-lari1in2.e a."ld 
emphasize cross-bed sets (Figures 3~A and 3-C). Co-sets are often 
bounded by ferruginous concretions of nodular or planar character 
(Figures 3-1), 4-A, and 4-B) with associated plant-stem molds and des-
iccation features which indicate the diastemic nature of the bedding 
planes. In rna.-riy outcrops, :marcasitic or li...11onitic concre-t.ions a..'"'€ 
ra.~domly scattered throughout the unit. Rarely, the clay-silt content 
is reduced and the basal sand Ut~it is fai~ly.well softed and loosely 
l<'IGU1-m J 
A. Basal sand of the Sen-Li.nel But,te Formation in upper llJ.ackt.ail. Creek drainage. Cross-.b,,::l.s are 
emphasized by concentrations of lignite fra.gmcmts along bedding ; man iri foreeround in·-
dicates s 
Location: sec. 10, T. 143N.jR. lOlW., Billings County, North Dakota. 
B. Cros.s--bedded basal Senl:,inel Butte sand on West River road abo·~lt 3 soutlmest of Nedora. 
Sand is loosely cemarrl:,,sd with iron oxides; har1rnE:ir indicafes scale. 
Location: sec. 31, 1'. 140 N., R. 102 W,, B.Lllings County, North Dakota. 
C. Cross··bedding i.n fine Sent.:lneJ. Butte along fiTe,-gua:rd tra:il south of Cr·0ek. 
Cross .. ,bed sets are emphasized by lignite f'rfVJmcnts co:1centrated along bedding planes, En--
trenching shovel indicates scale. 
Location: SW~4 seco 7, '11. 137 N,> R. 101 W., BJJ.J.ings Count.;y·, Nor-th Dakota. 
ID, Concrationary f,ones developed along beddlng .. planes basal Sentinel Butte sand about 5 
southwest of Medora. BGdd:lng planes ar·e diastmiw and illrn.itr·ate the periodic modo of accumu-
lation of this unit; sim:Llar structures in Figul'es li.·-41. and lI···B. 












A. Bedding planes, emphasized by zon"1s of conc:cc~tionar·y iron oxide, show pd.rnary dip ( note 
horizontal beds near top) in ba,">al Sentinel Butte sand about 5 miles southwest of Nedora. 
Fluted weathoring reflects the high s:i.ltMcla;r content 6f th:Ls unit. 
Location: SW\ sec, 11, T. 139 N., R. 103 W., Billings County, North 1'Jakota. 
B. Concretionary zones in basal S0ntinel Butte sand near the entrance to Squaw Creek 
Nort.h Unit, of Roosevelt Park, · 
Location: WE\ sec, 31, '.l'. lh8 N • ., R. 99 W,, McKenzie County, North Dakota. 
C. Large cla.sts of looEJely consolidated siltstone in clayey matrix of basal Sentinel Butte 
11 sand" a.ho-ut 8 rnileB southeant of Medora" 
Location: NR\ sec. 36., 1\ 139 N., R. 102 W., b'illings County, North Dakota. 
1D. Petrified wood characteristic of the HT But.t,e bed of the Tongue River F'onnation adj to 
the road on the divide south of Mikes Creek. 












Fine-grained equivalenta of the basal unit exist~ b~t appear 
.,.. 1~~ less e:'Ctensive than t~1s sandy facies~ ~':ese Hfir1e 11 ;tacies &re 
._,,j "'*'-" 
.... =~ ,.clJ.,r thin-bedded sandy silt ,and silt (rarely clayey silt) (Figures· ...... i!-..... .I 
J-C 2.;.--id 5-C) which of'ten grade upward into coarser sedL'T.ent. C:ross-
l:,::;dding occurs but is of the 11 small-scale11 type and is usually obscured 
::x. exposed outcrops due to the alternate swelling and shrin.~...r_g of 
cl::.y components. Fine-grained facies of the basal unit inva."!"'j_ably 
coa.rs"m laterally, usually in a relatively short dista.;."lce. ·Tin::.s, 
0 :,:ce:pt in a...."'eas of extremely li.,11ited ouicrops, the validity of the 
·:,:.::cural relationships suggested here can be readily checked i;:-'" the 
f~3ld. In deference to the dominant facies, the unit is referred to 
:.".;;:re ,as the basal sa.'Yld of the Sentinel Butte Formation. 
Occasionally the basal sand is separated from tbe. ET Butte bed 
by ~ wedge of dark gray clay ra:..1.gi:o:g in thickness from a few inches 
.,o as m·.ich as 4 or 5 feet. f.:"lis clay is :represented by dark bo::-izons 
~cove tbe contact i.~ Figu...--es 5~D and s~n. Both coarse- and fine-grained 
:~cies of the basal u.i.~it have been observed above and filling channels 
:::.r: this clay. Apparently the clay was widespread prior to deposition 
cf the basal sand, a.~d the latter may have incorporated much of this 
Ynat the transport ene~gies were high even for the finer-grained 
J~s.sl sedi.~ents is indicated by the presence of clay galls in ma.~y 
01.:.tcrops. These galls or clasts often swell or 11 check11 on weathered 
su.rfaces and their character is not always clearly evident. Occa-
sionalJy~ clasts of coarser material were observed in a clay matrix, 
~,. exa.."'T.lple of which is shown in Figure 4-C. 
Wi';;h the possible exception of Hennen (1943), it appec.:.rs that 
t::·.J persistence and correlative significance of the bn.sal sand of the 
Sentinel Butte Formation has not been previously recognized. ::-rennen I s 
observ~tions appear to suffer from at least two errors. iiennen rec-
00nized a persistent marker bed in western Worth Dal.(ota which he called 
1:sa.ndstone 2111 and which he described as follows. (p. 1569): 
A persistent 11 marker bed11 for correlation has been recog-
nized in the Fort Union formation by the writer. It is grayish 
white, flaggy to shaly sandstone, apparently containing a mix-
ture of vdlcanic ash, with silicified fossil plant stems in 
abunda.~ce, and here and there silicified stumps of trees 3-5 
feet in diameter .•• it is ordinarily less than 5 feet in 
thickness but westward at Sully Springs, it is more than 40 
feet thick but still is grayish white to ash-gray, ~:dth the 
silicified tree zone at the top. It is believed that a great 
outpouri..vig of volca.7li.c ash took place at the time of its 
deposition. • . • It is in this zone that the :1Petrii'ied 
Forest11 occµrs on the valley floor of Andrews Creek [Hennen 
means Sully Creekl , 1. 5 miles southwest of Sully Springs 
railway station. - This zone may be observed also, in typical 
development, at the entrance gate to Roosevelt Park on High-
way 10, 5 miles east of Medora. 
In reference to thick occuxrences in the vicinity of Sully Springs and 
the east gate of the South Unit of Roosevelt Park, Hennen rs 11 Sandstone 
21u is synonymous with the basal sand of this report. Hennen., how-
ever, places his 11 marker bed11 in the Tongue River nmember·11 about 70 
feet below the horizon which he indicates as its upper contact. In 
order to resolve this discrepancy., it is necessary to consider how 
Hennen placed his 11 marker bed11 in the Paleocene Series; this he elab-
orates in reference to his Sentinel Butte section (p. 1575-1576) . 
. At the point where the section was measured, formations 
were concealed directly below this lignite bed {20 feet thick] 
so tnat it was not possible here to determine i~s interval 
above Sa..ridstone 21. However~ :Lwnediately northeastward and 
northward at many places this lignite bed forms 11 scoria11 a.t 
a..~ elevation of 2,9l0 feet at the base, slightly more than a 
mile north of Sentinel Butte railway station .•. Here the 
top of Sa...~dstone 21 w'ith its characteristic silicified trees 
is 70 feet t:r 11::.!nd-le~vel toi';-re:r in ·Ctt1e rnea;;;ure s, 0r at ~p:.tac-
.., • _I '_., (7,-J n ,,,\ ,i_ -"~ J~ 2 r~,f;'~; ---"¥"";1 t:!.call:r tr:e sc.;..r;ie 1·i10ervaJ_ .> :.eel,J as av po.1.nt... L"· .. ::..c.«.G.;. ca.j 
below Lignite 22. Lik2.wise_, :-iere cl thin lignite ':x:;d L,me-
c.i.::i.tely overlies Sandstona 21., as at the Sully .Sprfr1r;::; 
sectior1 ,. 
lignite is bed G of Leona.rd and Smith (1909) and, as stated 
::.;: ;:,~18 previous sect.ion., the correlation with the 11 scoria11 to the north 
:.:.d nort.heast appears invalid. Herein appee.I's to lie the source of 
.:e:::nen rs first error. He correctly identified the basal sar..d north 
,,:.' Sentinel Butte, but rniscorrelated the HT Butte bed. Thus) te was 
lea to believe that the basal sc:...'ld on Sentinel Butte was concealed in 
::-:.G s'J.bsurface below the F bed. In reality., it is well exposed and 
s the G bed. 
A second error occurred. as Eennen carried his marker bed east-
:::;.;rd ·t;ouard Medora (his point 2) • Very few beds resembling basal 
a.ra pressnt in the Tongue River Formation but, from about the 
::.lli·r...gs-Golden Valley C ou."'lty line to :Medora and north,i>Tard into the 
Jou-;;h Unit of Roosevelt Park, a locally persistent clayey sand bed 
dccs e:dst in the up-per Tongue River section. This bed occurs about 
70 to BO feet below the Tongue iiiver-Sentinel Butte contact a:1.d is 
,::..oout 5 feet thick along U. S. Highway 10 several rniles west of Hedora. 
· c:, can be traced ·along t.:be highway to Medora and is prominent in the 
;:est bluffs of the Little ?{issouri ·which extend northward into the 
?.'.U'k. The unit thickens considerably as it, enters the park, as can 
be seen along the park road as it descends from. Johnson Plateau to 
':he valley floor. This unit Hennen confused rrith the nr:ia:rke:;.~ bedrt 
cf the Sen tine 1 Butte locality. stratigraphic occurrence of 
-:his sand bed is unfortunateJ for it allm,ied Hennen to justify his 
:irst error with a second. The paradox is even more apparent when 
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_::::r;sr strata. ~Iennen I s second error was ::-ecognized by B:;.~c.;,\<,n ( 19Li8a; 
::i. 1269) who concluded, 
. It 1\1'oulcl Gecr:1 tl1D.t; beti)i';sen Jentir1el But·~o Wld 
Sully Springo, IIemxm confused two silicified zone c in an 
interval of 100-125 fGet. 
It is unfortunate that Hennen 1 s study recieved so little 
,:.Gceptance, for closer inspectio:n of his !!Sandstone 2111 migc/c have 
.:.ic.od in an earlier .recognition of the basal Sentinel Butte s;:;.nd. 
:'hs writer confesses his mm skepticism of Hennen 1 s work du.ring 
:.r:i~fal stages of f'ield investigation. Only after the partial E:quiv-
:.:2.e::1ce of Hennen I s 1tma.rker bed n with the basal sand at Sully Sp~ing s 
-.,c.s :.ealized was an attempt made to resolve the conflicts which ex-
in his cross-section between Sentinel Butte and Hedora. vJhether 
~:a:men I s usandstone 2111 is equivalent to the basal sand elsewhere in 
· .. :s,scsm North Da.1<:ota is not readily apparent. The two appear to be 
::c-e:ctensi ve as ·will be discussed pra sently. 
?:-2gion.al extent of the contact 
T"ne e:;..rtent o:f the Tor.:.gua River-Sentinel Butte contact in a 
~isnificant portion of western North :Dakota is indicated in Figure 1. 
·:'":::e contact is essentially a line of bes.t approximation connecting 
:-:ioi::::its at ·which the character and elevation o.f the contact was estab-
:ished in the .field. The w-riter has utilized available literature in 
f;,;.cilitatiri.g extrapolations through areas for which 'his .field obser-
v:.:.tio::is are li.."Uited. In th.is regard., reports of Leonard and Smith 
(l.909), Harss (1928), Fisher (1953, 1954), and u..v:rpublished data. of 
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r, ..,,rt.on (-in '.'.)rEroaration) were of part,icular value. 
v-.__.t.... - - .J. ;. 
all published sections and datum points utilized in es~ablishing 
7,na contact was verified by a thorough field check. D11ring cotLrse 
of six months spent in the field., t.he writer visited. nea=ly evc:-y 
township in which the contact is indicated to be present. However., 
the probability exists that some outliers containing the contact have 
oeen overlooked and., to the e:x:te,1.t that this is true., Figure l 
incomplete. It is expected that .1utu:re detailed mapping will correct 
these omissions; i.f the feasibility of such mapping is demonstrated 
by Figure 1., it has served its purpose. 
Little Hissouri badlands. --The Tongue River-Sentinel Butte 
contact is essentially continuous throughout J..' \.,lne badla.~ds east of the 
:..ittle ¥.d.ssouri River from northern Slope County to southern McKenzie 
Ccunty. West of the rive.r., the contact discontinuous s.:nd defines 
detacned remnants of Sentinel Butte strata which form divides or 
buttes which rise above the regio~al level~ This distribution i$ 
an c;;..-pression of' the regional dip . o:t: these beds toward the structural 
x,j_s of the Williston basin (synclir.e) which lies to the east and 
rrc~"'theast. For many miles east of t:ie aast ntreak:s11 of the Little 
!·~:.ssouri badlands, topography developed al.t"n.ost entirely upon strata 
of u Sentinel Butte:! a'l'ld younger age. In the extreme southwest corner 
of the map area, all Paleocene and yot.4""1.ger strata, have been removed 
by erosion fra:11 the northeast .flaril-c of the Cedar Creek anticline. 
Both time l:L.~itations and difficulties imposed by the gently 
:."olli:ng topography and paucity of outcrops pravented tracir..g of J.::.he 
contact south of Ar.1idon a.."1.d., ·with the exception of HT Butte., this 
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consti~utes the southern of ir~1estigati0n. 
den a.'1.d Hedora the contact is rGadily apparent ar:d can 1:e ins:;ia cted. 
s.t :;;iany localities. The ?::T D;.tte bed anc. the basal sand are. generally 
developed but locally the Eutte be~ thins and tte basal sand 
~~comes fine grained. The ET Butte bed 'haa burned throughout rrn1ch of 
this area, as can be readily seen from the road into the H3u..""t...ing 
Coal Vein11 , northwest of knidon, which follows the divide westward 
;::.cross the center of T. 136 N • ., R. 101 W. Outcrops of the contact 
~ong this divide (Figure 5-A) show the basal sand to be fine grained 
and the HT Butte bed to be rather thin. 
Northward., on the div"1de so.:th of Bear Creek the color contrast 
is marked and the contact is evident from a. distance. At tt.is locality 
~he HT :Sutte bed is about 60 inches thick and the basal sand is well 
developed (Figure 5-B). 1'he basal Sentinel Butte unit is silty above 
t~e HT ~~tte bed but coarsens upward, becomi:ng sandy withi~ a vertical 
interval of 6 feet. 
On the west side of the Little N::i..ssouri., the contact is promi-
nent on Bullion Butte and. occurs in the bases of Sentinel and Square 
(Flat Top) Buttes. T'.o.e contact dips eastward at Sentinel Butte a.I1d 
passes into the subsurface along U. S. Highway 10 (Interstate 94) 
-
about three miles east of Me~ora. The HT Bt:tte bed is burned. along 
most of this traverse and its descent into the subsu.rface east of 
Hedora is marked, by a fringe of red clinker., but a minimu.n.i tl1ick.ness 
oi 7 feet was measured. fer the bed at a partial exposure in S:1eep 
Creek. The basal sand. is exposed on the northeast flank of Sentinel 
Bu.tte a...YJ.d ca..."'1. be viewed along the 11West River roadn in the northeast 
portion of T. l.39 N. :1 R. 103 'd. :i :near Sully Springs, and just west 
5 
A. Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact near road on 
7 miles Amidm 
posed. 
sec. 20, 136 , R. 101 W. , Slope C North Dakota. 
B. 'I'ongue River-Sentinel contact ( ar:eow) near trail about, nr:i.dway Amidon 
and Hedora. Fort,y inches of poorly exposed II'I' Butte bed under11os a tb.ick soqucmce of basal 
Sentinel Butte ::;and, 
Location: SW\1 seco 7, '11. 13? N,, R. 1.01 W,, Dill:Lng13 County, North Dakota. 
C. 1'ongue Hiver-Sen:l,jnel 
Butte. The baGal unit 
but the color 
Location: sec. lr, 
ID• contact ( ar:c011) in the v:Lc:i.nity of 
of t.he villf:.ge of 
the rl'I' Butte 
clay which locally the bnsal sand and 
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01 the ec.st entrance to Roosevelt Park. 
Within the South U • .it of Roosevelt Park, contact is present 
from Cottonwood ca.'Tlpgrour.1.d. :-rare the HT B':.J.tte bed exceeds 9 fset in 
thickness and is overlain by a thick sequence of basal sa:'ld. TI:te 
contact ca..."1 also seen in tha vicinity of nscoria Pointn, a scenic 
stop within the park. HT Butte bed has largely burnec:. to produce 
a spectacular red clinker) but ~a unburned remnant, nearly 12 feet in 
thickness, can be seen in the gully below the overlook. 'I'he so-called 
n fa.1rning Coal Mine 11 in park the Butte bed and cli:iker 
produced by earlier burns is wide::=.rpread; good outcrops occur adjacent 
r,o the road near park boundary north of 'Wind Canyon. 
North of the village of Sentinel E"'..ltte, near Twin Buttes, the 
contact is exposed on numerous small buttes and di videa ( Figure 5....:D) • 
Tee HT Butte bed is represented by only 6 to 8 inches of lignitic 
shale, but the contrast in color between the formations is exceed-
ingly good. This contrast is persistent north~ard and can be £een 
:;ear the entrance to Techer~s ranch (Figu:ce 6-A), on the diviC:.a 
above the historic Elkhorn Ranch site. Throughout much of this area 
the basal Sentinel Butte sand is rather fine grained and several 
localities is separated the RT Butte bed by as much as 4 feet 
of dark clay. At these localities, however, the clay grades upward 
and laterally into more 11 typica111 basal sa...'1.d. 
Three localities on the east side of the Little ¥.d.ssouri north 
o: the South Unit of Roosevelt Park appear representative of the con-
tact. The first of t~ese is a pro~inent bluff on the east of the 
river road about .3 miles north of t:1e park boundary (Figure 6-B). The 
FIGURE 6 
Ao Tongue Il:iver--Sent:i.nel Butte contact (arrow) near the entrance to 'l'echer's Ranch, about 13 miles 
north of T-1<rin Buttes. The color contra.st above and below the contact is very pronouncs::d. 
Location: NE'.1.4 sec. 1, T. lh3 N., R. 103 W,, Gold9n Valley County, North Dakota. 
B. Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact ( arrow) on the r:i.ver road about 3 miles north of the South 
Unit of Roosevelt Purk. The HT Butte bed is largGJ.y cover·ed but exceeds 13 feet in thi.cknoss. 
Location: NW\1 sec. B, T, 141 N., R. 103 W., Billings County, North 'Dakota. 
C., Tongue River-·Bent:i.nel Butte contact (arrow) on the river road 13 miles north of South Room:i-· 
velt Pa-r.k,, The basal sand of' the Sentinel Butte Formation :Ls fine grained and the color con-· 
trast above and below the contact is subdued by dark clays in the upper port.ion of the Tongue 
River Formationc 
Do 
Locat:i.on: NE\ secc 36, T. ll.13 N • ., R. 102 Wo., Billings County, North 'Dakota. 
Tongue River«0Sent:i.nel Butte contact ( arrow) 
north of the South Unit of Roosevelt Park. 
developed with large-scale c1'oss-,bed sets. 
Location: SE\ sec. 10, Tc 143 N., R. 101 
the veJ.ley of Ble,cktail Creek a.bout 17 m:Ller:J 
The basal Sentinel Butte sand is 11 typically!1 
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The basal sand consists of 6 to 8 feet of rather clayey silt 
-v;l:ich grades upward into 20 feet of clayey sa~'ld. About 10 miles nort,h 
of this outcrop, the contact is accessible near the road at tl:s smn:.rriit 
of the di Vida south of 1':I:ikes Creek (Figure 6-C). The HT Eu.T,te bed is 
orJ-y 16 to 18 inches thick and the lower portion of the ba.;;;al .saxid is 
thinly bed.ded and fine grained. '.Despite its overall fine textu:.~e., 
the basal sand contains pods and lenses of medium-sand and larg8 clasts 
or ngaJ.ls" of clay. Silicified wood (Figure 3..:n) is particularly 
abundant at this locality. 
The river road north of Medora ter~inates, after JO sce~ic 
miles, at the ranches of Les and Jack Connel; e;x:i.t from the ba::llands 
is gained along the Blacktail Creek drainage eastward to Gor"!::.a.,'1:l. Along 
"t:!le Blacktail Creek road occur some of t::.e best exa..rn:ples of 11 typicallyn 
developed basal sa.Dd. The contact is conspicuous a.~d nearly contin-
uous al orig the north wall of the creek valley for 5 or 6 ::11iles U".l 
Blacktail Creek from its moath. vfoere the contact passes beneath tne 
valley floor, erosional. rem~'la.nts of the resista."1.t basal sand f O:::'rrl 
r.:u.-rnerous buttes vfnich project above the valley alluViTu'il (Figure 6-:D). 
Here, the HT Butte bed is generally thin, a:·1eraging 12 to 20 inches 
thick. 
The basal sand, is well developed north of the Blacktail drain-
ag2: and was observed on the divide between Whitetail and Magpie Creeks 
a:c,d in the Hagpie Creek va.lley. Excellent exposures also occur in 
"Lr..e &icegel and Sa."rJ.d Creek drainages, but the upper Tongue River 
'ha , " :'\ • l d ' · ., t h · "-a.s cecome somewnat. c_ayey an. t..r.2: co.:..or con r2.st ·w:Lti t.11e Ser.tinel 
?~tte Formation is less pro~ou:;~ced (?igure 7-A). The basal sar.d 
FIGllRE 7 
A. Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact ( arrow) along Sanci Creek about 13 miles west of Grassy 
Butte. The basal sand of the Sentinel Butte F'ormation is well developed, but the color con-
trast above and below the contact is somewhat subdued by gray clay beds in the upper Tongue 
River Formation. 
Locat.j_on: sec. 10, T. l~.5 N., R. 101 W., McKenzie County, North Dakota. 
B. '.fongue River-Sentinel Butte contact ( arrow) near the road on the divide above the Beicegel 
Ranch about 16 miles wost of Grassy Butte. 'l'he basal Sentinel Butte sand greatly resembles 
that in outcrops to tbe south along Blacktan Creek (Figure 6-D) 
Location: SE\ sec. 6, T. lh5 N., R. 101 W., JilcKenzie County, North Dakota. 
C. Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact (arrow) in the Bowline Creek drainage about 9 miles south·· 
east of Sheep Buttes. 'l'he HT Butte bed is 6 to 7 feet thlck and partially concealed by slumping 
of the basal Sentinel Butte sand. 
LocaM.011: NW\ sec. 1.S, T. lh7 N. J R. J.01 W., McKenzie County, North :Dakota. 
1D, 'l'ongue Ri.ver-Sent:i.nel Butte contact. ( arrmv) about 2 miles soutlmest of Sheep Buttes. The H'l1 
Butte bed is concealed but measures about Li feet nnd is overlain by about, 20 feet of silty 
basal Sentinel butte sand, 
Location: SW\ sec. 21, T. lt18 N., R, 103 W., McKenzie County, North 'l'Jakota. 
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S.;.:.nd Creek. 
At the sc:..Tu-nit of the road above the Beicegel Ranch, t'te basal 
s;:::.nd is well exposed (Figure 7-B) and greatly :resembles outcrops i:n. 
the Blacktail Creek area. T:"1e ET Butte bed is generally -;,hin along 
Sand Creek but thickens northward., as measu..red in a section near the 
:-relson Ranch (.Sll'J\; sec. 18, T. 11..;.6 N., R. 101 W.), the bed is 7 .feet 
~hick. 
Farther north) the contact can be seen in the bluffs of the 
Little Missouri in the vicinity of sec. 28, T. J.47 N.) R. 101 W., but 
it passes beneath slutap debris and valley allt1..vium sonewhere in the 
vicir..ity of the southern. bo1J....""1.dary of the Nort.b. Unit of Roosevelt Park. 
TI1e contact has not been observed. within the park but its pr·esence at 
shtllow depths in the subsurface is ind.icated by the thick interval of 
basal sand which can be seen at many localities wi.thin the park, the 
mos~ accessible of which are adjacent to the entrances to Squaw 
Creek c~~pground (Figure 4-B)~ 
The northe~n limit of the contact within the north-south react 
of the Little Missouri badla.."l'J.ds appears to be in the Bowline Creek 
c.ra.inage (Figure 7-C). Eere the contact is again distin-::t, despite 
the presance of a gray bentonite bed in uppermost pa:.:st of the 
Tongue River Formation. Tb,e basal sa.1.d silty near the base a...'1.d 
coarsens upward in the ur..it. The HT Butte bed is 6 to 7 feet thick. 
Acditional outcrops occur along the road several miles south of this 
locclity in the east half o:f sec. 25, T. 147 N., R. 102 W. 
North of tbe badla:r:d.s.--The area :r:orth of the Little Missouri 
badlands of western North 'Dakota has been glaciated, the toporrraphy 
rather subdued, and oect:c~ock is i;;r;all exposed 
:i1:.e C to the vicinity of Sceep Buttes. T'.ne Hbig bl\1en clay 
:::ed., ·which is so prominel'lt in the North Unit of Roosevelt Park, aid3 
correlation across this area of li.s~ited bedrock exposure. T'ne contact 
is e1.7osed about 2 miles southwest or Sheep Buttes (Figure 7.:.:r:,) at the 
location of Fisher 1s (1953) 11 section 311 • lbe HT Batte bed here 
4 feet thick and overlain by 20 fee~ of rather silty basal Senti~el 
Butte sand. Northward., the contact can be seen in the more prominent 
slopes of the Horse Creek drair;.a..ge., particularly in the vicinity of 
Horse Creek school. Fisher (1~53) has noted the HT Butte bed in ~iis 
area which he designated. as 111n hi.s n ~e ct ion 2n .. 
The Sentinel Bu.tte Fo:rmation appGars to have li.rni ted e;;;:t,ent in 
Yiontana, but it ca..71 be viewed at Blue lfou..'1.tain in norther-c. Wibaux 
G o-c:.-ity, in the east bluffs of the Yellowstone Ri var no1~theast of' Sid-
ney, and at the Snowden railway siding on the Missouri River ::ear 
Ifontana-N .. orth Ilakota state line~ The latter localities are of par-
ticu:ar interest beca~se they lie general t;ype area o:f the 
Fort Union Gr~~p. On the ll river road..t1 about 8 miles southwest of' 
Cartwright, North JJakota, the contact is marked by a 5-foot thickness 
of HT BQtte bed and a marked color cha...'1.ge. The basal sar.1.d is typical 
and ranges in thickness between 25 a.1.d 40 feet (Fig-c.re 8-A). The 
contact in ttiis a1;,'ea is so distinct that it can be picked with ease 
from aerial uhoto~rauhs. 
.;. 0 ~ Si.i~ilar co~ditions exist at the contact 
0° 8 miles northwest of the road junction at Snowden., Eontana., except 
that the HT Butte bed is represented by 40 inches· of lignit,ic shale. 
::Ior-e 52 feet of SE.ntinel Butte strata overlie about 250 f'eet of' the 
· ... ,: ,,,~•,' 
8 
A. Butte contact ( of Yellowstone River about 8 
The contact here is and lies within the type area of the 
sec. 31, T. 150 N., R. 104W., County, Uorth1Dakota. 
B. River~,Sentinel Butte contact ( ar:row) near Reservoir about 7 miles northwest of 
Newtown. The basal Sentj_ncl Butte sand stands above less resistent Tongue . 
Location: Near center sec, 26., '11. 153 N., R. 103H., l.fountrEdl Colmty, 1forth Dakota . 
. C. Tongue Ri.ver-Sont:inel Butte contact ( arrow) Reservoir about 8 miles north,v·est 
of Newtown. 'l'be HT Butte bed is about 9 feet is overle.:i..n by about 50 foet of basal 
Sentinel Butte sand. 
Location: SE\i sec. 22, T. 153 N., R. 93 W., County, North Dakota, 
ID. Tongue River--Sentinel Butte contact ( 
horiz, on above the contact is a dense 
5..m. 
NE~ sec. 2, T. 138 N., R. 
' 
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Tongua River Formation. The ba~al sand. is typically deYelopsd c:.r~d 
silicified wood and st-..:i.mps ara - ''I • ..L a1.ong t..'.l.e cont,ac l,. 
East of the Snowden-Eu:ford area, the contact dips below the 
!Hssouri River and. is believed to rzmain in the subsurface across 
r.iost of southern Williar.1s County. Hear the Willia'ns-Mountrail County 
line it rises to the surface along the 1-mst flank of the 1'Tes3on 
anticline. Good exposures can be seen in the bluffs along Garr-~son 
Resewoir just east of the Mountrail County li:ne (Figure 8-B). An 
outcrop, accessii.:lle by car, occm.~s about 7 miles northwest of Newtown 
(Figure 8-C) where about 9 feet of lignite, lignitic shale, and car-
bonaceous clay constitute the ET Butte bed and are overlain ·oy lO 
feet of basal sand. Tl1e lower portion o:f the basal sand is bettar 
sorted than is ntypical11 , but the clay-silt content increases upward 
• J.. 'i • ' m vile unit.. 
Tee contact can be extrapolated up the valley of the White 
Earth River in western Mountrail County to. its term.inus near the 
Burke C 01.LYJ.ty line. East of the raouth of the White Earth valley., 
the contact ca..'l be traced in discontinuous outcrops along Garrison 
Reservoir to the Four Bears BJ.~idge, west of' Nei"Tto1';rn., where it is 
well exposed at an elevation sligl:itly above the bridge abutments. 
Tae contact cannot be traced beyond a sag rille~ with post-Paleocene 
sediments (Clayton, oral co:amru:n.ication) about 6 miles sou.th of Ne1-r-
town. Sentinel Butte strata otly are present above the reservoi:.~ 
level for several :miles south of the sag, and it is in:ferred that 
tD.e contact has been displaced down:rrard along a northwest-trendhi.g 
fault (Clayton, i~ preparation). The writer has not inspected the 
bluffs along t!'le reservoir beyond the :vrountrail-1Junn Cm1..11.ty line, but 
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Clayton (oral communication) 1967) has obseYved wna~ he believes 
is the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact in the bluffs along 
north shore of the r.sservoir opposite the mout!l of the Little z.,Iissouri 
River. This occurrence seems plai.:.sible,, because tbe contact tb.ought 
to occur due west of this locality in the vicinity of Lost Bridge. 
At Lost Bridge, strata believed to contain the contact oc~ar 
near flood-plain level where bedrock crops ou-r, adjacent to the r·iver. 
Caution is required in evaluating these exposures, for many slump 
blocks (not all of: which have been rotated) are present along t,he base 
of the high bluffs. The contact is believed to be present just west 
of the north abutment of the bridge. 'I'he HT Butte bed is locally 
burned but a single measurement indicates that it is thin, an~ prob-
ably averages less tha..."l 3 .feet :in t'hickness. The basal sand is present 
above the lignite but its stratigraphic position is locally occupied 
by .:::."'J...oodplain and alluvial-fan debris and its total thicknes.s is U."l-
determined. The absence of a well exposed section of To~..gue River 
strata makes it difficult to demonstrate the validity of the co;1tact 
at Lost Bridge. Supporting evide~ce is contained in the 450 feet of 
Sentinel Butte beds which extend above the presumed contact •. Tiis 
section contains raarker beds (a nbluen bed and upper and lower 11 yellow11 
beds) which appear correlative with similar beds in the North Unit 
of Roosevelt Park. If the correlation o:r these beds is correct, 
and if their relative stratigraphic positions are consta."lt, the con-
tact should exist near river level at Lost Bl"idge. 
Eastward extent 0£ contact.--The area of Figure l south of the 
:::,ittle Missouri River axid. east of lforth Dakota State 85~ Which 
·includes most of Du:nn and Stark Countiesj ~ot specifically 
included. in the scope of 
aled most of the major roads region and of the 
nearly all of the ex:9osed strata are o~ Sentinel Butte 
·:2:::.is observation is in accord regional structure, for t~e 
of the Williston basin (syncline) of North Dakota extends ncrth-south 
through this area. T1:is is demonstrated, £'or example, by beds of 
Tongue River a.nd older age ·which are concealed by younger strata along 
u. S. Highway 10 (Interstate 94) between the east 11 b:r:ea.ksn cf the bad-
lar1ds and the Glen Ullin-New Salera ar3a, 60 miles to the east. 
Success in delimiting the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte co:r~tact 
throughout the areas discussed above leads to an important Query -- can 
the contact be deli..11ited 1-Jith equal .facility f'arther east along the 
".:.runcated .flank of' the Williston basin? :Difficulties are irl.fpcsed ir.:. 
this araa by rolling terrain mantled with vegetation and glacitl debris 
vihich conceal the bedrock. ?he composite thickness of Paleocene strata 
is considerably less in this area than in the badlands and greater 
altimetric control is necessary to correlate beb;een the isolated out-
crops. Questions ccncernir.i.g diffe;;.~sntiat ion Tongue River and 
Sentinel E'..1tte st.rata in this region i.rlll ulti.."Uately be answered by 
~atailed geologic mappi.-,g 0£ the U!'...its, an initial stw6e of which has 
already begun~ 
·nuring the fall o:t 1966, "the i-r..citer held a field conference with 
U. S. Geological Survey geologists1 involved in surface mappirJ6 in 
1
0. S. Geological Su:rvey geologists were C. S. V. B.e.:-clay, G. 1). 
:-:owat, a.11.d K. Sowa.rd; the ifl"iter was accompanied by G. G. Carlson of 
North "Dakota Geological Survey. 
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and Grant Counties~ T'ne coni:;act, ~s defined by ~::;ri-::,er, 
•• ,- s: ~ 1"'!SiJected at :many localities in Billings 
••'-': ...... --"" ,.. Golden 
compared 'irith a pers::..stent 11 :;:narker11 horizon in Eo:rtcn 
Although the HT Butte bed .is thin and poorly developed and 
t:ic .basal Sentinel Butte sand is .fine grained., the writer ( and a:9-
po.rcmtly companions; the writer exp:r-asses no .f'or.mal commitment 
en their ·oart) concluded that the 11 marker1: horizon was in fact 
To:r-ieue River-Sentinel Butte contact. In regard to this horizon in 
:,rorton and Grant Counties, Barclay (vr.citten co:m.mu.viica.tion, Ja.nuar:1., 
1967) has stated: 
I a:.<11 convinced that the horizon which you me o:.'l 
November 4 [1966] i:i. the South of the Tt1eodore :2.oosavelt 
'?\Tat; cnnl p,.,.,-,ir ".J~ct ,,-'h-'t ci-. ,ro·· ·c·a·o "'"' +1-,,:, Se·,-,.;.-i ·re-.L "-·,·"+e/m1.·o·r,~•,,,=, .1.·; """"' a. ... ~ A ~J. :.d,-._......_ ~J. :J U ... ,.1 _ ~ u;..i.v J.J. u_..,..J. Du.. v V .\.:..~ ....__ 
River contact is the sa::;1e horizon I showed you on the follow-
ing day in the Ullin ar1d Tlengate Quadrar.1.gles, "frjhich I 
had m.app'ed as bet111reen t-vJo :major ligr,Mi te zones~ I 
have seen sam.e ho:dzon in the W11ite Eu.tte., Clark :S-ll.tte, 
and the Nor·th Almont Quadra:.rigles. I ll-r.1 sure it is present in 
the :S:eart Butte and B-c.tte: Q·..:adrangles. 
Ullin and 1)engate Quad.rar-.:gles., the contact 
is marked by a dark olive to gree::1ish gray mont:;10::.."i.llo:r.:.i 
loca 1: y ty to claystone above, and a yellmdsh gray 
sandstone siltsto~e seq~ence below. There is cori~~only 
' r.:..1-- ·-~1 1" "'+-'i ~-ro + +·;,- o-... -<1,<:::. c1 ay [P1'11· c'n .,.,,-y 1,-,.=,1 a LV~.;.1.t..:.1 -J..g:!'1..!..v--C Z1..., ... ,;,...,.. a:.., v~v ..1... l.;,1,...:.- ...,_ !f:il... ,.. . .:a ... o.; ....,_J 
an HT :S:u.tte lignite equivalent. You stated., or at im-
plied, that the montmorillor.i.i tic clays tone;; its lcca' 1 y 
high proportion of coarser material, is;; at lea.st in part.; 
a late:r'a.l equivalent of' the bas!11 clayey sandstone [pr0.;.:;;;nt 
in the Little Hissou..."'1. badla.:.r'ldsj. I concur in this also, 
except I tend to :regard the rnontmor-il lon:Ltic claystone 
1ri th the characteristically high ad..':lixtures of coarser :mat-
eriaJ. as the nnormaJ.n contact a.'1d the clayey sandstone as 
the result of local emphasis on one aspect of sedimentologi-
cal conditions earliest Sentinel E~tte Of course 
this local em:,ohasis become:s ncre general as the source area 
for the coareer material is approached. 
I also believe that this n1oca1:i em-;:::,hasi.s occu.:rred in the 
·nenga.te-Glen area. Actually;) I in~lude 13 to 15 £·eet of 
sed:L'!lE.mt -- the interval from the lignitic zone below 
rnontmorillonitic to base o:f ne:x:t zone --
in a basal zone of the Sentinel Butte 5 the uppermost third or 
so of which is not u~corc..~only a clayey or silty sa.~dstone to 
sandstor:.e. As a matter of f·act., there is a sandstone at least 
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co;.i:cact a L~O feet tl1iclc ;J.bove tte .-
cu-~ in tl1e Quc.d.r~~gle L 
This sandstone body is not vrell 
exposed 
11;.;, T!.. B 7 1·,J .l .. 1.39 
extent. ou~crop patte:"D. and 
its long a:x:i.s indicate it is 
The writer in essential 





with Barclay 1s caductions. 
:r sandn contains ad-
r.:i1:i·u.res o:f fine silt and clay., particularly near its base., in t,!1is 
eastern region a..t~d do.ulinant texture may be silty clay or clayey 
The contact is mappable, however., a.n.d the criteria which aid 
its recognition a.re essentially same as those recogn:.zed. far-
ther west. Figu:-i.--e 8-D illust:rc.tes contact in the Glen Ullin Quad-
Previa.:.s observations of the contact 
Numerous statements regardir.g character and of the 
River-Se~tinel Butte contact in the geological litera-
tt..re. Many of these restatements of opinions expressed by earlier 
·::rorkers and roost are intended to apply to relatively small study areas. 
:ndi vi.du.ally, they add testi.1nony to 
contact ar:td, collectively, they 
persistence a.~d character o:f 
to s~pport the general con-
clusions of this report. A few of these statements have already been 
cited, others which to wester:.'l North :Dakota are reviewed 'below. 
The most comprehensive and concise statement r~garding the re-
extent of tb.e Butte Formation noted by this is 
by Seager, and ot~ers (1942, p. 14l7). 
T'ae best eJ\.-posures of Sentinel Butte are four.d b&d-
land:::: of the 1,rissou:~i River the TT.icinity of North 
Roosevelt Park, lYicKenzie County, Dakota. In 
ity, near the axis of the Williston Basin syncline, unit, 
as a 1iJ.1ole is flat, and r:c..7 
Its position· in tl'!e 
csne erosion. T'ne Se::-rcir£l 
rnost of !icI\enzie, Eillir.Lgs, 
eastern Slope C cunty and in 






Stark C aunties:, in 
ouri rivers as far east as Sa::1.ish 
of Hercer and l{orton 
1'Iissouri and Little Eiss-
ar:d Elbowoods, and also 
r.:ay Ce cbser·ved in tl1a drainage of the I<:r;_i.fe River nem~ 
Eebron. 
The Tongue River r.1ember of the Paleocene Fort Union For-
mation conformably 1.mderlies the Sentinel· Butte. A clinker 
resulting from the burning of a lignite bed marks the contact 
of the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte members in many places. 
Numerous clinker beds occu.r both above a...."1d below the contact 
clinker. Thus, the presence of clir~~er s~ould not be used in-
discriminantly as the criterion for separating the two members. 
Regarding the distribution of the Tongue River Formation, these 1-r •.d-
ters stated (p. 1417): 
The Tongue River. crops out extensively in the bad-
lands of the Little Hissou.ri River fro;-:1 the v:i.ci:.u·ty of' Xar-
marth, rJorth Dakota., to a point 100 miles north. At the latter 
locality, the nortn.east, dip of the strata ir.to ~he Wil-
liston Basin syncline carries the member below river level. 
The mexnber is exposed over a b1~oad area along the Ho:ntana-North 
1Jak:ota bou:'lda.:ry, fro:-n no:rther·n Slope County at least as far 
north as the l"lissouri River. It reappears on the crest of the 
Ness on anticline in souther-:..'l Williams Cot:nty., and is ex;iosed 
along the }I:Lssouri River on tzie east side or the Willisto;:-.. 
Basin syncline. 
These statements are in essential agreement with the distribution of 
Paleocene strata as recognized by the writer. Although Seager and 
otters., alluded to the HT Butta bed tb.a Tongue River Formation, no 
mention was made of the basal Sentinal Butte sand. 
Hen."1.en (1943) is apparently the only person who has attributed 
regional persi~tence . to a sands-t,one bed. As discussed above., "the 
11 Sandstone 2111 of Hennen is equivalent in part to the basal Sen;:;inel 
Butte sand of this report ai."1.d., although Een:'J.en placed it within the 
Tongue River Formation, its persistence suggests it may be largely 
s;r.::ionymous with the basal sand of the Sentinel Butte. RegarGing the 
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c.istributi on of his u Sandstone 21 a, liennen (p. 1570) w:co-:::.e: 
It is persistent and 
evidenced by expos-.::.res 
Butte, Golden Valley County, 
in tho DaJcota -b<~s:..n.i as 
fro:n t:le vicinity of Sentin.el 
to the vici:'.::ity oi' 
J\.Lucr1t., r'Iorton County,; i";ron1 a cr1 the east bar~ cf :;vrth 
Forlc of CaTu"1.onball Ei ver, 10 rhiles nor~t:-:east of Jtrnidun., irl 
ea.stern Slops C aunty, nortl:.1rra1~d to the s-ceeply pit chine .flar>Jcs 
of the }lesson anticline i11 so"J.tb.e!"n :~Jilliarns Cou.n.ty; and 
thence southeastward valley of the Hissm.,::d RiYer 
to the vicinity of Coleharbor. ~ 
Harker-bed is typically developed on both flanks of 
the Nesson anticline in southern Williams County with tte sa:.r.e 
abundance of silicified plant stems and here and there a sil-
icified tree stump. 
Hith the exception of sections figured Hennen 7s east-west cross-
section from Sentinel Batte to Kidder County, locations given fer 
nsandstone 2111 are too ger...eral f'or accu:r·ate i'ield checks and the ex-
tent to w~ich it is eq..riva.len~ to the basal sand of this report has 
not been dater.m.ined. 
In reference to tha distribution and s1,ratigraphic rela·.:.ionships 
of Fort Union strata, Brown. (1948a., p. 1270-1271) made the follm1ing 
:.~enarks: 
1~~e dark Sentinel B~tte shale, accorQing to Hennen eA'i:.ends 
eastward across Lit".::.le Eissouri River as far as Almont:; 
about 115 miles f·rom Se:ntir;.el B'-:tte. No:rt!:ward it cor::r._'.):r·i:;;r:;s 
the higher strata of badlai."lds a.long tae Littls b:isso:::.:ci 
River and is part of'" tr~a type sectio::1 of the Fort fo1,..-
mation on t1::e north s:i.de of the i.\Iissou.ri River opposite the 
mouth of' the Yellowstone River. Its color in these i"arther 
areas, however., is relatively light, so that in this respzct 
it is practically indistinguishable from the underlying Tongue 
River member • 
Southwest of B::.--oad:c:.s, Montana., a considerable c.ark se-
quence, near the top of ~he Tongue River but beneath lignitic 
strata. containir..g Wasatc:1 fossils appears to the wi"'iter to be 
correlatable northea.:::tward w'i th the dark Sentinel Butte shale 
and its lateral equivalents. 
The Tongue River member o~ tte Fort Union 
posures along To:r.igue R:. Yer in Wyoming and 1'Iontana 




·Duller colors, i"!o1~1ev0r:; pre,rail in itc south"I{restcm a::1.cl Tlort,h-
e~stern extensic~s~ and lc~ses or Oa~ds of dark-colorsd yor-
tions come a.---id go beth az1d laterally su t~-::<1-t i~3 
boundariea) locally:; aJ.."e -rler;/ te,, accour.t~inr:; per-
haps for ri1any of the va:---iatior:s in 1:,hickness attributed to the 
member. 
In some areas. • the variation in thickness rof the 
Tongue River member] is caused by the lateral transiticn of 
light-colored into darka::c st1•at.s. and. vice versa moves 
the color boundaries up ar~c down in t'~action. 
In brief~ the color changes match the aqually great va:..A-
iations in lithologic co:r;iposition., vertically and laterally., 
in the Paleoceµe ssquence east of the Rocky ]fountains, e.:1d 
render the definition and mapping of its several so-called 
members difficult or impossible; except locally. No reliance 
can be placed on distant lateral correlations made on this 
basis. 
These statements appear to be, by and large, undocumented 
statements of opinion and intuition which '!Jay possibly have prej1.:diced 
co:1cepts of the Tongue River-Sentinel Eutte contact. in North 1)a.lcota. 
observations upon which t~e present report is based do not 
support inte~pretation of a fscies rela""Gio~ship between Tong~e River 
8.nd Sentinel Butte strata in western Nortn :Jako-.:,a. 
r,:er . ."t regarding the Sentinel Butte bads as 11 practically indistingtish-
ablen from the Tongue River nmercbern near the moutl1 of the Yello1.rstOne 
River appears questionable. As Figure 8-A illustrates, the color con-
trast across the contact is as markec. hare as can be observed any-
where in North :Oa.kota. 
The great variation in thickr..ess recorded for the To:,gue River 
nr.;emberi: probably re;:r.uts more t:~cm differing opinions ragarding its 
sounds tha.~ fro~ late~a.l tra:c.siticn of light-colored into darker 
s:.:rata as suggested above by Brown. For exaznple, Leonard (1911> 
p. 540) stated: 
c,7 
./. 
1·J1~ere tho upperTao.s-G beds 
are fo..::..:~d, as on the top 
Flat Top, B1.12.lion, and 
Y*at11er l1ard sandsto:"le 80-100 feet 
t::a r ?or-~ U:riict:il :·o:~ation 
higt1.~b-u.ttes as Ce~ltir:sl., 
ax·e ·sasn to cor_;.:.:ist c:J: a 
tl-.i.ick i-
beds are ~een restir1g di:-:sctly on tl1is upp,~rmost so.nC.stcne of 
tha Fort Union. 
-:::tis ::upper:nostn sandstone has ·since yielded :fossils wnic?l reveal its 
~~~e age as Oligocene (Brovm, l948a). T:ms or,c must deduct 30 to lCO 
~ . ~ro= +1-,- co·mpos1· +e -'-h.:: c1rn.z.s"' c-it:-:,d 1.~o~~· +'.n •. e ti'or+. -u-.,..,-10·,; r0 ~01J"I \1 o·r-l. .;;;8'1 1 ,:; c,.,t;: >i • I.I . \Jj. J. ~--··- - - - ~ U - V J. .... •• ~- -J;' -
for the Sentinel Butte Formation) by Leonard. An error of si~ila.r 
~agnitude is apparent in a later statement by Leonard (Leona.rd, and 
others, 1925, p. 35). 
The top of Sentinel Butte is 1163 feet above t~e bottom 
of the Little Misso::t:':i River valley at I'ledora so that in going 
from the river to top of' that butte it is possible to 
deter~ine the nu:mber of coal oecs presen~ in this vertical 
section of over llOO feet oi' st::."ata. 
?::is statement tacitly assumss that the strata a.:.Ae horizontal., an 
assur:;ption w':i.ich is good only as a n firstn apprmd.mation. The east-
·::ard component of dip between Sentinel Butte and I{edora abmit 0.3 
er 0.4 degree eastward. This dip carries the HT Bw.tte bed d01·rnward 
from the base of Sentinel Bu.tte into the su.bs1.;.ri'a.ce about 3 miles 
32.st of Medora, and the appa:rent is reduced accorGir.gly. 
=::rn::s the composite section along ti1.is traverse is considera.ole less 
tr~an 1100 f·eet, probably o:c. the o:::-der of 650 to 700 feet. I-iany 8ill-
ilar errors are p~esent in the literature a.~d citations of aggregate 
or composite thicknesses of Paleocene strata require carefuJ .. evalua-
tion. 
That Paleocene u."lits do vary in thickness~ however) a?pears 
certain. For exa:nple .,. the thiclmess of the Sentinel B11tte Fo!"'mation 
i~creases from about 350 feat at Bullion Butte to 400 feet at Sentinel 
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abou.t 600 
cts primary depositiona: co~trol a~d, 
~ · -· --. directio:iaJ.. d.ata;; 1Cll eve:~tually aid in e-valuatir_g both 
:.:::.::.:.~CJ. cha:::-acter of the Tertiary basin of accw,.n:latic.n a,!:.O. the 
sediinar:.ts. Tt1.is 1dll be achieved, D.01:rEf'le:r- :> cr1.ly 
:.'.., 3 :.raT.igraphic un:r:cs have 'been adequately diffe:re::1tiated. 
___ ·;;:::1 (1948a) does not sta.'t'J.d alone in his conter..ticn that tbe 
. .. ·.::-..:.:..-::.::-7 betwe&n the T011gue River a:rid Sentinel Butte Fo:."'rr.latior..s 
B3nso:::i (1952_, p. 4l-43) summarized investigations 
of 1947 th~o~gh 19~9 
. .,·~--3 ::.n ~·;estarn. Ncrt,h Tia.1co-ca in ar1 atter:;pt to de-:,e:rrai:-ie tJha.t 
~--~:::1s ~o 'tt.e Tonglla Ri~vsr-.Senti11el Biltte contact east of 
/.., "\ 
'.-) 
and t:1.e Little Nisscuri River. We r·eac:.:ed 
tentative conclusions: 
The contact 
· .. _ ~~.-:s si.1.a.2_e Ti4E.:r:bers of· 
·~ 00:...or bo""J..,;.¥J.dary, 1-Jit:.h 
_:·.:~ t:w msmbers. 
bst11ean the Tongue River anC:. Sent ... i~~el 
tte Fort Union ?ormation is essanti&lly 
little lithclogic difference between 
( 2) Th.is conta~ct can:r+-ot be trac3d directly east be e;a~se 
ir .. t{.;.at di.::-·ection i:-f·co trJ.e \-iilliEr~on Ba.sin is con-
yom1ger for-r!!atic~c.s... can., ho1:1ever, be t:t.,.aced 
_,~ vr:e Little E3.ssol1::-·i ::1.i··v·er· rl.o~""tb. and sol!tb. frorn the type 
~:,:;~~:lity of t:1e Sen~inel 131.:tte shale near· Iviedora. To the 




s11al9 ca:..1 be identified as far as 
~ 1928)., beyond which area 
· :-·G:;~cn l1as :cemo,red all tr.:.e late Paleocen~:; beds. To t·he r1.or-Ch, 
· ..:·~e: color con.tact car.1. foll.01,Jed,, at or near t~~e same str·at-
:.::2:,?hic l::o:rizon., as :far as southe::.~n i:.fcKenzie Coum;y5 where 
~·."'; · into the W:::.lliston Basin carries it below the r:oor 
~i-ttle £'1isso""G.ri VaJ..ley"' 
( 3) Eeds re:J~eeentL-,g 
:.. ::l1~ oi: tl:a Tongue rl:L 
·_: ... :'""c..ce or1. the east side of 
the approximate stratigraphic hor-
E~tta contact reappea~ at the 
the VJilliston Basi11 in eas-cern 
~,::;::3nzie j nortb.east.er·n JJ11.:0..r: a1';.d 1iestern J,:srcer 
: ::.:.;;i area, however J there is no color change. 
cow.o.ties. In 
The sec-;:,ion as 
. ' 
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a t::hole is d..:i.rl{, 




( 4) The 
due to east1-tcl.rd 
tha ·ror~ue River mer:1Cer., 
of tte section is proD&bly 
l?o::-·t Lnio11 :f'o:r'rn.a-tior1; especially 
)Jear 1Jieclora t=:e cc:.1Dined t~:ick:-~ess 
of the Ton::?;1ie River a:.1.d ::Sut te rnsmbers is betwee:'.1 
l,000 and 1;500 feet and sa~d comprises about balf cf the 
section" Ir: Mercer Co"'r..1~1.t:iy :i t:.:e thicl(riess- of t'ie 7or1gu.e d.i"'tJ'er-
Sentir:el Butte bedB is p~o~:;a~bl~r less thar.L 800 feet:, az:d t[.:.e 
section is 60 to 65% gray sl1ale. Also, as the total voL:J"::e 
of s2.di:ments decreases; the 1~e1ative a1::n.n1dance of cc:.rom1a-
caous material increases, ca"ccsing a darkeni::ig of the color. 
It is not su:r?risirrg that the color contrast between the Ssn-
tinel Butte shale meffiber a:c:td the River member does not 
persist as far east as t~e Knife Rive~ area. 
(5) The Sentinel Butte shale, therefore, is mappable as 
a separate member of' t."he i,""o:ct Ur.J.o:i formation only ::1ear i"ts 
locality in weste:m Nor·tl1 Da..1rnta. 'ro the east i:, 
to inter-tongue, both lde:.~a11y and ve:r·tiGally, 1irith the 
River meraber. lfe therefore s'Ll.ggast tl1at the La:-ne 11 Sonti:~:i,::;l 
:Butte11 be used ori.ly i:n. weete::c-=.t No:cth Dakota; and tha.t 
of equivalent age in t:::.e cent,ral part. of' the st8.t,e be incL:.ded 
in the Tor.gue River r:1ember of the Fo:rt Union formatio;.-i. 
As interpreted in this r0?ort, the Tongue Ri ver-Serrti.r..el E:u.ttie 
contact is not just a color bou;:1dary., it is a lithogenetic break be-
·,::::een two rock stratigraphic uni ts, the uppermost o:f which t.ra.risgressed 
t:1{:) lower. Evaluation of analyses of nearly 500 stratigraphic sa~ples 
ce:,-:cnstrates that these ur>.J. ts are distinct in both textl;;.re a:1.d co:mpo-
sition and that they reco:.~d two dii'ferent episodes of Paleocene his-
:.ory. T1.1us, statements regarding Tor.!.&;Ue River and Sentinel Butte 
li-c"hologies as nindistinct11 appear to be q:iestionable. 
Benson 1s failure to disti:ng-.lisb. the Tongue River-Sentinel :Et1tte 
co~tact within the Knife R~ver drainage suggests to this ~rriter that 
it not eA'})Osed in m~ch of this 2rea. The contact is distinct south 
of Benson 1 s map e:cea in Kort on C o~ .. -rt.y a.v::.d efforts a.rs presently 
""CJ!derway to ca:.t:'ry it northward (C. G. Carlson., in progress). 
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tion is not denied. 
stro.t,a appea:.:- to exist westward to Steep ilittes:, eastward ~o Lcat 
Bridge, and southward at least as far as the Blacktail-Wl:itetail 
creek divide. A light-colored bed occurs high in the local section 
J,:st ,;.;est o.f Frybu.rg., Billings County;:, which has considerable persis-
~ence a.."1.d might correlate w"i th one o:f t::e II yellow11 beds :mentioned 
above. The writer considers these beds s:L~ilar to Tongue River strata 
and suggests they may represe::it a brief 11 return to To:a.gue River con-
d.itions11 ; however, no evidence exists to :i.rcply that they r.Lave physical 
continuity with the bulk of strata in the unde:dy:i.ng 'l'ongue River 
Formation. 
The influence o.f Benson ar:d Brown is evident in the reports 
of subsequent investigations. For exa~ple~ Fisher (1953) ~ade ~he 
statement, 
The Sentinel Butte sediments are genera.1.J.y more 
than those below. BrmTD. (1948), in his review o.f t:1e Paleo-
cene rocks of westcent:.~aJ.. North D"kota;; r.tas sb.01-m t:1sm ·;:,o be 
a facies o.f th.e To:1.gtte ~River f·or .. mation; a color tb.at 
raoves vertically acr·oss t!'-18 sactiori. A similar co~1dition 
is indicated in McKenzie County for the upper part of t'i.1e 
river bluffs in t.he no:ctl::weste:r'i."1 porrtion or the county co'.cl-
tair.. beds wnich a"'e ffr-oh,h, y 1:ri c·;., in tre IFo·r-t ¥urnior, 1 ssction. . .... .Jo-- -(.;..,i..J..1,..1..., ""'-b"'J. ...... t.. - ... --...1 ., 
but are chiefly bu.ff' in color. The writer Cai'."..not be certain 
of this fact beca\:se. correlations were not carried into that 
area. 
Fisher 1s uncertainty is justified by the writer!s field check of the 
bluffs along the river north o~ the Nelson Bridge east of Fairview., 
1fontana, i-fr.ich contain only Tor;.gue River strata. 
success Bu.tte bed of greater 
concern than his comments In regard to this 1.n1i t , 
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~.-:~ich he d0sign;ited as the L bsd or n scori;:;.i:, he stut8d: 
T'ne L lignite of this report can be trs..ced over 3G ;ri:iles 
southeast from the bend of the Yellowstone River [in north-
western McKenzie Countyl: 
.II 
?ne Ls 
half of area. 





a southward continuation of 
:":i.Jnrook in much of the western. 
thickest single scoria in vhe 
although usually less than 
structural study in west-central 
:-:cY.:enzie County, Fisher (1954) again used the L bed as a datl.l.~. 
It was thought desirable to follow out the extensive L 
scoria which served as contour datum in that report [?isher, 
1953] , and to locate the position of this bed in the sections 
measured by Leonard along the Little J:1:Lssouri River. 
In McKenzie and northern Golden Valley counties at least, 
this scoria marks contact between the light colored stan-
dard Tongue River sediments and the overlying somber Sentinel 
Butte facies. 
Fisheris structural mapping was followed by similar studies to 
-the southeast (Hanson, 1955) a1d east (Meldahl, 1956). In regard to 
the contact within the 11Elkhor-t1 Ranch arean Hanson (1955) corr.Jnented: 
The contact between the Sentinel Eutte member and the 
underlying beds of the Tongue River formation is quite pro-
nounced because it is picked at a color cha.-,,ge; dark bro,;.rr. 
Sentinel Butte shale is .found resting on gray to tan Tongue 
River bedso. 
In the southern part of the area a prominent clir~~er bed 
e.x:i..sts which has been designated by the w.citer by the le-::.ter 
HLJt. This clinker bed extends for about three miles nrn~·th of 
the southern bounda.:c·y or the area, and caps all the but~es 
in that Vicinity. Although this clin.i,cer bed is not ver-J ex-
tensive, a."'ld is much thicker than the cliP...ke:- bed in the 
Skaar-Trotter area, it was determined that it the same bed 
described by Fisher (1954) in the Skaar-Trotter area. The 
of clinker bed 11 111 was used for the datum plane in stru.c-
ture contouring. 
_\lthough Ha..."'J.son!s report adds test:L'llony to the color contrast between 
the Tongue .River and Senti.1el Butte Fomations, his mapped contact 
oetween them does not agree well with Figure l of this report. 
'I'he following year, r-:ele;.o.bl (1956) Butte 
area" vrhich constitutes a nc::ctf.:1·;2..r-d of lia-r1s on: s an.~ a11 
3~3-:ward extension of Fiaher1s iLves""~~gations. 
character of the contact :J Eeldai:11 stated: 
TI.1e co11.tact of' the Ser:ti:c.el Bu:tte :rt':etiber 1,rit:1 -the lG·,rer 
par~ of the Tor~~e ~iver formation is a colcr 
boundaY'Y 1\Titl:. little lithologic differ·ence" .A.s pr-svic1.:s:..:v-
describsd, t:J.e lovre1~ To:1g:1e R.i-ver st~'""ata a~e b'U.ff, light ta."'1, 
and light gray in color~ 1~e Sentinel Butte member is. gen-
erally darker and more so:::-.:ber in colo:~, usually being dark to 
light gray. The. color difference between -che Sentinsl Bt1.tte 
member and the rest of Tor~e River formation usually 
appears quite distinct from the dista.~ca, but is act"J.aJ.ly 
gradationaJ. and indefinite. 
Such skepticisn rega::-ding recognition of the cmrtact would presmiably 
preclude its use as a structural datv...-in:, but :Yreldahl had success com-
parable to tha:t:. of' Fisher (1953., 1954) in tracing the nI, ced11 : 
The base oi' t1:G Sentinel Bu.tt& member is mar:,::cd by 
the 11 L bear: in this area.:, in adjacent areas to ti1e r-.. ort:1, 
1·-restJ south., a:nd in Sout'!:1 Unit of 'i'f::.eoclore Roosevelt ~\Ta.-
tion.aJ.. Park. In those areas t::s nL Bed.n is c:sually a promi-
nent scoria, quite thick in tl:e Park, and r:or·t:.h of' the Grassy 
Butte area, h:.::.t generally orJ...y about four i'eet thick to the 
west of the Grassy Eutte a:cea a.o.d in the Elkhorn a.r0a to the 
sou.th. In the nor·ther·n of this [G:.~assy Butte?l a:rea the 
111 bectn is te, 1·ou.r feet tl'iicl,c~ a:1..d 01].ly locally ~rias it 
burr1ed to p:.""Odl1ce sco=~a.; In the sc:.:therr1 half of the C:-assy 
Eutte a~a the anC ln places i~ entirely a0se~t~ 
Here the HL bean oi' ben:cor.-'i tic clay which in places 
is underlain by t~e lig1-:i te. Both bentonitic clay xnd 
the lignite in gene:;.~al co:r..tai:'1 pet,ri£'ied Ifan::.on (l955) 
also picked tee color char,ge at this stratigraphic horizon 
in tb.e northern. pa:r·t of the Elkhor:1 :R.a.:nch area to the aouth. 
Melda.hl~s referer:ce to replacer:ient of the u1bed11 by a 11 ben-
tor.iticn clay merits corllr.lent. 'It1is unit is a local :,md.ge of 
material between the HT Batte l:ied and the basal Sentinel BJ.tte sa.-rid.. 
d.iscontinuc-w.s and :"'ar..ges in t1:i.ck-n.ess £':i.~o:n. a Ttf"eat'r.i.er edgen to 4 or 
It is distinct f·.::o-::J, bu.t usu.ally grades abruptly ::.:n.to; the 
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I c. ra:1y l1:1ve ( in its o:r-ig::.nal e.z:tcnt) been t't.e :;; c;ur·c2: of· 
c+aY in the basal sa:~d. 
As a final exaii!ple of previous observations of the 
3.i var-Sentinel Butte contact:, brief cmsideratio:i is given to lJ.svin 1 s 
(1946) co~:ments regarding the contact in the Keene dome area of eastern 
I,!cKenzie C o-u:r1ty. 
Although the Sentinel Buic;te is conform.able ·with the 
U..."rlderlying Tongue River j a.11d alt'ho~.igh the enviror.w1ent of sed-
imentation was. very similar for both f or:nations, it is possi-
ble to map them separately. • Si~ce the contact of ths Sen-
tinel Butte ai.1d Tongue River is completely gradational, so~e 
arbitrary horizon must be selected for the boundary. Seager 
(1942) states that a lignite or a burned clinker bed rnarr:s the 
contact in many places. 3ennen places the contact at tne top 
of· lignite 22> a bed 20 feet thick., that is b,3ing :-nined me t:1e 
north face of Sentinel B-..:;.tte. no mistake has been rnad.e in 
correlation, this horizon is valent to JK of the strati-
graphic section., figu:red in t.h:Ls report,. 
Nevir., however, considered a :more !1logical11 contact (b.is bed .L 
which he designated as the apprc:x:irr.;ate top of the Tongt:.e R.ive:r) to 
exist about 200 feet stratigraphically b.ig'her than the JE: bed. Spot 
checks of NeVin 1 s datum points cetween Charlson and the !Ji:issouri River> 
where the contact ( as def'ir:.6d by cri tei~ia of this paper) is kno:m to 
exist, indicate to the writer that Nevin erred in his regional co~re-
lation of the contact by at least 200 feet. Tnis error has no di=ect 
bearing on his local correlation and should not ini'luenca 
turaJ.. interpretations. Nevin~s failure to include key marker beds 
( such as the 11 blue bedn and ths nuppe:- ar...d lower yellow beds tr of 
Fisher, 1953) which are believed to be present in his map a:rea> limit 
t]:ie utility of b.is generalized st:;:-atigraphic section. 
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Stratigrapt.ic No:n::er'"clature 
In any penetrating study of early Tertiary contir.:ental deposits 
of the western interior, the geologist will .find himsel.f dra1·m. int,o a 
voluminous literat'l!re full o.f nomenclatorial ambiguity and uncertainty. 
Few stratigraphic intervals in the Ur.ited States have been subject to 
greater argu...'r!ent, debate, and disagreement than has the late Creta-
ceous-early Tertiary continental sequence of the ·western Interior. 
The roots of controversy extend back to first comprehensive geo-
logical studies by the Te::·ritor:ial Surveys; duplication and confusion 
z.ccompar1y and characterize the history of subsequent study. Only 
:recently 1:as our h.r1owledge reached 
essary for clarification of t:1e stratigraphic nomencla:cur0. A brief' 
reswue of' uses ( and mi:::uses) o:t stratigraphic ter.ms applied to tl1e 
Cretaceous-Tertiary sequence appea.rs desirable here in or~er to place 
the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte units in proper nomenclatorial 
perspective. 
Early Nomenclature 
Early geological reports (1852 to 1876 and later) referred to 
the Lignite (Lig::-.d. tic) Group, now knovm. to contain strata which 
ra1:;.ge in age from late CretaceoilS to early Tertiary. Meek and Hayden 
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(::.862) suiJplanteci the HLignitic Groupll of oldt:r reports with th& 
:12:ort Union Group 11 or the 11 Great Lignitic Group". Apparently, no 
Deed for consistent usage was felt a.;"'1.d the terms were used intercta.:r.ge-
ably by.Hayden durir..g the £'allowing decade. A seed of' sy:wnymy had, 
however, been sown, for the term 11 i,ig:ni tic Groupn was a.:n acst:caction 
~pplica.ble to carbonaceous strata anywhere; 11 Fort Union11 was. specif'ic 
:ll:d applied to a definite sequence of strata with a designated type 
locality. 'J:ne two were :L.'l no way entirely equivalent. 
The term HLig:nitic Groupn was also replaced by the term BLar-a-
mie Groupn in the vicinity of the fortieth paraJ..lel by King (1876). 
This duplication of terminology was soon recognized, and Ea.yden a..-rid 
together agreed to replace the descriptive term 11 Lignitic11 with 
the geographic term 11 Lararr.ie 11 • They included within the 11 Lara'llie 
G!'oup" aJ..l strata between the tr Fox Hills Sandstone" and 11 Vermillion 
Creek11 ( of King) or 11Wasatchn ( o.f Hayden) Group. It is not entirely 
evident that Hayden ever intended to replace the term Fort Union with 
Laramie; it would seem., rather., that he temporarily revised its age, 
considered it nwasatch11 , and preserved its identity. Hayden (1878, 
p. iv) stated., 
If objection is made to the use oi' Lignitic group I 
would say that in t.his work it is restricted to a. 1::-enes of 
coal-bearing strata lying above the Fox Hills group, or upper 
Cretaceous, and these are embraced in the Laramie a..,."d Fort 
Union groups • • • It is also probable that the brackish-water 
beds on the upper Y.i.issouri must be correlated with the Lar~~ie, 
2Formal stratigraphic terms, used in the context of: previous wor-
kers, which are considered. to embrace different stratigraphic intervals 
than current usage permits are placed in quotes. Like1vise., obsolete 
ro.r.Jc terms are placed in quotes. Quotes are omitted for terms curren-
tly accepted by the North J)akota Geological Survey a.~d the writer, a.nd 
tor.terms used in general context without explicit stratigraphic con-
:'lotation. · 
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.;,,.:.1d that the Wasatd1 group as now defined and Fort Union g:.Aoup 
xra identical. as a -:..::10:..e., or in part at least. 
Y..ing and Hayden ever agreed on the usage of Lara~ie., 
:;:;;.r-tai::-2 thr,..t they never agreed on its age. Controversy is 
.: .,_ 
.J..u is 
1s (1878, p. 298) statement regarding the HLaramie Groupu as the 
in 
1::.st of the conformable .::na.rine strata and eqt:.ivaJ.ent to the nLignitic 
z-nriesn of Meek a:.1.d Hayden (186:~) in the upper Missouri section: 
Tir. Hayden has successively considered these rocks as 
Tertiary and as tra;.Lsitional between Cretaceous and Tertiary 
••• That there might be no misundersta.~ding as to strati-
graphic position and natur-e of the rocks therr.selves., ·Dr. 
Hayden a..'ld I mut11aJ ly agree to kr:i.ow them thereafter as trAe 
La.ra"llie group., a.11d to leave their age £·or present as debatable 
ground, each referriri..g them to the horizon which the evidr:rnce 
seems to hi.'11 to warrant. The result of our investigations 
leads me to the distinct belief of their Cretaceous ege. 
Ec.ydem (1876, p. 26-27) was no less emphatic in his vie:rlpoint: 
.1. still 1~egard the lignitic group proper as tra.:n::::itionaJ. 
or Lower Eocene., &'1d s'hall so rega...r-d its age until evidence 
to tha corrtrary is much stronr:;er tho:n v.ny which :ia.s bocn_pre-
:::entcd up to :r:n:·3scnt t:i.Ja3. 1t/hcn., howc v0r., the pro"f :::;uJ.T.:._-
cient to decid-3 the C:ccrt,;..;.csous w:ra of tho group I sh:ill c.cc0pt 
the verd.ict without hesitation. It is: somewh.:1t doubt.f.'u] .. wh.::: t.her 
the age will ever be decided positively to the satisfaction of 
all part;ies, 
In retrospsct we realize that both men were largely cor:::·ect, 
w~~~ the lignitic sequence in question contains strata of both Cr~ta-
ceous and Tertiary age., a-rid that King probably s.a:w :nore of' the former 
;:::;.d nayden m0re of the latter. That Hayden ha.d the batter perspective 
is indicated by his lack of dogmatism and by his statement (Hayden, 
1875., p. iv) that 
.. ., • T'c.i.ose who worked from the south and southwest toward 
the north have been thoroughly i.orwressed with the Cretaceous 
age of the 11 Lig:nitic grou:pn, while those who have :::tu.died the 
deposits from the north and northwest towar'd the interior 
basin received their f'ir::;;t i.r,:pressions they were of' Tertiary 
age. 
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Thu.s at close of ' ' T,~lG 
groupn lJas and i.:ncert&inty as to 
:.::.e :mea.i.'1.ing and age of tl:e -ce:r:.:s Fort Union ar.d Lara.--:iie. By 19CO, 
defi "'1i tion., a."1d exterrt of n1ara.11ie For;nation1: 1.:1as 
- " 
l..,c;..~..:.:...l!.;,_3 ?roblem) over debate 1.2: the 
.As C.etailed studies 1·re=-e co:mpJ..etcd;, 2Cdi-C,io::.aJ.. terrni11.ology i:-ras intro-
di.::.ced, older terms were rev'"ised and restricted, and the stratigraphic 
nomenclature rapidly attained a co:mplexi ty capable of wearying the 
casually interested and frustrati:1.g the seriously involved geologi~t. 
Weed (1893) mac!e the fir.st major subdivision of the nFort union" 
near Livir...gs·bone., Montana., i'.., wb.icb. he restr·icted the term nF'or:.::. "G"nion 
Grou_pn to a.'1 upper sequence of rather :massive cross-bedded sand.::tones 
:rith gray silty sh<:>l es a..'1.d local .1.euses or :impure l:L11estone ·which he 
Belie,red to be a disti:1ct formation, corrasponding 
in lithology., stratigra::ihic position, azid co:r~terr;:;s to 
bads eA.;?osed aJ..o:c1g tl1e 2-tissouri Riirer at tl1.e mou.t.h of: the 
Yellowstone., so long kno,m in geological literature as Fort 
Union iJeds. 
Beneath this 11 Fort ITnionn he recognized the nLivir.gstone bed.;:;;0 which 
unconforrnably overlay a thick seq_uenc:e he ragard.ed as equi valant to 
the Cretaceous ntara:mie bec.sr: of King a"'ld others. T'nis appears to 
.oe the first clear recognition of' the temporal ar:;.d stratigraphic dis-
tinctio~ ·beti.;een tl1e aLarainien and rt Fort u~i-: ontt formations. Subsc-
quent work i~ adjacent loczilities resulted in subd1:vi.sion of 
s'~rata underlying the r:wasatc'b. fcr:matior}1 a..""J.d its eq-...:1:Lvalents. 
S tra.t a beneath the II Fort Urii on beds" received var:..ous new ter.::r1s. 
6[3 
In C onve:cs0 C o:mt y, Wyomi:::; > 
(:~'1tcher, 1903); s:i.Inilar strata in eastern l:-iontana wera nar.:e~ 11::Lell 
::;reek bedsn (Brown., 190?) a."ld s1.ibseG_uently tecazne known as t::e ::zell 
croek JJember of the Lance forrnatior}1 ( Tb.om and ])obbin, 1924). 
Just as .the term Fort Union became restricted to the uppe:." por-
tion of tbe lign.itic strata of tba C·reat Plains; the .:;err.i. Lance r-e-
c2ived wide application to the lower· inter-val. From its incsption, 
tl:e term was equivalent in pa.!'.'t to tb.e nLa:."arnie formatio:nH of Kir€ 
others. As a :result of ti.1e ·zicertainty which attended u.sage cf 
1112.ra.ri'lie formationn the U. Geological S1J.rvey, in l910J restricted 
the use o.f Lararaie to rocks cf t~"le WDenver .. basin,.., lts a restlt, rtLo.;.-ice 
Zornm:tionu was extended to include .strata. throughout Wyomir:.g ar:d ad-
j.';,Ce:nt portions of C olcrado., Ho;:r;,ana, 1'J orth Dakota., and South l)2{:0ta. 
2:::-011m (1943) proposed tha"-:, t'he term Laramie c0 expanded to include the 
uArapa..}:i.oe ccnglomeraten and the Crcrbacaous portion of the n.nenvsr 
tormation11 , thus :ma.king the nLara.mie formation:. equ.i vaJ.ent to the 
:.ypicaJ. 11 La."1.ce11 and 11I-foll Creek11 forraations. 
TI::.e upp&r contact of the L.s..."<'lce Forrr:ation is gradational Wi"th 
ycuriger beds of variable cho.rac~er, many of which have beeu treated 
2.S menibe.rs of the Lance Fo:cmatio:i: and considered· to be of late Cre-
taceous a.ge., In eastern Ifontana such -uni ts incl-µ.ded the H 'I'Ullock 
r.:&mber11 (Rogers and Le8.;; 1923) and the ,:Lebo shaJ.en (Stone a."'.ld Cal.-
vertJ 1910) &Ld in adjacant 1~01.~th and, South -Ua.l(ota the 1tL1:dlo1rr lig-
Tl:e Fal.eocene age o:f each of these ~71.i ts 
has subseq .. u.ently been recognized ai-1d they are no~~j cons·idered -to be 
Fort Ul:icn sec;:o..a::ice (1Ce:·ohcr; 1966). 
2.!10. Lara.'Tlie strata ( the latter of w'::1ic;:1 was considered to be o:f es-
".;.ablished Cretaceous age), the U. S. Geologi.cal Sur.rey in 2.935 ele-
vated the Hell Creek a:.11d 'Iu.l..lock 11 member::fi1 to formatior,.al rar.J.:: a:1d 
restricted the age designation of the Lance to nc:..~etaceo11311 except 
where beds of' demonstrated Tertiary age exist above those of C reta-
ceous age., in which case tl::.a age designation might be 11 1Jpr_;er Cre-
taceous and Eocenen. In }Jorth Tiak:ota., the Ludlovr and Car-.nori.call 
t . - ' ' .d d , ... ,, ·1- !I ( 1 1·,. .,_, -,.LC/?,.::,), col1 ·1nuect -co oe consi era . rr.:sm:Je:cs or. -r;,.'.J.e · .1..a:nce i l...w"na:cvc;, .,_u 
their Paleocene aff'inities not yet ~aving been demonstrated. 
Tongue River and Sentinel Butte For:aa.tions 
Tr.i.e 11 Fort Dnion11 also unde:r·went su}xiivision during t:i.e ear·ly 
part of the centi..:.ry, largely as a :'Ssult of t~1e ma:iy II coal s-J..:rvcys11 
cf the U. S~ Geological Su::cvey. r:'1r ... ;:-..t.:• .L c:...J.. J.. (1909) divided the 
for;-uatior..n ( equivalent i:a. part to the Fcrt U:1ion) of' na:~ton ( 19C6) 
in the Sheridan coal field.:, Wyomi-i::g:, into three groups. In desce:1cling 
order., ttese were the lJl1n, Inter·media.te., c.nd Tc;,1gue River coal "groll"psr:. 
Tl:J.e To~ue River coal ngroup11 1-Jas narced foT exposures along north-
vrard flO'~·-ring river of' tha't narae, a~1.d i~s U})l)Sl"" contact vias definaC. 
by the top of tr...e Roland coal bedG On the basis of fossil plants a."':.d. 
shells collected from '0he Tcri.g1.:e River 11 groupn upward, Taff considered 
the coal-bearing rocks of the Sheridan field to be of HFo:!:'t Union11 
age; that is lo1ver nEocenen or ntasaln Tertiary. 
About the same - , c~ 9"''"') .!.JBOn2.ro. .L vO and Leo~ard and s~~ti (1909) 
divided strata of' the Sentinel B-..:.tte coal i':i.eld of western North 'Dakota 
'(0 
Leonard (1908) is properly cre6ited the 
.z:-.s:.phic application of the ter.m. nsentinel Be:.tteH; ho1-rever ;' tha zt~ati-
Butte grc.up in 190e differed 
~-.,,...r.~·r• 
;_ ........... of' Leonard and Smith t1::e f'ollo-;v'.wJ,g year. J..n 1908., tte Sen-
Butte coal 11 groupir was recognized as contai:ning:, in its lower 
po::tion, lignite beds Q, R, and S. Bed Q marked the base of ~ne group. 
1909., o::..1ly two beds J F c:.r:d G., W8ra assigned to the lower ::.Jart of: 
t.::~ Sentinel Butte coal 1:groupH J and bed. F constituted i t.s bas€.. Tee 
,;;q_:::.ivtlence of beds S and G is certain., both being reported o.S 20 
f.~.st in thickness. J..~ is also certain that bed R equals F; 
interval of the 1:1908:r Sentinel Butte ngrou:f,:1 was omit-t:.sd :::ro-:a the 
1909 section., apparently be::.ng :r·elagated to the t:..."rJ.derly-lng Z"1ec.ora 
Subsequent applications of tl-1.e na:."'T.le nsentinel Euttei~ appea:r' 
vo fellow the re:vision of !.ieonard and Sr.,ith (l909). 
:..908 Leonard recognized the Beaver Creek and Hedora coal ngro1.:.1::,:::1 
e:.s underlying the Sentinel Butte grou:p of lignite beds. 
equivalence of' lignite beds of the Beaver Crsek a..rid Medora 11 g:i:•oups11 
:.s e-v:i.dent t·o this ·writerw Perhaps it w&s this equivale~ce which 
:.;,r,ly :.he term. Medora r:groupn to the entire lignitic seq:;.;;.ence (exclu-
s:.ve of the Ludlow Formation) below the Sentin.el Butte 11 grou:;/1 • 
revised Hedora 11 groupn > a.a shmm by Leonard a.x:d Smith, contains fawer 
te bed.s than did the 1908 combined se,quence of' Medora. plus 
3e2.ver Creek ngroupn. 
Leonard (1908) rega11 ded the Ser..tinel Eutte 11 gro'Upt1 as part of 
7~ 
I J. 
tl:e nFo::.~ Union formatior1.n, £.;..;.-:a tl:.e er:t±ra sequence to oe c/£· G.arly 
.. :oce:ie age (Eocer1e then i'.!.1cl1.1ded t::e ?tlaocene Epocl1)" 
/-, 9,:;J,) I. J... '--, ta.en current U.3&gs of ..;..'he v,. ......... Q ..., . Gee-
::..o:ical Survey a.1:d treated it 2.s Fort Ur.:.icr-,( ?) al~h01..:.ga stated 
:nter:mediate coal 11 grou-p:1 (plv..s tee Roland coal) of the Sheric.a:1. 
cotl field. in Wyoming. Likewisa., Hares (1928) followed the sa:,Je 
cl~ssificaticn and eA'})ressed t11e e.:a:~e per·sonal opinion as Thora .and 
A subtle fact 1-;as ·cecorair..g .apparent., net ori.ly is the oasa oI 
the Paleocene Series problernatical bu.t its upper boundary :'Ls also in-
distiI1ct. The age of the Sentinel Bu.tte Fonuation had becor.1e a:.r1 :.ssue. 
Early opinions regarding age of Sentinel Butte s0ra~a 
qpear to result from. two consic:.erations, its relatio:r.i..81':.ip to the 
11 Clar~-c Fork beds11 of the Big Horn Basin a:r1d to tte Inter-mediate 
ccal ngroup11 and the uKingsbu.x-y cor::.glcmerate 11 in the Powder RiVB:r 
ba.sin. Simpson (1929) te:ntativsly cor~lated Sentinel Batte i:d.th 
Clark Fo:tk strata. which he consider-ad (i::;aleontologicaJ.ly) tra.r..~:.::.ionaJ. 
bet1feen late Paleocene (Torrejon) and true trljfasatchH. The ~XJ.U.City 
of fossil materi.aJ. and the ·w1certain stratigraphic position of key 
tentative conclusion: 
If this distinctly Paleocene t;y:9e of faw1.a doe::; bslong 
in the Sentir.i.el Bu:tte} it would be mu.ch more satisi'acto:cy 
from a f_aun3l point 0£ .. vic~-r to retain 1narriber i11 tl1e 
Fort Union For-ma;tion or Group 2 rather them to fallow T::ol'.'l 
a:nd Tiobbin in placing it in t.he Wasatch. Eqc.iva.lence with 
tl'1e Clark Fork f''auna does not necessi.t_ate inclusio::.1 i11 the 
V'Jasatc?l. :ehe kno:1J"i.1. Cla~l"C Fork1 fa:~a. rnay be sligl1tly later 
ttan the Bear Craek i'a:t::.rla., b-,1t it is still essentitlly 
of final ?aleocene t)1:a. 
19.30 J8psen., on paleox:tclogic g:."'O'.l.nds ;1 assigned the nc:la.rk Fork 
the .Paleocene. Althu~gh Jepsen 7a study ~elped conf~.rri1 the age cf th5 
1tCla.rk I?o:r·lc bedstr their co:.-relation ·w-i th the Sar1tinel Bu.tte Fcr-Iuation 
remained tenuous lJ 
Tia.rton (1906) named a.i"".i.d described tt.e n ccnglcmera.ten 
~t Kingsbury Ridge on the east i'lank o~ the 
'.-lyo!!l:.ng and assigned it, to the Cretaceous. 
discussion of the. Hell Creek, Ceratops, and Fort Union 11 bedsa, streesed. 
the s:L"nila.rity of floras frcm ~ne 2.nd the upper and lower 
Hmembe:c;:; 11 of tb.e Fort Uni.on, to w'i.licn he conside:."·5:d the Kir,gsbury 
'belonged<# Likevrise .:i Gale a::1d Wegc:r;ia.n. (1910) considered the 11 Y:.ingsbury 
coriglorneraton to be an upper n:emce:~ o:f their nFort Union17 :, altr~ough 
"':Iagena."1. ( 19l 7, p. 60) arnended his viel-.rs to the effect that: 
It is tl1a. rs opinie,::i that the KiJ.1.gsbury con-
glor::e:catG is eql1ivalar:.t ·co of the Wa.:,mtc:1.1 and. tr~at ·c;he 
un.co:1.2~or·rllity at its bt1..se eaparates tl1at f~or·:cnation 2 i;.1 the 
I<ir.gsbdy region at lc3.St;1 2·ro1:1 ~11 older rocks. 
Apparently prompted by opinions of Thom and ·nobbin (l924) and 
I!e..res (l928) favoring a tfvJa.satc:.1n a.ge fo~,1 tt"ie Sentinel Bu.tte n shale 11 
ana. Intex-n1eciiate coal ngr~oupn (v.:-hich they correlated 1.rdth the 11 1\ings-
a nu.,iber of subseque~~t workers followed .$u.:it c.nd 
assigned the Sentinel Butte 11 shaJ..en a:n. Eoce:c.a _age (Kline., 19t2; Seager, 
a:.1d otb.ers) . It appears relevant to :n::antion that Thom and Dobbin. 
also correlated the Sentinel Bu.tte 11 shale11 ·with the 11 Clark Fork bedsn 
of tbe Big Horn Basin which subeequisntly ( as di~cussed above) have been 
~ains valid although the age asaigrjnent~ cf bot~ have undergone ind~vidual 
JrO'i-ITl (1948a, p. 1273) pointed although 
The I{ingsbury ccnglo1:ie:.~2.te 
a position someuhat of 
1-dth st~ci:rigers into that g:.~oup ~ 
Ir1ter-r:1edia:~e ~oal g:-·o-:1p 
neither Taff nor anyone 
its stratigra:p:l::'..c 
the Kingsb·u.ry conglor:ierata. 
else has succeeded. in 
level relative. to ths ba:::e of' 
'I'::n::.s the presumed correlation of the Intermediate coal i: group11 
( and thus the Sentinel Butte Forrna.tion) with the II Kingsbu..:r-y conglomera.te11 
c:::.r.not be physically de:mo,:istra:ted. This relaticnship led Browr:.. 
r~o4R 1071) ~u· O ,J.7 va, p. ,_ .., co:1.clude ~ 
All the recent ?aleontologic and stratigr~phic evide~ce 
points towa.r·d retention of" the Ser.:.tinel :3'iltte the 
:Fo:."t Union .f~rmatiol1 of the ?aleo,ctrD.e series. ?.sis ev'°ict8nce 
see1ns to ba ha:r·raori.ious acrces tb.e enti:r·e Paleocene-Zoce11s 
terrain of' tne Rocky }for:I1tai:ns anci the drauing 
of the Paleocens-Eoc2:::1e bour.:.a.2..ry w'ith reasonable ass~ance. 
As previously mentioned, Ta.fr (1909) divided the nneSmet 
:f orriationH (Dart6n, 1909) oi' coaJ... £ield into upper 
divided into (as-
cending) Tongue River, Intermediate> and Ulm co.al 11 groupsH. 'I'he top 
of t!:i.e Tongue River ngroupn was nw.:r'ked by ( a.i.:.d included) the Roland 
coal bed; the base was (p. 127) 
• Distinguisned by the :relative quantities o:f saz-~d-
stone and s}i.ale and. by the gener&.l color of the rocl-cs 
B.;.'1.d is marked appr-o:ri.mately by the Carney coal bed '.I'he 
rocks belovr ~he C arcey coal are esser1tially all shaJ..a or are 
ehaley in character .ar~d pravailir,€1.y d:u.ll drab, bluish, and 
bro1:m in color. 
1-lestern florth ])al{ota the s&u.e litCJ.OErtratig:r"~hic relationship erists·. 
l'ne top of the Tongue River Forination is defir;..sd by the HT Bu.tte bed 
• t . ,. ·. ~' 
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2.:id the base (where observable) is separated from the ;::;ornbe:c Ludlow 
?o:rmation by a well developed basal sand. It is conf'orma'bly ove-:--
_c.in by the Sentinel Butte Formation and is a discrete rock-strati-
graphic unit. 
In early publications, the U.S. Geological Survey regarded the 
Tongue River as a umember11 of the Fort Union 11 for.mation11 and the Sen-
ti...'1e1 Butte as a 11 member11 of the Fort Union(?) 11 for.mation11 (Ha.res, 1928; 
Wilmarth, 1938). About the sa.11e time that it formally accepted Paleo-
cene as an epoch-series term (June 12:, 1939) the U. S. Geological 
Survey omitted the question mark az1d bega.."1 to refer the Sentinel Butte 
11!7lembern to the Fort Union 11 i'ormationH. This usage is still curre~t. 
North 'Dakota geologists have been less consistent in their 
o.ssigy,..ment of stratigraphic r":n.1..c to Sentinel Butte strata. Workers 
have variously referred to the nsentinel Butte formation of the 11,fo.satch 
group11 (Nevin, 1946), nsentinel Butte shale formation o.f Eocene (Wa-
satch) agen (Laird and Jl!'".dtchell, 1942), nthe Sentinel Butte member of 
the Wasatch .formation11 (Seager, a.'1.d others, 1942; Kline;, 1942; Hermen., 
1943), or to the Sentinel Butte 11 member11 of the Fort Union u formation 11 • 
Ho sooner had the reassignment of' the Sentinel Butte 11 shalen to the 
Paleocene (Brown, 1948a and 1948b) received general acceptance tha.~ 
relationship to the underlying Tongue River began to be questioned. 
Two basic opinions developed; one considered tl1e Sentinel Butte to be 
a 11 membern of the 11 Tongue River formation11 and a second regarded the 
Sentinel Butte to be a .facies o.f the 11 Tongue River formation1i. Neither 
of these opinions is supported in this report • 
Classification of the Sentinel Butte as a subordinate interval 
(exclusive of a i"acies) within the Tongue River necessitates an e:;...'"tension 
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p~aced at tl:e Roland a11d :IT B'J.tte b.o~izoru:;) to :.nclud.e a grc~.te1" 
stratigraphic 
acc~pt,ed., for the Tong..:e River. 
ur.i ts. ( ,~-:i.. th retenticn of origini.il na:me:s) is discouraged both by 
precadent an.d by the accepted standardz of tl1e Stratigrapl1ic Code 
of l'J'cmenclature C. S. N. ~ l961.., Article 14). 
-~o this rule has made it increasi:cgly difficult in recent years to 
u..."rldersta.nd an author~s mea;."":ting of n:rongue Rivern, and 111:Uet,b.er he is 
usiri~g original or modified ter~inology. 
Consideration of the Sentinel E-J.tte as an nupper mem:::.erH of 
' 
the Tongue River Fo:::mation creates cm u:n."'lamed :1101-rer mer.iber11 ( Cra.,;·:r-
occ~pying the interval formerly considered as Tong~e 
River. Reference to tl:is nlol,\ter n~embern is corr.cr:10~1ly raade i-r-ltC.:. sorce 
qu.alif'ication. For exat1ple" Fister· (1953.; 1954) refers al,:,ernately 
to II typicaln , nu.sualn , a.r1d !l star;.da.rdn Tongue ?..i ver rocks in discussing 
beds below the Sentinel Butte 11 r::ember11 • Eeldahl (1956) was forced 
to all·u.de to the n1ower part:1 of "the To:-:g·,:-te River II fortnationu • Other 
. writers are equally vague 
years was known. as Tongue River. 
C onsideratiorr of the Se:utinel Butte as a :: facie.::n of "tr:e Tongue 
River Formation is even less acceptable to the 11i"riter tha...'1 member 
status discussed above. This usage appears to have entered the liter-
ature largely as a result o:I: B:r·mvn 1;:; (l9L~8a) cross-section correlating 
lignitic strata between Sheridar..; Wyo:aing; and }Ianda..'1:; North Dakota., 
Which schematically expresses, f~ac:.cs :.Aelations!".rips bet1-reen and 
da:::-k strata. Be:c.son (1952, 1954) ragaxde;.d the 11 .. Sentinel Bu.tte 
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;:;::cle member as a facies of' the Tong1:le Ri veJ..~ member. u }Iis rr1oti'.1es 
~·:c:"0 apparently expressed by Brow-n (1948a, p. 1268): 
Benson, a.s a result of' detailed mapping in the Knii"e 
Riv-er area in 1946 •.• i'ou:ad it impos::ible to 
one i'rom another the sequences of str:::n,a tnat had there been 
c~led Tongue River member a"ld Sentinel Butte shale. 
;3 previously acknowledged., the writer ha8 not thoroughly explored 
.:.;e~sonls map area, but structural relationships imply that sediments 
the Ton_,iTlle River nmemberu should not be exposed throughout most o:f' 
:;,e area. It is probable that the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte s---equence 
·Jrldergoes lithologic and textural change ·with increased dista.."lce 
from its source, such is certainly t!:le case in many post-orogenic 
~0 quences. But evidence i'or a major facies relationship between Tongue 
:;iver and Sentinel Butte strata (if it ever existed) has been re;;ioved 
oy late Tertiary erosion and the relationship cannot be demonstrated 
-:·.~thin remaining outcrop areas i..-ri western Nor4th ~Dakota .. 
?reposed revisions 
Field investigation has pro,r:ided criteria for recogn::Ltion of 
the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact and has documented its pe~-
sistence throughout much of wBste:rn North TI&kota. It is hoped that 
ciifferentiation of these units ·will encourage study of' the lithogen-
~vic and paleontologic aspects of the individual units. Such st~dies 
zhould contribute signif'icantly to a knowledge of Paleocene tec-
tonics, geography, and ecology of the Rocky Mountains and Great Plains. 
The Sentinel Butte has been accepted as a lithostratigraphic 
u::-,it of sub-formational rar.k si.."lce originally defined by Leonard a::-~d 
S~ith (1909). The evidence appears to be unequivocal that the 
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sequence :prsse:itly to 
!Io:::-th Dakota. and adjacent araa::.:: 
Fort, Union Group 
Se~tinel ~cc1cte Foi"rnation 
Tong..::.e Ri yer For.mat ion 
Ludlow a.YJ.d. C a.."monbaJ.l Formation 
S:SJJL>IEJ.~TOLCGY 
Presentation of :Jata 
SedLT,ent-size statistics 
Ge:'leral state~ent. -..:Detailed st·.;.dy of 350 stratigraphic sa:.1:;:iles 
from the TorJgue River a..11.d Sentinel Bu.tte :?ol~mations form tl-ls Dasi . .:;: o:f 
sedir.lentologic investigation. Saraples were collected from 1~:iC.ely 
separated, measured sect ions Bullion Eutte in the south to 
t:::e type locality o:f the Fort Union Group ( tl::.e S~-iowden-Bu.ford area) 
in the north (Figure 9). Sections ar~e la:cgel.y :r~estri.cted to steep 
clu.ffs in major drainages. Nine stratigraphic sections are repre-
sented, two of whicn (Bullion B',;rc.te a,,:.d Beicegel Craek) contain 
sed:L11ents of both Tongue River ar1d Sentinel B..::.tte age. Sarrrples a::-e 
ciesignated by letter and nw:1ber~ tt.i.e firs-~ indicating the strati-
graphic section, a..Y1d the second the stratigI'aphic position (n-u.-..iber 
one at tl1e 1:iase) from wb.ic!:l it was collected. Representative por-
tions of· each sa."ll.ple have bean placed on file in the reference col-
lections of the University of North D.Jlcota Department of Geology. 
7~6 locations and thicknasses of tee various sections are sum~ariz8d 
b Table 2. 
In additio:'1. to st:.~atigra::Jhic Sai.nples f:..,..orn :naasu.red se.::tioi-:s, 
of samples were collected 6 to 8 a~ove and belovr t'te 'I'ongue 
ltiver-Sentinel Butte cm:tact a'v f·:.fty-four localities for comparison 
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TABLE 2. ·--Locationn and local thicknesses of stratigraphic sections for this inveaLigation, 
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Location 
secc:. 13, 28., and 33, '11. 137 N., IL 103 W., Golden Valley 
County; Nor·th Dakota 
SE!4 sec. ,t;;., NE\ sec, 8., T. 139 N,, R, lOl.1 W., Golden 
County> North ~ · ' 
l'if04 sec. 27, 
Courrty, Wo:eth 
E:ec. 23., 'I', lhO N,, R. 102 W., 
SL,l? CC•(] 13 'I' 'l/16 H R ]0° 1·J '"1C''"nr,3'e c·1 0· 1·r1tv I!IA4 o,;;V 't: , .... ·:; ., .,_,~1, J.'i.o, . s , :'- V ~,, l'.L. 1\,:·; t.;._ i.,..-_ 1 tfJ 
Dakota 
W\~ secs, l and l?, 1'. lh7 N., R. 99 W., Connty; 
North 'Dakota 
SvJ\ SCCc 23, 11 • lSl N, J R, lOh 
'Dakota ' , North 
S\.f\4 Ei El C 2, T. 152 W., H. 59 E. > Roo::12velt County., Horrt:,m1 
~me .. 35, 
North Dakota 
sec,. 26, T. l}il W., R, 95 iv., l)nr,i 
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,1oq """'1ea-., insu.fi'icie:ot to Pe=t genera]_ Use o.f mo,:,a:,t r.ea. 
-"'~ 
"-"""s. 7cJ.k az,q }Jar-a statisiice we:re co;:;patect fo:c all "'"Ples and 
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Figure 10. --Distribution media.YJ. and mean diameters in stratigraphic 
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Figure ll.--Distrib'..::.tion of :r.2di;_,::1 . .s.nd r.1can diazneters in st:r-at-
igraphic sa.~ples from the Tongue River Fonnaticn. · 
~eters of grouped data for Tongue River samples are 6.62 and 6.07 
uhi, those for Sentinel B~tte s~~ples are 5.87 a.~d 5.76 phi, respec-,. 
tively. Because Tongue River data are bimodal, average values for 
this unit have less mea.vung than for the Sentinel Butte sarfiplos. 
Sorting.--The distribution of Folk sorting coefficients for 
TO'ngue River and Sentinel Butte stratigraphic samples is show.a in 
Figure 12. Sentinel Butte sediments are better sorted and have a more 
nearly syra.,iletrical distribution of values tha.."1. do Tongue R:i:ve:r sed-
iJnants. Samples from both formations have about the same ra..-rige of' 
vcl.ues and are dominantly poorly sorted (1.0 to.2.0 phi-units). The 
greatest difference in sorting valu6s of the two units is ths greater 
percentage of very poorly sorted (2.0 to 4.0 phi-units) Tongue River 
samples, 1-1hich causes that distribution to be wea..tly bimodal. Plots 
of mean dia.i-nete;> vs. sortir..g (F:.gures l3 and 14) show only a slight 
tendency to group; and the combination oi.' these statistics appears 
to be of little value in differentiation of sediment types. 
The distribution of sortir..g values, according to the textural 
cl~ssification of Fol.~, for samples from the various stratigrapnic 
ssctions is given in Table 3. Plots of mean diameter vs. sorting 
for indiVidual stratigraphic sect.ions are given in Appendix II-A 
(Figures 52 to 62). 
Skewness.--As shown in Figure 15, FoL~ skewness values of Tongue 
River and Sentinel Butte samples are nearly all positive a:nd have 
~ppro.x:lmately the same range. The distrioution of Tongue River val-
Ues is markedly bimodal. A slight tendency for higher skev.rness 
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Figure 12.--Distribution of Folk sorting in stratigraphic 
s~~ples from the Sentinel Butte and Tongue River Formations. 
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F1gu:i:-e 13. --C 0111posi te plot, of Folk sort.:i.ng vs. me an diameter for strati::;raphic SD.:::ple s from 
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Figure 15. --Distribution of Folk sl-::a,:-.::0ss values for stratigraphic 
sa.':lples from the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations. 
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3.-~Distribution of Folk sor~ing types in ~tratigrap~ic 





























































values e.xists in Tongue River sediments, as is manifested by the rela-
displacement of the average mean and median values given above 
(0.55 a.nd 0.11 phi-units for the Tongua River a...>1d Sentinel Butte 
respectively). Over 50 per cent of the sa."11.ples in both formations 
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very-fine s~-cewed, a..."1d an :::.dditionaJ. 25 per cent or more a.-v.e fine 
s:::e·.red. The relative percentages of ske,,vness types for samples 
:::cm the two units a.re given in Table 4. Histograms o:f skewness 
4.-~Distribution of Folk skewness types in stratigraphic samples 

































































,.;.i c-'i-,r:ibutions ar:.d plots of ska-;,m.ss:: vs. median diameter for strat-
\.4.J-'-'- - . 
~7rcnhic sections are given in An~endices II-Band II-C. -a,,-~ - ,;.·'"" 
Kurtosis.--Figure l6 com>?ares the relative distrib~ticn kur-
tosis values in Tongue River and Sentiw;;l Butte sediments. Ser.tinel 
Butte samples display a greater ra..'"'Jge of values, are larger (on an 
.average), a."ld have a weaker mode than do Tongue River sa..-rnples. Both 
distributions are strcngly skewed toward high kurtosis values but 
SGntinel Butte values have a higher degree of symmetry. T:.~e larger 
kurtosis values f'or Sentinel Butte sai.i.tples re.fleet the better sorting 
of samples from this unit. The relative percentages of S8Inples in 
each of Folk 1s kurtosis classes is given in Table 5. 
Sedi.~ent size components 
Many systems of classification have been proposed :for sedi-
:meritary aggregates, none of which satisfactorily meet the needs of' 
all workers • .Binary a.~d ternary systems have been most widely used 
.n.nd the latter have gained some favor in recant years. Robinson 
(l949), Trefethen (1950), Folk (1954), Shepard (1954), Link (1966), 
and ma.~y Government and comrcarciaJ. orga.n5zations have presented 
ternary diagrams With end-me:mbe:"'s of sa..n.d, silt, and clay. Little 
2-g:rean.ent e:tists regarding the l:i.Jnits of classes Within these tri-
angular diagrams, but the classes of Shepard have gained common 
acceptance and are adopted for use in this study. Plots of sand, 
silt, and clay ( as de.fined by Wentworth, 1922) relationships are 
shown in Figures 17 and l8; data ~or indivi.duaJ. sections are inclu-
dad in Appendix II-TI (Figures 77 to 87). A sU!l'..ma.ry of these data, 
e:x;_oressed in Foll~·s texturaJ. terms, is presented as supplementary 
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Figure 16. --Surmna.!"'J of kurtosis vaJ:ues in stratigrz:?hic sa.'11ples 
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Figura 17. -...Sei.d, sil·::., clay co~ter.ts of st:ca,t,igraph5.c sa.:."nples 
from the Sentinel Butte Formation. 
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Figure 18.--S.:i.nd., silt, clay contc.nts of stratigraphic s::rmples 
from the Tongue:: River Formation. 
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A comparison of Figuras 17 a.nd l8 shoi·i:s that the range of sedi-· 
:::2n.t types is approximately the sa."l::e for stratigraphic saiuples from 
the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations. Both units contain 
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6. --S u.rrJlla...ry of FoJJ-c 1s (1954) textural. types in str8.tigrap:'"1.ic 'D\..ELE 
sa.mp:I.es from the Tongue River a."1.d Sentinel Butte For.rriations .. 
~.:.-natigraphic Sand Silty Sandy Silt Mud 
Sandy Clay },fuddy -:) l;J. 
Mud Sa;,1.d Sand /""I .. ""'r ..J... unit .::>L..v 
Sentinel Butte 
3-.;J.lion Butte 15 5 11 6 1 
Ser.tinel Butte 10 l8 18 14 
, , ... 4 
30icegel Creek 3 l 6 3 1 
=.o:ng Cross 7 4 33 9 1 l 
Lost Bridge 6 6 l8 5 2 3 
Per cent o.o 19.3 16 .. 0 40.5 17.4 i.8 4.2 0.4 
Tongue River 
:Bullion Butte ~ "l .l.2- 7 9 3 
'.1fedora 1 9 6 14 3 3 
&:icegel Creek 2 3 7 7 
Yellowstone 2 7 11 10 
Snowden 1 1 2 10 3 
'Donnybrook l. -- 4 1 l 
Per cent o.o 5.o" 22.3 26.6 35.9 4.3 2.8 2.8 
silty clay, clayey silt, silt, sandy silt, silty sand, and sa~d; but 
the distribution of samples within these classes differs. Tongue 
River sed:i.ments have a strong mode in the silty clay a~d clayey silt 
classes; Sentinel Butte sediments are domina.."1.tly silts and clayey 
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ts ·with a strong mode in tb::: ~and class. T'ne frequency rE.:.a.-
T,ionships within the size claases are quantitatively suJ:11.11.a:c'i.zed 
in the pie diagrams ,;-ir.dch accor~a.r:y the t:da.11gular dia..gra..'Us. 
Tongue River sediments display a. greater dispersicn from the 
base of the triangle than do Sentinel Bu~te sediments; that is, 
the coarser Tongue River sed:i:ments contain greater percentages of 
clay. Conversely, Sentinel Eutte sa""Uples have a slight tendency 
to depart farther from the clay-silt bounda.r'J than do Tongue River 
sediraents. The first of these tendencies manifests the poorer 
sorting of coarse Tongue River sed::L~ents, and, the second indicates 
poorer sorting of fine grained Sentinel Butte sediments. Cow.pa:"ed, 
the patterns illustrate the poorer sor"'virlg of Tongue River sed:.raents 
ralative to those of' the Sentinel B'utte. 
Sedi.7.entary structures 
General statement.--A major objective during field study was 
to obtain directional data from large-scale cross-stratified ur.dts. 
Although the writer does not snare Pettijohnts (1957;, p. 166-167) 
CJ>inion that; nrt now seems dou.btf\ll whether genetic types of 
cross-bedding exist and whether the classification now used have aJJ.y 
genetic significancen;, he agrees that vectoral properties o.f "tb.ese 
structures are o.f greatest palaogeogra.phic mportance. Priority 
was thus given to acC'Ulllulating directional. data. However; obser-
vations of other types of structures w"'"ere recorded, and these permit 
a qualitative discussion of the relative abu.~dance and types of 
pr:L,iary sedimentary structures, ar~d co:mrr..ents on several minor struc-
. tures', in Tongue River and SertGin0l Butte strata. 
Sedimentary structures are present i:.n nearly all litho:ceies 
of Tor..gue River <;l.Ud Sentinel Butte strata, ·but the alterno.te swelling 
Lt.i shriri-~ing of clay cor.iponents disrupts and masks bedding in many 
,;..r;its, causiri.g structures to appear less abundant than they c:.ct.u.ally 
clXo• The recent emphasis of studies concern~·a.g the hydrodynamic 
interpretation of :primary sedi..Ynentary structures is providing in.for-
~c.tion which may be effectively used to refine the results of the 
nresent investigation. J)ata are presented here in the. hope of en-
~ . 
couragin.g additional study of these features. 
Classification.--Variu~s systems have been proposed for the 
classification of cross-strz.ti.fication (:i'icKee a."'ld Wier, 1953; Potter 
c.nd Pettijohn, 1963; Allen, 1963b). McKee and Wier proposed a class-
ification based priinarily on the character of the lower bounding 
surfaces o.f cross-strata sets., with secondary considerations ir1vol-
,Jing: (l) the shape of the cros~-strata set; (2) the attitude of 
the a:ri.s of the set (if present), (3) the symmetry of cross strata 
',ii.th respect to this a.us., (4) the geometry o:f cross-strata bou.'1.d-
.::..ries., ( 5) inclination of cross strata, and ( 6) the length of :in-
dividual cross-strata sets. Working from this classification, Allen 
(1963b) developed nomenclature for cross-stratified units on the 
basis of six criteria. As stated by Allen (p. lll) these are: 
(1) 'Whether the cross-stratif'ied unit is a single set, 
or a coset formed of" bro or more sirailar sets, ( 2) tb.e phys-
ical size of the set of cross-strata, (3) the c~aracter 
o.f the lower boundir..g sur.face of the set of cross-strata, 
(4) the shape of the lower bounding surface o.f the set of' 
cross-strata, (5) r,ae :relation between the cross-strata in 
the set and the lower bounding surface of the set, a.~d 
(6) the degree of lithological uniformity of the cross-
. strata. 
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.,., +-.... 0-,ab /\.lien's classification is subJ·ect to some critici.s1'fl (for ,t!..J...V•_. """6..., ;. 
m--~.J..e Crooi,.,. ~.L965), 1·t -is co:::.sidersd the most, fu.rictional z 7 ::::tera exa.:. .. :1 , J.'t.. ..... " 
presently avajlable, and is used in this study. 
Sedimenta_ry structures are discussed below under three cat-
egories: (1) horizontal stratification., (2) inclined stratifi-
cation, and (3) other str-~ctures. These divisions are ror pur-
poses of discussion only, they a:re not classificatory or mutually 
exclusive. In regard to bed-thiclc1ess nomenclature, the te:;."ras of 
}:cKee and Wier (19.53) are used. 'rne terminology applied ·t;o other 
structures are considered to be in corr~1on use, most a.....""8 listed by 
Pettijohn (1957, p. 157-196). 
Horizontal stratif'ica.ticn.--Most oi' the strata in the Tongue 
River and Sentinel Butte Forrnations are flat- ( or nearly flat-) bed-
~ed. The bounding surfaces of majo~ lithologic units are usual.ly 
pl;:;nar a.."1.d discordance is evident only in small-scale bedding 
features. 
Flat-beddir..g is praseut in ·sediments o:f a.11 ·textures. La:.11-
inated to thin-bedded sandstones (includir..g silty sands and sa:ndy 
silts) a.re less common than cross-bedded va.i1 ieties:, but where oc-
se:"Ved they appear to have greater lateral persistence tha.."1. othar 
sandstones. Most large sandstone bodies are massive near the base 
and become ~oth finer grained and more thinly bedded upward; lami-
nation someti.--nes occ-ars in the u:-pper part as shown in Figu.:.""'e 19-A. 
Flat-bedded sa.."ldstones appear to be most abun<;iant in the Tongue 
River Formation. 
Thin-bedded and larn:L-iated silt, silty clay, and clayey silt 
beds are nearly ubiquitous in both for:nations and constitute the 
li'IGlJRI~ 19 
A. '.['hinly flat-bedded sandstones in the upper third of the Tongue River section at Medora. 
how bedding develops upward in the unit. 
Location: SW\ sec. 23, T. 140 N., R. 102 We, Billings County, North IDakota. 
J3. Laminated, very friable siltstone from the upper third of the Sentinel Butte section near 
Long Cross Br'idge. 
Location: NW:la sec. 12, T. 147 N., R. 99W., McKenzie County., North Dakota. 
0. Xi-cross-stratification in the lower third of the Tongue River Formation about 15 
of the villa.ge of Sentinel Butte. 
Location: NW\ sec. 12, T. 142 N., R. 104 W., Golden Valley County, Worth Dakota. 
s no:rth 
nJ. Omikron-cross-stratification in upper Sentinel Butte sand along highway south of Lost Bridge. 
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O~-o~ bedd~n,a -,me L~~.--;~~A vaxy in thickness but seldo~ ez-:::cs:. C ""I' u ..L. ..,,, V.; J:' • -= .u.-
c;sed O. 5 centimeters; a very thin-lar.::ina;'ced siltstone is illustrated. 
::..n Figure 19-B. 
Inclined stratification. --r-Ieasu.red in terms of volu.ine, c:.~oss-
stra-~ified units are not abundant but, because they are corn.1nonly 
=,etter consolidated, they are more prominent than ot':J.er units. Both 
large- and small-scale cross-beds are present.,, but the occurrences 
of tbe latter are more nuraerous. 
Large-scale cross-beds consist primarily of lithologically 
:1omogeneous, wedge-shaped groups ( cosets) with erosional, planar 
:Lower boundaries which rest discordan.tJ.y upon u.-riderly-5.,ri..g sets (Figure 
19-C). This type of unit hae been termed ti-cross-stratification 
07 Allen (1963b). Occasionally, wedges become elongate a.11.d tabular 
sets of Allents omikron class (Figures 19-n and 20-A) develop. 
Pi-cross-stratification (large-scale trouga-sets) was not observad. 
Small-scale cross-beds are lithologically homogeneous cosets 
bounded by erosional or gradational surfaces. The lower bourrdaries 
of sets are both curved and pla."1.a.r a."t'.l.d define the kappa and lambda 
~ypes of Allen. Kappa~cross-stratification appears to predominate 
(Figures 20-B a."ld 20-C). Nu-cross-stratification (festoon-bedding) 
is also .found (Figure 20-'D); but is less co:rrrmon than either kappa 
or lambda types. Ripple-marked surfaces of asymmetrical transverse 
2:'ld linguoid ( cuspate) ripples (Figure 21-A) were observed, but 
sedi.'1'!ent texture seldom favors preservation of' these surfaces. 
Large-scale cross-beds are found throughout the Tongue River 
For.;;:ation (Figure 19-C), but within the Sentinel Butte they are 
largely co:.J..fined to the basal cmd u:p-per sands (Figures 3-A J B., C., 
FIGURE 20 
A. Omikron ... cross-strat,ification near middle of the Sentinel Butte Formation near the west boundary 
of· the North Unit of Roosevelt Park {ha:nner indicates scale). 
Location: SE}4 sec. 8, T. 14.7 M. J R, 100 1,·;,, McKenzie County, North ·nakota, 
B. Kappa-cross-stratifica:tion in a 18.rge flos.t boulder of concret:i.onary sandstone at the base of 
Sheep Buttes (pencil indicates scale), 
Location: NE!4 sec. J.l.i., 'l'. 148 N., R. 104 1.·J,, HcKenzie County, North IDakota. 
C. Kappa-cross~st,ratification in lithif:ted silty sand in the upper third of the Tongue River For-
mation in the South UnH of Roosevelt Peil':::. Note that cross-bedding passes upward into hori-
zontal bedding. 
Location: NE\ sec. 23, T, ll~O N. J R, 102 W., Billings County, North I'Jakota. 
ID. Tangential section of nu ... cross-stratific2.tion in lithified si.lty sand of the upper Tongue River 
:H'ormation in the Beaver Creek draine,ge (:psncil ind:i.cates scale). 
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A. Asymmetrical transverse ripple marks in lit11ified silty sand in the upper third of the Tongue 
River Formation along Beicegel Creek road. 
Location: NE\ sec. 33,T, lh6 N., R. 101 vl • ., lfoKenzie County, North·Dakotc1,. 
B. Small channel-fill deposit in upper third of Sentinel Butte Formation along highway 85 about 
3 miles south of Little Missouri River. Note truncation on left (north) indicates lateral 
migration in that direction., flow was east:;·1ctrd. 
Location:. S\ sec. 13~ T. lh7 N., R. 99 W,, HcKenz:i.e County., North 1Jakota. 
C. :Desiccation-crack filling j_n f:ine~,grained concretiona1'y bedding-plane material of the basal s~1.nct 
of the Sentinel Butte Formation about 3 miles southwest of Hedora. 
Location: SE\ sec. 10., '11. 139 N,, R. 103 1-J., Golden Valley County., North "Dakota. 
'ID. Small .pitted mounds on fine-grained concretionary bedding surface of the basal Sent:hwl Butte 
sand, about 3 miles southwest of Medora, preswi1ed to be lithified gas bvbbles. Cracks in the 
concretionary material may be primary structu1•as. 
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.::.::ld 19..:D). li-cross-stra.tificaticn predominates in Tongue Ri7o~ 
,,-'-ra.ta. but there is a definite tender.i.cy for lower ar.:.gle, -broader 
,,; V I~ 
,.73c;zes in Sentinel Butte beds., particularly in the upper sc:...rid. 'Yne 
:'2llativa abundance of large-scal.e structures is re::f.1.ected in the 
'"~Tober of directional. rea.dir.igs recorded from each unit (Table ?)a 
Incli..."1.ed · strata of large magnitude were noted at a nurater of 
localities in the basal. Sentinel Butte sand (Figure 4-A). In out-
crop, these resemble rotated slump blocks, but their priJnarJ origin 
is substantiated by horizontal. beds above a..~d below the dipping strata. 
:ndividual. beds are corn.~only several. feet thick and separated by 
co:ncretionary beddiri..g Hpla.ries11 which bear evidence of subaerial 
c:::,::,osure. The sequence appears to be a rhytl1.t1ic accuraulation wl:icb. 
re;;iulted f1~om periodic iru."'luxes o:f sediment. 
OccasionaJ.J.y., channel-lag or cha!':nel-fill deposits· can be 
identified within the Tongue Ri ver-Sentinal Butte sequ.ence. Rarely, 
cha>J.nel strJ.ctures truncate underlying strata, but such evidence 
of erosion (however local.) is relative:i..y u.."1.common. Figure 21-B stows 
~ small channel in the Sentinel Butte Formation which eroded under-
l:ri~ strata prior to being filled. Trough-sets are partly dis-
cordant and partly concordant vJith adjacent beds. A similar sit-
~ation ca.ri be seen in strata of the Tor.,gue River Formation in the 
:coad cut just south of the surr..:mit of Johnson Platean in the South 
:::it of Roosevelt Park. Major cha."m.eling, such as that shown by 
(1928, pl. 5-B), appaare to have been rastricted to the basal 
:;.,ortion o:f the Tongue River Formation. 
Miscellaneous structu.rss. --Convolute bedding is a rela.ti vely 
::-a.:.·e phenomenon in Tongue River and Sentinel Butte strata, but was 
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';;:1are studied., convolute bec.s occupy a rrarrcw inte:rYal of a fcot or , 
-I' maintain a uniform thickness, a..'1.d are laterally contirn.:oue in ;;;.i...,' ... - ,,. 
outcrop. Tuds above and below show little evidence of defc1"'.Z"na-tion. 
7~e origin of convolute bedding is not understood, but the occurrence 
cited here demonstrates that it is not restricted to turbidite se-
quetces as believed by Sanders (1960, p. 419). Tie~ormation due to 
loading and compaction is doubtful because of the lack of irregular 
oou.~darles (load casts) with adjacent units. 7ne absence of f~ulting 
.:..nd rupture of the convolutions ma.1<;:es :movement by slidL"'lg i.:rnprcbable. 
'J.1e most probable expla."1.ation of theiz, origin appeare to be that they 
::::::sult .f."rom slight diff'e:;."ential movement o:t hydroplastic sediment 
c.i.:ring its accumulation. 
A number of beddir.:g-plane structuras have been observed which 
s~:gest periods of subaeriaJ. exposure and desiccation. Foremost of 
tbese are mud:-cracks., which ware observed i.."1 concretionary beddir.:g 
zo~es at several localities in tbe Sentinel Butte Formation. They 
2:'e na."1.ifested by differentially ce~ented, .fine-grained filling which 
::;;;a.the rs in relief f 0rrairi..g polygonal ridges on exposed surfaces 
(Figure 21-C). At one locality in the basal Sentin.el Butte sa~a.:; mud 
cracks were accompanied by sn.all;; conical structures with a ;?itted 
:::.pex which rese:r.:ble bubbles (Figure 21..;D) • inferred that these 
:c.ay oe. lithified gas bubbles .famed by decomposition of organic-rich 
debris which accumulated between episodes of' sa..'1.d deposition. 'l'he 
former presellce of this debris is documented by molds of leave~, 
seeds, and other vegetative material. The concretionary character 
cf the bedding zones themselves suggest quies·cent interludes during 
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-,.;;1ich dcsposition of lithogenous sed:L11snt was slow c::.nd. organic material 
for:rue~ a sign;:Lficant sediment component. T'ne fixation of iron., wr.:.icb 
tz.s altered the bedding surfacas·to thin concretiona.r""J zones (Figu.res 
J and 4), probably resulted from redox reaction involvir,g anoxic 
c.ecomposition o.f organic matter. Iron reduced during this reaction 
:·rn.3 fixed as sulfides ( or s:L11ilar compounds) which were subsequently 
o.:d.dized during weathering. 
This mechanism probably accounts also for the origin of' :aur-
casite nodules which are so common in Tongue River strata (Figure 
22-A). Large nodules of' this type a.re commonly formed around plant 
debris as indicated by molds passing through the a:xis of the struc-
t:i.:.,--es. Small., spherical nodules seldom co:i..tain visible orga:c.ic 
structures, but the writer fou...""l.d a marcasite replica o:f a sma.lJ_ 
snail in one such nodule. The occurrence of orga.D.ic nuclei in 
m<J::J.y types of concretions a:nd n.oc.ules is well docu.-;;,ented 1 &--id i.t 
is suggested here that marcasite concretions in Tongue River strata 
fcrrr;ed largely i.--i response to decoruposition of orgar...ic materiaJ.. Tb.e 
o::.'£;a...7lic structu.""es themselves a.re., most frequently; destroyed by 
the processes of replacement a.'l'J.d c:raystallization: 
Large; ca.'rfilopball-lilce., calcareous concre-tions also occur and 
were noted pri_ncipally in the Sentinel Butte Formation. Most of' 
~cese structures are true septaria which, when the veins are filled 
and the sediment matrix removed, form box~mrk structures (melikaria) 
s:.:':!ilar to that· shm-m in Figure 22-B. 'fi.'1e origin of these struc-
t:ircs is not imown with certainty but., in the present insta....'1cs., the 
volume reduction could be associated with dolomitization. 
Log-lil{e concretions· (Figure 22-C) are found in both Tor.gue 
' 
FIGURE 22 
A. · Small spherical nodules of weataered iron sulfide in sandstone of the lower third of the 
Tongue River Formation about 6 miles northwest of Amidon. Note the vague stratification 
which becomes n10re prominent upward. 
Location: SE1"4 sec. 24, T. 136 N., R. 102 W., Slope County, North "Dakota. 
B. Boxwork structure (melikar:i.a) in the basal sand of the section Sentinel Butte, the ve;in 
fillings are calcium carbonate 
Location:· SE\ sec. 5, T. 139 N., R, 104 w., Golden Valley County, North Da.kota. 
c. Log-like concretions in lower Tongue River strata along the West River Road about 5 miles 
north of Bullion Butte. 
Location: NE\ sec, 13, T. 138 N., R. 103 W., Golden Valley County, North Dakota. 
ID. Molds of worm trails on the base of argillaceous l:i.n1estone slab from the upper half of the 
section at SElntinel Butte; not,e particularly the lower left corner of the slab. 








River and Sentinel Butte strata, but were noted most frequer.:...ly 
in the Tongue River .Formation and in the basal Sentinel Butte sand. 
tneir formation is not understood, but it is probably controlled 
1argely by seco~dary factors and only in part by primary propertias 
of the sediments themselves. 
A single occurrence of worm trails was observed (Figure.22-D) 
on the base of a freshwater limestone slab from the Sentinel Butte 
section. To_ the writer 1s knowledge, such structures have not pre-
viously been reported from the Sentinel Butte Formation and, although 
the biologic affinities of the .organisms which formed them are r1ot 
known, their presence is worthy of mention. 
Paleocurrents 
Field procedures.-~:Directional data were collected from large-
scale cross-beds wherever such structures were observed for compari-
son of the sediment dispersion patterns in Tongue River and Sentinel 
- Butte strata. The strike, dip, maximum bed-thickness, ·stratigraphic 
position .and location of. structures were systematically recorded at 
outcrops. One measurement of maximum dip and thickness was recorded 
per bed,· in vertical succession, for 15 to 20 beds at each locality. 
Less measurements were made where cross-beds were few; no outcrop 
was by-passed because it displayed a small number of cross-beds. The 
attitude of all major bedding planes is nearly horizontal, and no 
correction (Potter and.Pettijohn, 1963, p. 259) was applied for bed 
tilt. 
Analysis.--No distinctive or persistent cross-bedded horizons 
Were recognized in the Ton.:,,aue River Formation, and reported measurements 
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:cpresent the total expose.d thickness of the unit. Data for the Sentinel 
~,~te Formation, however, can be segregated into three stratigraphic 
.0\.. w 
c.i.tegories: a basal sand, an upper sand, and the intervening Sentinel 
5~tte strata. It should be emphasized that the criteria for differ-
entiation of 11 basal11 and 11 upper11 Sentinel Butte horizons is stra.tigra-
:;rJ.c and sedimentologic, not directional. 
Measurements from each locality were plotted on a circular diagram 
d;ivided i~to .30~deg·ree classes (Table 7). All readings Within a single 
class were assigned the value of the mid-point azimuth. Vector mea:ns 
of the grouped data were calculated according to the formulas (Potter 
~"ld Pettijohn, 1963, p. 256): 
n 





W = L · ni sin x. 
i=l J. 
x = arcta.n W/V 
where ~ is the mid-point azimuth of the ith class interval, .x: is the 
lzimuth of the resultant vector, n. the number of observations in each 
. . J. 
class, and n the totaJ.. number of observations. Vector means for indi-
vidual outcrops are shown, with rose diagrams and grand means, in Fig-
ures 23 to 26. 
The grand means, variance, and standard deviations calculated for 
all observations from the Tongue River, basal and upper sands, and 
ll4 
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Figure 23.--Vector means for cross-bed measurements from outcrops 
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Fi~11re 24.--Vector means for cross-bed measurements from outcrops 
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Figure 25.--Vector means for cross-bed measurements £ram outcrops 
between the basal and upper Sentinel Butte sands. Readings are summar-
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Figure 26.--Vector means f'or cross-bed measurements :from outcrops 
of upper Sentinel Butte sand. Readings are sumr.rarized in the :rose 
diagram. 
•. , ... ,. 'tA.'SLE 7 .-...Summary of J.arge-scale cross-bed measu~ments from the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 1ff . . Formations. 
'i' ~--==,== =======-----=== --- ------ . - . -~ --~--------------------
Azimuth Class 
345 J.5 45 75 105 135 165 195 . 225 255 285 315 Grand 
f, • Stratigraphic to to to to to to to to to to t_o to Jotal mean Variance _stat;da:d :~ unit J.5 45 75 105 135 165 195 225 255 285 315 345 (n) (degrees) Deviation 
l-' 
Upper sand 7 12 16 19 17 23 11 8 4 - - - 117 111 3835 61.9 h> 
Sentinel Buttea 3 4 9 7 7 10 9 2 5 2 5 5 68 120 8285 91.0 
Basal sand J.2 19 27 55 46 43 23 14 4 3 3 8 257 · 109 4176 64.6 
Tongue River J.6 27 23 33 43 35 13 7 5 4 6 10 222 · 96 5136 71. 7 




intervening Sentinel Butte strata are included in Table 7. 
A test to determine the level of significm1ce of pre±:errcd 
cr::Ler1tati-:i:1 W3.S conducted for the grand me:.:u1s. Tha ro.tio 1..1i' the 
') 
ccmputed sample variance, s~, to the variance of the uniform distri-
~ution, s~, is caJ.led the F ratio and provides a test for the null 
hypothesis, 
2 2 
Ho : so = su 
The alternate hypothesis must be, 
2 2 
Ha : .so< su 
The value of s 2 is computed by the method o:r Gri:f:fiths and Rosenfeld . u 
(l953, p. 212), 
2 2 a 
5u = 3 
;.:here a2 is the maximum range o:r the .distribution. . The degrees or 
freedom are the same :for the numerator and denominator o:r F, and equaJ. 
;i - 1. All grand means except that for the Sentinel Butte have pre-
:erred orientation at the 99.95 per cent level o:r confidence, the 
Sentinel Butte is significant oril..y at the 95.0 percentile. Results 
c,f orientation tests are tabulated in Table 8. 
'i:ABLE 8.--Summary of test data :for preferred orientation of grand means 
. of large-scaJ.e cross-bed measurements. 
Stratigraphic Vector-Mean 2 2 :Degrees of Level of 
unit (degrees) su/so = F freedom significance 
upper sand lll 2.82 no .9995 
.S0ntinel Butte 120 1.50 67 .950 
3.isaJ.. sand 109 2.59 256 .9995 
':'-::-.:gue River 96 2.27 221 .9995 
l20 
A tes:t .for equaJ..ity of means, using the Student 1s t tes.t 
(DiXon and Massey, l957, p. l23), was ma.de to determine whether sig-
nificant differences exist between grand means. The t statistic 
w;s computed according ,to the equation 
which, if normaJ..ity can be assumed, has f degrees of freedom where 
£ = 
(si/nl + s~/n2)2 
- 2 
2 2 2 2. 
(sl/nl) + (s2/n2) 
It was found that data for the Tongue River Formation differ 
significantly (97 .5 per cent level) from those for the basal. and 
upper sands and for the intervening Sentinel Butte strata. "Differ-
ences between grand means of the stratigraphic intervals Within the 
Sentinel Butte Formation are considerably less significant, and the 
hypothesis that they are equaJ.. can be rejected only With 60 to 80 
per cent confidence. Results of these tests are given in Table 9. 
CM relationships 
Theory.--Passega (1957, 1964) presented plots of samples from 
known environments in which the smallest particle size in the coar-
+ tile (C) of the size frequency distribution was plotted sesv one percen . _ 
as a function of the median grain size ,(M) • The value of C is repre-
rt · a.gent and . • ~ t'l.... (m.li .,.,.:; n•,wm) coTI\T\P-tence of the tra.nspo 1.ng sentati ve 0.1. u.e .................... -r-
. ~ particle sizes 
characteristic o! the total. range oi Mis a statistic 
J..21 










































8sentineJ.. Butte Formation exclusive 0£ the basaJ.. and upper sands. 
undergoing transport by this agent. The vaJ..ue C = M constitutes a 
limit .for coordinates (C, M) and is approached :t:or samples in which 
the coarse haJ..:t: a£ the sediment is well. sorted; that is, when the 
first percentiJ..e and £ii'tieth percentiJ..e have nearly the same corres-
ponding particie sizes. The relative dispJ..acement 0£ plotted points 
122 
from the limit C == M, measured parallel to the M-a.Y...is cl!ld ezp:r·essed 
i..-i phi-units, is an index to the sorting in the coarse half of sedi-
:nent samples. For the segment of CM diagrams representing sedi.rnents 
transported as graded suspension, Passega (1964, p. 834) has desig-
nated this displacement as an index of maximum sorti.~g (Im). 
The fine fractions of samples can be represented on a CX 
diagram by recording their per cent weight beside the plotted values 
of (C, M). Passega regarded particle sizes le~s than 125 microns 
(J phi) to constitute the fine fraction, and illustrated it by 
contour lines drawn'for values of 25, 12, 6, 3, and 1.5 per cent 
lutite. 
Basic types of CM patterns are shown in Figure 27. Accord-
ing to Passega, (p. 1973), 
Pattern I is the typical pattern formed by rivers and 
by tractive currents in areas of low velocity. Very fine 
particles settle, mixed with intermediate-size particles 
which are placed in suspension in areas of maximum velocity. 
The maximum size of these intermediate particles is a lower 
limit of the value of C in the pattern: It is also an in-
dication of the turbulence in the upper levels of the current. 
Pattern II is formed by turbidity currents. It may 
also be formed by tractive currents, under exceptional cir-
cumstances, when these lose speed so gradually and uniformly 
that the suspension near bottom remains graded and adjus~ed 
to the velocity. Pattern II is parallel with the limit 
C = M. 
Pattern III represents sediments settling through quiet 
water. The pattern is commonly round; points are scattered. 
Conditions of deposition which are a combination of 
those described produce composite patterns. For instance, 
a sequence of locally swift tractive currents and slow uni-
form cu,rrents would form a fan-shaped pattern of scattered 
points extending from Pattern I to Pattern II. A current 
making some deposits in quiet water would form a pattern 
composed of Patterns I and III or II and III. 
Rivers or tractive currents which have beds co::nposed 
of particles of sand of the same size as those concentra-
ted at the bottom of the suspension form Pattern IV (Fig. 
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ma.:x:i.mum and m1ru.mum vol.ues of C in the pattern a:re a:."1. 
indication of max:i.mum and minimum turbulence at the bottom 
of the current, provided material of all transportable 
sizes are available to the current. 
Pattern IV is generally continued on the fine side by 
Pattern I, on the coarse side by Pattern V. 
When rivers or tractive currents transport by t:caction 
sands too coarse to be supported in suspension, their de-
posits form Pattern V. This pattern makes a small angle 
with the ordinates. C may vary considerably with little 
effect of the media.~. In the upper part of the pattern 
points are scattered~ The ma.:rirnum value of C is a measure 
of the. competency of the current, the minimum value an 
indication of the maximum turbulence at the bottom of the 
current, prov:Lded all sizes transportable are available 
to the current. 
Turbidity currents form Pattern VI. This pattern is 
parallel with the limit C = M. On the fine side it is 
. continued by Pattern II. Pattern VI is showil. in two po-
sitions: VIa and VIb which represent deposits of two types 
of turbidity currents. The distance between the pattern 
and the limit C =Mis a possible indication of the con-
centration of the evenly dispersed fine material in sus-
pension. 
The composite pattern (I, IV, V) for river transported sediment 
is of particular concern, because samples of Tongue River and Sen-
tinel Butte sediments form patterns s:i.mila.r to this composite pat-
tern. The interpretation of this pattern is well docu.rnented by 
Passega (1957) by plots of samples collected from the Mississippi 
:liver (U. S. Waterways Exper:i.mental Station, 1939), the Enoree 
River (Einstein, and others, 1940), and other rivers. Conditions 
of now, discharge, concentration of suspended sed:i.Jnent and other 
factors were recorded for stations from which samples were collected 
and permit interpretation of CM patterns in terms of agents of trans-
port and environments of deposition. 
The CM pattern for the Mississippi River (Passega, 1957, p. 1954) 
is divisible into three segments (I, IV, V) which correspond to the 
main channel, the subaqueous bank, and protected backwater. Samples 
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0 f -;;he coarsest· material from the main channel plot in gro-..:i.p · V, 
j~Ve C values greater than the ma.:x:L~um measured for sediment in 
suspension, and a~e considered to have been transported by traction 
only. Sediments from the subaqueous bank plot in group rv (para-
llel to C = M) and correspond in size to sediment measured in graded 
s~spension in the lower part of the water column. Sediments from the 
protected backwater environment plot in group I and have values of 
8 and M corresponding to sediment carried in uniform suspension. 
Thus, Passega established the relationships between sediment 
textures, modes of transport, and depositional environments for a 
section of the Mississippi River near Mayersville, Mississippi. The 
value of Cat the inflection of the CM pattern at point Q (Figure 27) 
is designated Cs and corresponds to the largest particle diameter 
-..rhich can be transported in graded suspension. Likewise, the value 
of Cu at point R is the coarsest particle which can be transported 
in uniform suspension •. 
Analytical precision~--C constitutes part of the sand fraction 
i.'1 most Tongue River and Sentinel Butte sedilnents and is easily 
measured. As noted by Inman (1952) the median diameter (M) is 
I 
measured with the greatest precision of any size-distribution sta-
tistic. The influence of fluctuations of sampling and analysis 
on the size frequency distribution increases with distance from the 
50th percentile, the relative standard error increasing rapidly in 
the tails of the distribution. Thus, Mis determined with greater 
relative accuracy than is C. Al though the relative standard error 
may be greater for C than for slightly larger percentiles, it is 
~s reproducible as the limits of the phi-class in which it occurs 
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~"'1d the accuracy with which it is interpolated. In Tongue River 
a.""ld Sentinel Butte sediments, C occurs most often between 2 and 4 
nhi ( which a.re sieve-size classes) and was obtained by the s.::.me 
> 
method of interpolation as other percentiles used in computation of 
size statistics. It is reproducible within about 0.02 phi-units. 
As discussed by Passega (1964, p. 844-845) samples for which C 
is determined must be free of non-terriginous (non-lithogenous) de-
bris, such as shell .fragments, and represent a sir•..gle sedimentation 
un:::r;. A pattern should consist o:f 20 to 30 saiuples which represent 
all sediment textures deposited by transport mechani51llS active within 
a particular environment. 
Previous applications.--Weller (1960, p. 323) reproduced 
Passegats (1957, p. 1973) basic CM diagram with an acknowledgment 
that CM relationships provide evidence which aid in the distribution 
of the mode of transport and depositional environment of sedimentary 
rocks. Bull (1962) presented CM patterns which differentiated mud-
flow, stream-cha:n..'1.el, braided-stream, and 11 intermediate11 deposits 
on alluvial fans in western Fresno County, California. Warner (1966, 
p. 945-958) noted the relationships of CM patterns to contoured data 
of median diameter, Trask sorting coefficient, and porosity in the 
Duchene River Formation of the Uinta Basin, Utah. He concluded that 
CM patterns are useful tools in directing sedimentological study, 
but made no direct interpretations based upon them. His plots (p. 498, 
Figure 3) contain several points for which median values a.re larger 
than the coarsest particle size (which is physically impossible), 
and for this reason his data a.re considered suspect. 
Proposed application.--Tongue River and Sentinel Butte sediments 
1 ')7 
--1 
.:.::::-e p2....-ticu.larly well suited for textural analysis. They can be 
efficiently dispersed, contain little non-lithogenous materi8l, and 
~he bulk of most samples are composed of particles which fall within 
the size l:L11its of accurate measur.ement ( coarser than 10 phi). :Data 
are well suited for CM representation. 
It has long been assumed that the Tongue River and Sentinel 
Butte Formations are composed of fiutiaJ. deposits. Comments regard-
ing this origin are not al.ways explicit or well documented. The 
~oJluscan and vertebrate faunas and the flora of these units, com-
bined with the lithology and morphology of stratigraphic units and 
pri..J11ary sedimentary structures aJ.l appear to indicate stream trans-
port and an aquatic environment. T'n.e CM patterns of stratigraphic 
· sa'Tl?les given in Figures 28 and 29 are best interpreted as resulting 
i"rom stream transport, and they add strong testimony to existing 
evidence: for fiuvial origin of Tongue River and Sentinel Butte strata. 
Comment should be offered regarding the use of stratigraphic 
sa.'Tlples in formulating a CM pattern. Passega (1957) utilized strat-
igraphic data of Clark (1950) in identification of the depositional 
anvironment of' ves Moines (Pennsylvanian) channel and bla..."'Jket sands. 
The resulting pattern was compact and Passega (p. 1981) co:nm1ented 
thatJ 
A remarkable feature of the pattern is that it indicates 
an extreme uniformity in the depositional process. Although 
deposition of the various sand was interrupted by long inter-
vals during which other sediments were deposited, all the 
sands are of,a single depositional environment. 
Si.'Tlilar application was made of size data presented by Foreman and 
'l'hompson (1940) for the Berea Sandstone ('Devonian or Mississippi~) 
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(l962) for CM plotso 
With the exception of samples of the basal Sentinel Butte 
sand, all data plotted on CM diagrams in this report are for samples 
distributed stratigraphically in va..Y'j_ous sections. Justification of 
such use involves the assumption that all environments (channel, 
levee, floodplain, floodbasin, etc.) of the fluvial regime are rep-
resented in the stratigr~phic section. The resulting pattern is com-
posite and must be assumed to represent an 11 average Tongue Ri ver11 
or an II average Sentinel Butte11 stream. The amou."lt of dispersion 
of points from the typical fluvial pattern may (excluding error due 
to sampling and analysis) represent the total amount of fluctuation 
in the streams which deposited the sediments. Because most sediment 
is transported and deposited during flood-stage, CM patterns for 
fluvial sediments should reflect conditions of maxi.mum stream com-
petence. A summary of CM data for stratigraphic samples £ram the 
Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations is given in Tabla 10. 
CM patterns for individual stratigraphic sections in western North 
1Jakota are shown in Appendix: (Figures 88 to 98). 
Classification of sediments 
Previous classifications.--Fluvial sediments have been funda-
mentally differentiated by many workers as vertical and lateral accre-
tion deposits (Fenneman, 1906; Melton, l936; Mackin, l937; Happ and 
others, l940; Challinor, 1946; Fisk, l947; Jahns, 1947; Wolman and 
Leopold, 1957, as cited by Allen, l965c). 
Fisk (l947) subdivided meander-belt sediments in tha Mississippi 
'TABLE 10.--Sum.~ary of CM data for stratigraphic samples from the Tongue 
River and Sentinel Butte Formations. 
-
Station Im Cu Cs (¢-units) UI) ( r;f) 
Sentinel Butte 
Bullion Butte 0.80 3.75 1.50 
Sentinel Butte 0.80 3.70 l.60 
Beicegel Creek 1.45 3.85 2.15 
Long Cross 1.15 3.80 2.20 
Lost Bridge 1.25 3.80 1.80 
Contact 1.00 3.75 1.25 




Bullion Butte 1.35 4.00 2.51 
Medora 1.20 3.75 1.70 
Beicegel Creek 1.10 3.80 2 .. 00 
Yellowstone 1.25 3.80 2.90 
Snowden 1.60 ?3.80 2.55 
1Donnybrook 1.50 3.75 2.25 
Average 1.33 3.82 2.32 
Valley into the following morphometric types: (1) point-bar 
posits, (2) channel fillings, (3) natural levee deposits, (4) back-
swamp deposits, (5) braided stream deposits, and (6) deltaic plain 
deposits. Happ, and others (1940) presented a detailed morphogenetic 
classification of fluvial sed:unents which included: (1) channel-
• ,1 fill, ( 2) vertical accretion, (3) floodplain-splay, (4) colluvial, 
' 
~ ·~t' 
_ i (5) lateral accretion, and ( 6) channel lag deposits. Vertical 
accretion deposits consist of levee and floodbasin sed:iJnent, flood-
plain-splays ( crev·asse-splays) are wedges of sed:iJnent deposited from 
channels which breach the natural levee, and lateral accretion de-
posits are the result of point bar migration. 
Allen (1965c) broadened the concept of lateral and vertical 
accretion dep_osits in a classification in which fluVial deposits 
are grouped into three major a.~d eight subordinate categories. 
This classification is both genetic (environmental) and descriptive 
·(stratigraphic). Allents classification is reproduced as Table ll. 
According to Allen (1965c, p. 127), 
Channel or substratum deposits form the lower part of 
the typical floodplain sequence. Included are point bar 
and channel bar deposits a.~d channel lag deposits left after. 
stream vr.i.nnowing. Bed load materials dominate substratum 
sed:unents. In overbank or topstratum deposits suspended 
load materials are dominant. Included are bar-swale-fill, 
levee, crevasse-splay, and floodbasin deposits. :Deposits 
of these environments. form the upper part of the typical 
floodplain sequence, overlying channel deposits. Trans-
itional deposits, with channel-fill deposits as the only 
category, generally include bed and suspended load sedi-
ments. Stratigraphically they occupy positions through 
the . substratum. · 
Proposed classification.--Recognition of the fluvial origin of 
Tongue River and Sentinel Butte deposits, as represented by their CM 
patterns, facilitates genetic classification. Of the several CM 
~ 
-1 






















Origin reflected in typical 
stratigraphic posi·~ion 
Channel or substratum 
deposits 
Overbank or topstratum 
deposits 
Transitional deposits 
pattern.s by Passega (19.57, 1964), the composite pattern for f'luvial 
deposits yields, perhaps, most easily to environ:mentaJ. interpreta-
tion because the modes of sediment transport are closely related to 
the type of' environment in which material can be deposited. 
Sediments are normaJ.ly carried in graded suspension only in 
the lower part of' the water column. The term II graded11 refers 
specifically to the concentrations of suspended sediment, but the 
maximum particle size is also graded upward from coarse to fine._ 
IDeposition of' material transported in graded suspension contributes 
to substratum3 (point-bar, channel-bar) deposits. 
The graded suspension passes upward into a uniform suspension 
3The terms substratU;-n and toostratum a:re used in the context 
of Allen (1965c) and are essentially synonymous With lateral and 
vertical accretion deposits respectively. 
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in which both sediment concentrQtion a.~d ma.r'..unum pa:cticl8 size a:::-e 
uniform throughout the water column. It is this unfbr;nly suspended 
material which is carried over the stream banks, onto the floodplain, 
and into .floodbasins during periods of .flood, resulting :in vertical 
accretion or topstratum deposition. These deposits have coarser 
median diameters proximal to the channel and become progressively 
finer with increased distance from the channel. Values of maximum 
particle size, however., remain remarkably constant. 
The term 11pelagic11 4 suspension is applied to fine material which 
settles very slowly from suspension. In general, sufficient time has 
lapsed during transport for the coarsest particles to have settled 
from suspension, and resulting deposits are distinguished from those 
typical of the original uniform suspension by their smaller values of 
C. Material from pelagic suspensions contribute to topstratum de-
posits in the most remote reaches of the .floodbasin. 
The balance of evidence (which includes considerations of tex-
tural and stratigraphic relationships, and the distribution of sed-
imentary structures) appears to justify an environmental interpreta-
tion of CM patterns. Samples which form a graded-suspension pattern 
comprise substratum deposits ·and those constituting a uniform-sus-
pension pattern are of topstratum origin. Likewise., pelagic trans-
port types were deposited in protected backwater environments distant 
from active channels. Graded suspension is considered genetically 
related to the channel environment, uniform suspension to the proximal 
4The term pelagic literally means II of the open seatt and is a 
misnomer in the present context. Usage is retained in this paper to 
avoid coining a new term; it is used in the sense of Passega (1957). 
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overba.11.k ( floodplain) environment, and pelagic suspension t.o the 
floodbasin environrnent distal to active channels, A cla~sification 
based on these relationships is given in Table 12. 
The graphical. limits of the deposition3.l (transport) class0s 
are determined from the composite CM plots of Figures 28 and 29. 
Class envelopes conform in general to the array of the point pattern., 
but their bounds are, in pa.."""t, somewhat arbitrarily fixed. The 
critical parameters of the patterns (Cu, Cs, and Im) are, h~wever, 
well defined and strict definition of other limits is of minor con-
sequence. As drawn, the envelopes approximate a 95 per cent con-
fidence interval for limits of the depositional. classes. 
It is useful, in consideration of the relative abundance of 
depositional types, to distinguish points which plot within the area 
of overlap between uniform and pelagic types. The term rttransitionaln 
is informa.JJ..y applied to these sediments and should not be confused 
With Allen 1 s (1965c) 11 transitional11 origin of II channel-fil].U depo-
sits (Table 11). Consideration of other plots (e.g., sand-silt-clay, 
median vs. skewness, etc.) indicates that transitional overbank de-
posits are genetically more closely related to floodplain than to 
floodbasin deposits and in subsequent discussion they may be included 
with the former. As indicated in Table 13, Tongue River and Sentinel 
Butte strata are composed of nearly equal a.mounts of substratum and 
topstratum material, but the distribution of the topstraturr: deposits 
is significantly different for the two units. The Tongue River For-
mation contains relatively greater proportions of floodbasin and less 
transitional and floodplain deposits than does the Sentinel Butte 
Formation. 
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and structure s 
Lenses and pockets 
(local) 
··~· .. ,.-~x.-,--..... -~ .•. 
Thin to moderate flat-b::idding, 
small-scale to large--scalo 
(kappa, lambdo., nuJ ?xi) cross·· 
bedding, largo--scale chann3Un3 1-J 
w 
Thin b2ddcd, la11inated small-
scale cross-,bsds (kappaJ 
lambda) 
Blocky to laminated 
°' 
1.37 
TABLZ 13. --!:le lat i ve a'oundancc of depositional types i::i stratigraphic 
samples from the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Forma:t.ions . 
... ~ ·-- -
S t:r atigraphic Floodbasin Transitional Flocdplain Cha.nnal 
sections 
Sentinel Butte 
Bullion Butte 7 2 7 22 
Sentinel Butte 14 9 11 35 
Beicegel Creek l 2 6 3 
Long Cross 9 4 18 21 
Lost Bridge 6 4 11 16 
Total 37 21 53 97 
Per cent 17.8 10.1 25-5 ) I' I' 40.0 
Tongue River 
l·:.edora 11 l 10 14 
Beicegel Creek 5 6 .10 
Yellowstone 10 l 8 11 
Snowden 7 1 l. 8 
Bullion Butte 10 2 1 .. 17 
nonnybrook l 3 ... .:> 
Total 44 5 29 63 
Per cent 31.2 5.5 20.6 44,7 
l38 
Primary sedimentary structures, present in many of the ·.;.nits 
sampled, md in deli,11iting deposit:ional environments. Structures 
which were most commonly observed in the various deposi tiom:il cla..'.:lses 
are included in Table 12. 
Skewness and median grain diameter appear to be the most en-
vironmentally sensitive of the size statistics, and plots of skew-
ness versus median diameter for sa..~ples of Tongue River and Sentinel 
Butte sediments show a high degree of inverse correlation. In 
Figures 30 and 31, samples are designated according to their depo-
sitiona1 type as determined on the CM diagrams. The end-mem~ers, 
which are channel and floodbasin deposits, are well separated in the 
plots, but floodplain deposits (including the 1ttransitiona111 type) 
overlap the end-members. Much of the overlap is the result of 
combining data from a number of stratigraphic sections; most plots 
for individua1 sections (Appendix II-C) show a better separation of 
the three depositional types. "'.Despite the overlap in the scatter 
diagrams., plots of median vs. skewness appear to have amdlia.ry 
va1ue in sediment classification. In addition, they demonstrate the 
environmenta1 sensitivity of skewness and me.dian diameter, a property; 
not readily discernible in other size statistics. 
Composition of sediments 
Genera1 statement.--Tne textural types and their relative 
abundances within the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations have 
been discussed. The bulk of the sediments in these units are elastic 
mixtures of sand, silt, and clay, but minor amounts of chemical and 
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limestone and lignite. 
No comprehensive mineralogic or petrographic study of Paleo-
cene units in North 'Dakota has been conducted. Although such study 
lies outside the scope of this report, sediment composition is a 
relevant factor in considerations of paleogeography, tectonics, ero-
sion rates, sediment transport, rate of deposition, and similar 
factors. For this reason, it is important to establish the most 
pronounced similarities and differences between Tongue River a..~d 
Sentinel Butte sediments. For this purpose, a brief review of pre-
vious studies and statements regarding sediment composition are given 
below, with added comments based on the writer.ts observations. 
One of the best qualitative descriptions of Tongue River strata 
is given by Hares and, although the writer differs with several state-
ments, it is useful to review it here. According to Hares (1928, 
p. 31-32): 
The rocks of the Tongue River member of the Fort Union 
are generally of~lighter color than those of the La..~ce [= Hell 
Creek and Ludlowj a:nd contain a larger percentage of sandstone, 
also thicker a~d more persistent beds of lignite, the best 
example being the Harmon lignite. The individual strata are 
also more persistent and regular. The sandstone is finer 
grained, cross-bedding is less abundant, and thin lentils of 
limestone are a distinctive feature. The cross-bedding of 
the s~dstone in the basal Fort Union is of a peculiar Sw"irly 
type Lkappa type of Allen, 1963b] and quite different from 
that found in the Lance. 
The sandstone is mostly of light tints of tan, buff, 
cream, yellow, and white; with a lesser showing of brown, 
green, and gray. Some of it is so highly calcareous that it 
might well be called sandy limestone, but a few beds are 
apparently made up of grains of pure quartz. Some of the 
sandstone is spotted with small balls of limonite, which 
stain the surface a yelloWish brown. Most of the beds 
are fine grained and massive, with few joi..~ts. Cross-
bedding, except in the basal part, is not highly developed, 
and ripple marks are somewhat rare. Most 0£ the shale 
is of light colors, such as bu.ff, grayish white, and greenish 
white, but some is gray, br01m, drab, or black. Somu of the 
shale is e:;."tremely sandy., some is limonitic, a little is 
gypsiferous, a small part is c£J.rbonaceous., and nearly all is 
calcareous. The member canto.ins considerable very finely 
laminated cream-colored shale., the particles of which u.re so 
small as to remain in suspension in water for days. This 
shale closely resembles silt that collects in ponded water 
at flood times. Well-preserved fossil leaves are sometimes 
found in such material. 
All the sandstone texted., except that composed of quartz 
grains., is calcareous., effervescing freely wlth weak hydro-
chloric acid. In thin section under the microscope the grains 
of sand are seen to be small and subangular and to make t.p 
less than one-half of the material, the remainder being 
chiefly dirty calcite. In some samples the calcite forms 
nine-tenths of the mass, and in many the quartz grains are 
not even in contact. Some of the samples contain small flakes 
of biotite and muscovite. Nearly all of them contain some 
fresh and altered feldspar, which is less in quantity than 
the quartz. As a whole, there is much less feldspa.!"., much more 
calcium carbonate cement, and perhaps somewhat less quartz 
than in the Lance formation. In its regular bedding and smooth 
appearance the sandstone is in marked contrast to the knotty 
sandstone of the Lance. The sa.~dstone of the Fort Union 
~ Tongue River] may for that reason be easily trimmed into 
nand spec:L"T!ens. In general, the rocks of the Fort Union are 
much finer grained than those of the Lance, a difference -
indicating either that they were laid down farther from the 
source or that the land mass supplying the material was much 
lower. Possibly both of these conditions prevailed. 
Thin lenses of dense, compact limestone occur in the 
lower 400 feet of the formation and were noted at several 
localities •••• T'ae limestone breaks With a conchoidal 
fracture and is of a slate-gray color, which becomes tan 
or brown upon weathering. T'ae limestone lenses are sparingly 
fossiliferous ••. 
Five lignite beds over 30 inches thick and many thinr..er 
ones were found in the Tongue River member and are both reg-
ular and persistent. Silicified tree trunks and stumps that 
have been washed out of clay and shale are common surface 
features of the member. 
Ha.rest comment regarding the composition of Sentinei Butte 
beds are brief, probably because they are of minor extent in his 
map area. He states (p. 39) that: 
The Sentinel Butte sandstone is fine grained and con-
tains considerabie dark mica (biotite). Even where the weak 
cement has gone, it has a peculiar compactness on a dry sur-








Creek member of the La..."1ce this respect as ·1rell as in gen-
eral appeara."1ce ••.• The HT Bu~te lignite is the basal bed. 
Lignite.--Observations of the writer indicate that lignite 
beds are both more abu..."1dan~ and better developed in Tongue River than 
in Sentinel Butte strata. T'nis observation is necessarily a gener-
alization, because the abundance of lignite in these units varies 
both stratigraphically and regionally. Tongue River strata contain 
the greatest number of thick lignites (the H, Hansen, and Harmon 
beds; Figure 2) in the basa1 third of the sequence, and this strat-
igraphic interval is exposed at the surface only in the southern 
portion of the study area (the Marmarth lignite field). 1~e Garner 
Creek bed (bed C of Leonard and Smith, 1909), occurs somewhat below 
the middle of the sequence, and the Meyer bed near the top. The HT 
Butte bed marks the upper limit of the Tongue River interval. Lig-
nite beds of lesser thicknesses are present at various horizons. 
None of the major Tongue River lignites below the Garner Creek bed 
crop out in the Little Missouri·badlands north of Township 139 N., 
and the formation does not give as obvious an appearance in this area 
of being lignitic as it does farther south. 
In the southern half of the badlands, in the Sentinel Butte 
and Ma.-rmarth lignite fields, the Sentinel Butte Formation contains 
few lignite beds greater than 3 feet thick. Leonard and Smith (1909, 
pl 2) include only two (undesignated) lignite beds above the F and 
G beds (which· the writer designates as the HT Butte bed of the Tongue 
River Formation). The first of these is about 100 feet above the 
base of· the unit and the second occurs near the top and is partially 
burned at Sentinel Butte. Hares (1928, p. 47) recognized only one 
major lignite above the HT Butte bed, which he named the 3ullicn 
Butte bed. The.writer correlates the Bullion Butte bed with the 
upper lignite of Leonard and Smith at Sentinel Butte. Crn.wford 
(1967, pl. II) added a second lignite, which he indicated exceeds 
20 feet in thickness, to the upper portion of the Sentinel Butt,e 
sequence at BuJJ.ion Butte •. That a 20 foot lignite bed was overlooked 
by both Hares and the writer is possible, but the bed could be a slump 
block containing the Bullion Butte stratum. Regardless, it can be 
stated that the Sentinel Butte contains fewer thick lignites per 
measured foot of section in this area than does the Tongue River. 
Five lignites about 5 feet in thickness were reported by Clark 
(1966, pl. II) from a partial section of the Sentinel Butte For-
mation in the North Unit of Roosevelt Park; these beds can also be 
viewed along North JJakota Highway 85 as it ascends from the valley 
of the Little Missouri River. By comparison with the Sentinel Bi~tte 
and Marmarth fields, lignite beds in the Sentinel Butte appear to 
become more numerous northward but do not attain great thickness. 
It should be recalled that the total Sentinel Butte interval also 
thickens northward, being nearly twic.e as thick in the North Unit of 
Roosevelt Park as at BuJJ.ion Butte. 
In addition to the documentation of measured stratigraphic 
sections, a number of comments regarding the :relative abundance of 
lignite in Tongue River and Sentinel Butte strata are found in the 
literature. As quoted above, Hares (1928, p. 31) noted the thick 
ai."".l.d persistent beds of lignite in the Tongue River Formation. Han-
son (1955) commented on the 11 sparse representation of lignites in the 
Sentinel Butte member", noting, however, that it does contain numerous 
carbonaceous shale beds, varying in thickness from a few inches to 
five feet. 
A conflicting staterr.ent is given in a report on the geology 
of west-central McKenzie County by Fisher (1953) who stated., 
In the area mapped for this report, the bac:e of" t:-!-e 
Sentinel Butte member is persistently marked by the prom-
inent L scoria, mid the member contains more lignites, 
scorias, and gray clays, a number of which are bentonitic, 
than does the regular Tongue River. 
Fisher's generalized section faithfully records his observation. 
Thirteen lignites are indicated in the Sentinel Butte interval., 
two of which exceed 5 feet and none of which exceed 10 feet in thick-
ness. A qualification is imposed on the statement, however, by the 
fact that only about the upper third of the total Tongue River se-
quence is exposed Within the area of Fisher 7s report. 
The. writer feels justified in concluding that although both 
units are lignitic, thicke~ and more persistent lignites occur in 
the Tongue River than in the Sentinel Butte Formation. 
Limestone.--Freshwater limestones occur as pods, lenses, len-
tils, and discontinuous beds in the Tongue River Formation. Tnay. 
are usually slate gray on· a fresh surface, weather buff or yellow 
brow11, and break With a conchoidal fracture or part along bedding 
planes. They are sparingly fossiliferous, containing fragments o~ 
indigenous plant debris and, rarely, enclose broad-leaf floras intro-
duced from adjacent areas. Invertebrate fossils are rare., but molds 
of mollusks (both clams and snails) are occasionally found. With the 
exception of broad-leaves, preservation of fossils is poor. No 
micro-organisms have been observed in samples studied. 
As discussed below, limestones are all argillaceous a..~~ 
do1.of.litiC· Mi-""ral. c1.a.sts are conta5.ned in an ""'orpr,ous or crJ'i'to-
crY5to:LJ.ine matri.JC of carbonate ar,C. are freQuent1.Y not in contact· 
Sbrip1cage, presumed to res"1-t from do1.omitization, ha.5 created nu.~-
eroUS vu.gs and cavities "hicb are uned or fi1).ed ,nth minute car-
c1.;.nopyroxenes, and unidentified organic aebriS constitute minor com-
ponents. M;i.neral. c1.a.sts varY from a ma,:iJ!lUill diameter of 0.01. to 
0.1.0 mill;;neter ,nth a mode in the ranlle of medium-fine to medium 
coarse siJ.t (0.01 to 0.03 mi,,~ffl,.e+ers). p-.,,.+· l 
.u-- o anl.C es are Ver'/ angular, 
quartz appears s)lard-J.ike a."'10. fe].dspars are freshlY fractu."'ed, 
spar composition d t . 
, e ermined JllicroscopicaJJ.Y, 
v.ii th subordinate amounts of p'lagioclase 
is prirnarilY orthoclase 
(?albite-an~es:ine). 
Pr'.J.llla.I'Y . 
. s-r.ructures consist 1a.rge1.Y of . . occ · micro-laminae with 
asionaJ.. cross-bedding 
and minor disru..,ti· · · 
ere .,_ d ·i:: ans• L fo·h:t , "-
a..e by rel t · . ..., .....d.nae are 
a ive mcreased concentrations of 
spar' the matriX having . quartz :a,d feld-
of organic an inherently darker color. 
debris i.s also evide • _ Ccncent.ration 
structure. . m, a.nd contribute Field e . s to tbe ,__._ 
VJ.dence of co • . ,-,.nar 
the 1· n,JllUOllS bedd. 
J.111estone and . lilt stru t enclosing ~-"'- C ures bet nts hao b ween een obs cured or ob]j,tera-
~ \ /' 
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dolomitic. Mineral clasts are contained in an amorphous or 
crystalline matrix of carbonate and are frequently not in 
Shrinkage, presumed to result from dolomitiza.tion, has crea·t;ed nu."ll-
erous vugs and cavities which are lined or filled With minute car-
bonate crystals. The.insoluble fraction of samples consists 
of quartz and feldspar, feldspar being the minor component. 
clinopy~oxenes, and unidentified organic debris constitute minor com-
ponents. Mineral clasts vary from a ma.xi.mum diamete:r of O.Ol to 
O.lO millimeter with a mode in the range of medium-fine to medium 
coarse silt (O.Ol to 0.03 millimeters). Particles are veJ:"'.J angular, 
quartz appears shard-li..~e and feldspars are freshly fractured. 
spar composition, determined microscopically, is primarily orthocla..se 
with subordinate amounts of plagioclase (?albite-a.ndesine). 
Primary structures consist largely of micro-laminae with 
occasional cross-bedding and minor disruptions. Light laminae are 
by relative increased concentrations of quartz and 
the matrix having a..~ inherently darker color. Concentration 
of organic debris is also evident and contributes to the laminar 
structure. Field evidence of continuous bedding structures between 
the limestone and enclosing sediment.s has been obscured or oblitera-
ted by a combination of weathering and differential compaction. 
Tiifferential compaction, particularly in the smaller pods and lontils, 
cuuses the limestones to part the bedding planes of the enclosing 
sediment, a phenomenon which has apparently caused some workers to 
regard them as secondary, concretionary features. primary ori-
of Tongue River limestones appears, however, to be unquestionable; 
.. 
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it is supported by evidence of primary sedimentary structu:ces., tex-
tures, and indigenous fossils. 
It is desirable to substantiate the writer's observa~icn that, 
although carbonate lithologies are present in both the Tongue River 
and Sentinel Butte sequence3, freshwater limestone is most abundar1t 
and best developed w:i thin the Tongue River Formation. :Document.:i.tion 
of this observation made more difficult because of the failure of 
ma:ny workers to distinguish clearly between 11 limestonesll and II car-
bonate concretionsn, and by the failure of ·others to mention the li th-
ology at all. Support is offered, however, by Hares (1928, p. 31, 
cited above) who noted thin lenses of dense, compact limestone at 
severaJ. horizons in the lower 400 feet of the Tongue River Formation 
a...~d considered them a distinctive feature of the unit. It is signi-
ficant that he included limestone in his lithologic description of 
the Tongue River 11 member11 (pl. 14), but omitted it from that :for the 
Sentinel Butte 11member11 • 
Crawford (1966, p. 30) independently arrived at the same con-
clusion as the writer,for he stated: 
Limestone, which is a rather unusuaJ. rock type for con-
tinental sedi.~ents, is found in lenses or pods throughout the 
lower member [Tongue River Formation] (Fig. 8), but was not 
observed in the Sentinel Bu~te Member. The lenses range in 
size from less than a foot in diameter to twenty feet long 
by si.x: feet high; they are al.most always wider than high. 
Although the writer disagrees with Crawfordrs statement regarding 
occurrence in continental sediments~ his observations on limestone 
in the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte sequence are accurate. 
J:.tlneraJ.ogy.--A review of reports on heavy mineraJ. studies of 
Tongue River and Sentinel Butte lithologies available5 to "the writer 
are reviewed below. 
Tisdale (19Ll, p. 28) found quartz and feldspar to be the most 
abundant minerals in 18 samples from basal beds in the Tong·u.e R.i ver 
Formation. Quartz varieties were reported as crystalline, cryp~o-
crystalline chert, and fine aggregates(? quartzite). Wavy extinction 
and quartzite .fragments were considered suggestive of a metamor-phic 
source. Both orthoclase and plagioclase (andesine near labradorite) 
are reported; orthoclase was turbid but .plagioclase was clear, faintly 
zoned, u.11.altered and angular. Sericitized muscovite grains consti-
tuted most of the remaining light mineral ffaction. 
Per cent weight of heavy minerals ranged from 0.13 to 2.22 per 



















iron oxides (secondary) 
Tisdale concluded that this suite represents a multiple source, 
5A ttempts to obtain a U. S. Geol. Survey open-file report 
(Denson and Gill, 1965a) on heavy minerals from formations in the 
Williston basin were unsuccessful. 
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and contains sone second cycle components., but it is characcerized 
by metaruorphic species derived from ·a relatively near source. 17.-:e 
Black Hil.ls are mentioned a3 a possible sedimentary province. No 
samples from .the Sentinel Butte were analyzed. 
In a study of the Senti..~el Butte Formation in the Sper~ti 
Point Quadrangle., just west o.f the North Unit of Roosevelt Park,. 
Clark (1965., p. 15-22) found that., 
The lower 160 to 200 feet o.f the Sentinel BQtte Member 
is dominantly grayish, fine to medium-grained graywacke 
sa..'1.dst·one, very .fine to coarse-grained siltstone, and ::::ilty 
clays tone. Most of the gre .. ywacke is li th:::..c because it con-
tains a greater abunda..ice of dark minerals than feldspar-; 
however, this is difficult to establish ·without detailed 
analyses. Quartz and chert a.re common constituents oi' the 
sandstones and siltstones. The 'upper part of the section 
is dominantly gray, yellm>J, a..'1.d. bro,;mish grayw-acke sanc.s-:::.one., 
siltstone., claystone, bentonitic claystone, shale, and lignite. 
Hea·ry mineral a;n.aJ.yses of· graywa.cke sandstone from the 
lower part of each maasured sr;;ctipn reveal an a.bunda.:nce of 
the platy minerals vd th lesser ai."!lou..11.ts of' amphibole) py-.coxi.ne, 
pyrite., toumaline, epidote, garnet., barite and magnetite. 
• • • :Microscopic studies revaaJ. the presence of vol-
ca,."'li.c ash i.'1 the form of glass shards throughout much of t,he 
Sentinel Butte Member. The shards are most abu.~da.nt in silt-· 
stones a.11.d sa:ndstones., and especiaJ.ly bentonitic c1aystones. 
These shards rarige from acicular fibrous shapes to splinters, 
are 0.'25 to,l.00 mm lo:ng, and colorless, greenish,, brown. and 
black. 
Clark did not report the weight per cent o:f heavy mineral 
fractions. 
Crawford (1966, p .. 22-23) compared the mineralogy of the sand 
fraction of' several sa..~ples from the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 
Formations at BuJ.J.ion Butte. He fou.'1.d qu.at>tz, .feldspar, a:nd dolomite 
to be the most abundant minerals i..~ both units. In addition to 
crys-:jaJ.line quartz and chert., siinilar to that cited by Tisdale., some 
rose quartz was observed. B,:,th orthoclase and plagioclase ( assu.>ned 
to be ondesine) were reported. Micu was .found in both .for.110.tions, 
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but muscoVite and biotite were stated to be diagnostic of the Tongue 
River and biotite to be most abundant in the Sentinel Butte. 
Heavy mineral separations were made by Crawford (1966) for 
comp3.rison of lO Tongue River and lO Sentinel Butte samples; the 
heaV"f mineral suite reported consists of: 














The Tongue River Formation was found to contain more carbonate, 
cblorite, hornblende, and muscoVite, whereas Sentinel Butte samples 
contained greater amounts of magnetite, zircon, biotite and apatite. 
Crawford agreed wi..th Tisdale ls conclusions regarding origin of the 
suite and the proximity of the sediment provenance. Crawford did 
not report the weight per cent corr.position of heavy mineral fractions, 
thus no comparison can be .made of the relative abundance of heavy 
:minerals in the two formations. 
Sigsby (1966, p. 68) reported results of mineral a..~alysis of 
18 samples from the South Unit of Roosevelt Park. These were col-
lected at 2.5-foot intervals above the HT Butte bed and thus (pre-
sumably) represent the basal Sentinel Butte sand. Quartz and feld-
spar are present in subequal amounts (a.bout 20 to 50 per cent), 
the former being more abundant. Quartz is present in both crystalline 
and cryptocrystalline form. Oligoclase was deter.mined to be the 
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most abunda...r1t (14 to ·32 per cent) pla.gioclase; andesine was present 
in minor amounts. Orthoclase was present in amounts of 2 per cent 
or less. Carbonate ( dolomite) values for these samples a:ppea.r 
rather high and g;ypsum is reported to constitute between 15 and 50 
per cent of·all but one sample. 1~ese minerals are probably second-
ary a..~d their inclusion with the allogenic suite is somewhat mis-
leading. Exclusion of values for carbonate, gypsum, and carbona-
ceous material leaves a reported light mineral suite composed of 
quartz, two species of pla.gioclase, minor ai'Uounts of orthoclase, 
and trace amounts of sericite and microcline. 
Sigsby separated heaViJ minerals from ten of the coarser 








Traces of kya:nite and leucoxene were also mentioned. Iron oxides were 
not removed prior to separation, and their presence results in high 
values of per cent weight for the heavy mineral fractions. Recal-
culation of Sigsby1s data, omitting iron o:xi.des, is not possible 
because the total heavy mineral fraction is reported as weight per 
cent and mineral abundances are given as number per cent. An approx-
lll!ate correction, however, gives a range for per cent weigh1i of 
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heavy minerals between 0.2 ai.~d 0.95. 
Almandite and epidote are the most common hea'V'J minerc.J..s, 
an.ct a.re present in subequal amounts ( 5 to 30 and trace to 25 per cent, 
respectively). The aJ..mandi~e contains magnetite inclusioLs. Bio-
tite was reported present in all samples and constitutes 5 to 15 
per cent of the heavy fractions. Magnetite, apatite, and zircon 
were common, concentrations rar1ging from 2 to 15 per cent. Other 
reported minerals were present in minor amounts. 
Sigsby (p. 70) a.greed with Tisdale that the heavy mineral 
assemblage indicates a metamorphic source. Particular attention is 
directed to the presence of' kya...71.ite a:nd tourmaline. 
The writer differs with the interpretation of the ~nvestigators 
cited above who suggested a primary metamorphic source for even a 
portion of the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte sequence. An outstanding 
conclusion of the data reviewed is 'that the heavy mineral component 
of Tongue River and Sentinel Butte sedi.'lf!ents is very minor, and the 
metamorphic minerals within this component are almost negligible. 
For example, Sigsby reported a trace of kyanite from on1.y one sa.'lflple 
(ni..llTlber 15) and traces of to11-.'l"'.rllaline in only two samples (ni..llTlbers 
10 and 12). Likewise, Tisdale (p. 29) found a n:rew a71gula.r grains11 
of' andalueite in three samples and a Hfew grains11 of kyanite in five 
samples. Both metamorphic suites are most probably residual. Tis-
dale•s suite from the basal Tongue River is slightly more mature than 
that of Sigsby (and others) from the Sentinel Butte Formation, but 
the failure of each of these workers to present complete data on 
weight and number percentages ( disregarding differences in analytical 
technique) ma~es qua.71.titative comparison of their results impossible. 
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The best comparison of Tongue River and Sentinel Butte sedi-
ments can be made with their light mineral suites; the same li:.':lita-
tions cited for comparison of heavy minerals applies to this suit&. 
In the writer 1s opinion, it can be qualitatively stated that Tongue 
River sediments are more mature than Sentinel Butte sediments. Tongue 
River sandstones contain greater percentages of stable minerals 
(resistates) and fewer labile minerals. Many of the Tongue River 
sandstones would classify (Pettijohn, 1957, p. 291) as protoquart-
zitic and feldspathic; Sentinel Bl.:i.tte sandstones tend toward a 
lithic graywacke and feldspathic graywacke composition. These dif-
ferences are a:pparent in field examination. 
Reactive carbonate content.--Total reactive carbonate content, 
measured by the rapid titra~etric method of Herrin, and others (1958; 
Appendix I), was dete::rmined for samples from stratigraphic sections 
in the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations. The dist:r·i·oution 
of carbonate values for the two formations, reported as per cent weight 
CO':i~ is shown in Figure 32; data for individual stratigraphic sec-
.J 
tions are given in Table 14. 
Measured values of co3 range between O and 41 per cent in Tongue 
River and between O and 32 per cent in Sentinel 'Butte sediments; mean 
values are 12.l and 6.5-per cent, respectively. The distribution of 
values for both fo::rmations are m-u.modal, but Tongue River samples 
have a broad~ rather uniform distribution whereas nearly 85 per cent 
of the Sentinel Butte samples contain less than 10 per cent co3• 
The distribution of co3 values as a function of mean g~ain size 
is shown in Figures 33 a.'1d 34. Sentinel Butte samples 'With mean 
diameters coraser than about 7 phi show a weak positive correlation 
1511, 
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TABLE J.4. --Average carbonate val1.:e s for stratigraphic s:::.,;t,;::!..e s :':ro-;{'i 
Tongue River and Sentinel Butte s·t.ratigraphic sections (r.1.il :-::sasu=e-
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with carbonate content, mean values greater than 7 phi show a marked 
aecrease in carbonate content. The same trend is apparent in the 
Tongue River distribution, but the function is spread over a greater 
range of co3 values. These functions may lack significa.~t linear 
correlation, but the weak trends and the tendency to group probably 
have interpretive value. 
Carbonate values from the Sentinel Butte Formation greater than 
20 per cent are all.from the stratigraphic section at Sentinel Butte. 
Plots of carbonate content as a function of median grain size for the 
various stratigraphic sections are included in Appendix ::I-F. 
~olomite content.--Sediments of both the Tongue River and Sen-
tinel Butte Formations contain significant amounts of dolomite. Tiolo-
mite content was investigated in sixty-one freshwater limestones 
collected from both the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations, 
in 54 samples of the basal sand of the Sentinel Butte Formation, and 
in selected samples from the Medora, Snowden, and Sen~inel Butte 
stratigraphic sections. Because dolomite is almost certainly of 
diagenetic (secondary) origin, ii:. has less interpretive value in 
the present study than does total (primary) carbonate. Its pres-
ence was initially investigated in hopes that a regional dolomite 
gradient might be defined, which would contribute to an u.~derstanding 
of the source, transport, and implacement of metallic ions, including 
uranium. Although no success was achieved in this attempt, data o:f 
interest were obtained and these are presented below. 
Weight per cent dolomite was deter.mined from X-ray di~fraction 
peak-height intensities according· to the procedure of Weber and Smith 
(1961). As estimated from analysis of standard samples and comparison 
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of results with those obtained by a..~alogous techniqQes (for exa.~ple 
Gulbra.~dsen, l96o), the method has a relative accuracy within about 
three to four per cent of reported values. Although not highly 
precise, the method provides a good relative index to dolomite con-
tent. 
Freshwater limestones were sampled for regional comparison of 
dolomite in the two formations because they are easily distinguished 
from a distance in the field, have fairly uniform texture, and may 
be presumed to have been equally susceptible (lithologicaJ.ly) to the 
post-depositionaJ.. factors responsible for dolomitization. Also, 
they contain the greatest amounts of carbonate, which increases the 
relative accuracy of the dolomite determination. All limestones are 
argillaceous and average about 42 or 43 per cent co3 (70 per cent 
Ca)03). Samples were collected from various stratigraphic positions, 
but the majority were taken from the upper third of the Tongue River 
and the lower third of the Sentinel Butte sequences. 
As shown by the histograms (Figure 35), the distribution of 
dolomite in Sentinel Butte sa.~ples is markedly bimodal. As stated, 
no regionaJ.. gradient ca..~ be detected, but a stratigraphic trend of 
increased dolomite content u:-pward in the Sentinel Butte section is 
suggested. Of the seven samples containing greater than 90 per cent 
dolomite, three are from upper, three from middle, and only one from 
lower Sentinel Butte strata. Tongue River limestones are more con-
sistent in dolomite content, over 70 per cent containing between 10 
and 20 per cent dolomite. 
Calcite-dolomite ratios for selected stratigraphic sediment 
samples (exclusive of limestones) from the Medora, Snowden, a~d 
40 j 
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Sentinel Butte sections were also inspected. T'aese ranged "ce-:·,reen 
0.2 and 10, and averaged 1.51 in the Snowden (17 snmples) and 3.99 
in the Medora (18 samples) sections. Six samples from the Sentinel 
Butte section ranged from 6.2 to 19.4 and had a mean value of 12.J. 
Stratigraphic data are sporadic, and highly dolomitic lithologies 
occur in both the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations. T'ne 
above data suggest that slightly greater a.~ounts of dolomite occur 
in Tongue River sediments; however, this trend is countered by large 
dolomite values for the basal Sentinel Butte sand (presented~ a 
subsequent section; see Figure 44), and more analyses are needed 
for a confident statement as to the relative degree of dolornitization 
of the Tongue River a...~d Sentinel Butte Formations. 
Fossil components.--Systematic paleontology is beyond the scope 
of this report, and elements of the fauna and flora of the Tongue 
River-Sentinel Butte interval. are treated here as sediment co~po-
nents. It w:i.JJ. suffice for the present to estabJish three factors 
regarding the fossils: (l) their general ecologic character, 
(2) their occurrence in various sediment types, and (3) their 
relative abunda.~ce in the Tongue River a.'l.d Sentinel B'~tte Formations. 
The megascopic fossil assemblage of the Tongue River-Sentinel 
Butte sequence consists o:f invertebrate, vertebrate, and plant re-
mains. Plant remains are nearly ubiquitous throughout the Paleocene 
Series of the Rocky Mountai.'l.s and Great Plains, arJ.d the :flora 
( 170 species) ha.s been i::omprehensi vely reviewed by Brown ( 1962) • 
AJ..1 identifiable plant remains collected by the writer are included 
in the genera discussed by BrO'lm, and no additional comments are 
warra.'l.ted here. 
J.G:~ 
Invertebrates consist primo.rily of mollusks, both e;L..;m:.; :.aid 
snails., of freshwater and terrestrial habit. T.he most recent accounts 
of this fau...~a are given by Yen (1946, 1947) and Tozer (1956). Ien 
described 22 species of mollusks from Wyoming and southern l{o~t;:ma., 
most of which were collected from Tongue River strata. The fauna 
appeared to be divisible into two assemblages at the horizon of the 
WaJ.l coaJ. bed., which occurs about a third of the way above the base 
of the Tongue River Formation. The general ecology of the fauna was 
stated by Yen (1947, p. 36) as follows: 
The abundant occurrence of viviparids and unios implies 
that the enclosing rocks were i'luviatile deposits. These forms 
in the living fauna exist more commonly in rivers of various 
sizes. 
Tozer (1956) has discussed the uppermost Cretaceous and ?al.ea-
cene molluscan faunas of western Alberta and offered taxonomic re-
visions. This work is perhaps the best available guide for study of 
the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte invertebrate faunas. 
It is important., for environmental considerations., to estab-
lish the lithologies in which the fossils occur and whether evidence 
of tra:~sport is appa..-r>ent. That is., it is necessary to know whether 
or not ~ossils are indigenous w""ithin the depositional. environment. 
It is not aJ.ways possible to make this judgment, but fossil occurrences 
are most generally of one of severaJ. types. Coquina-like beds are 
found which contain many well preserved shells (dominantly snails) 
in a sandy matrix. Such beds are rare and have been noted only in 
Tongue River strata. Mollusks are found also in sand bodies as 
isolated clusters of well preserved individual.s. Pelecypods are the 
most common component of such assemblages and are usually entire with 
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00th valves present and closed. Such occurrences are not fre-
quent, but the excellent preservation or these specimens a.rid the 
ease with which they can be removed from the outcrop makes them 
outstanding. Shell-hash layers a.re also found but, aJ.though not 
rare, are actuaJ.ly less common than deposits of well preserved re-
~ains. Most commop.ly, mollusks are found in thin zones, several 
inches thick, of limited lateral extent, or as isolated individ~aJ.s 
ciispersed throughout fine-gra.L."'1.ed beds. 
Conclusions regarding the relative abu.~dance of mollusks in 
various sediment types is complicated by selective preservation. 
The writer is of the opinion that greater numbers of fossils are 
contained in the clayey silts a.~d silty clays, but these are in-
variably compressed and fragmentation upon exposure is facilitated 
by swelling of clay minerals. Craw.ford (1967, p. 36) found fossils 
in varied lithologies and, although nshales 11 adjacent to lignite 
beds appeared to have more fossils than most beds, he concluded that 
little generalization could be made regarding fossil occurrence a~d 
lithology. Clark (1966), in his study of the Sentinel Butte strata 
of the Sperati Point Quadrangle, found (p. 25) mollusks to be con-
fined to claystone or clayey siltstone beds. Mollusks were reported 
as absent from sandstone beds. 
:Detailed inspection of To;.1.gue River a.,.~d Sentinel Butte beds at 
many localities throughout western North 1Dakota has convinced the 
writer that invertebrate fossils are far more abundant in Tongue 
River than in Sentinel Butte strata. This conclusion is supported 
by Crawford (1967) who reported seven fossil localities in his 
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stratigraphic section o.f Tongue River s.trata.., at Bullion Butte., 
but found only a few scattered pelecypcds., gastropods., pl.::mt f'ossils., 
and fish scaJ.es in the overlying Sentinel Butte. Similarly., Clark 
(1966., p. 25) found mollusks to be rare and poorly preserved in the 
Sentinel B'atte strata of the Sperati Point Quadrangle. It is in-
teresting to note that the lower 11 yellow11 bed., which as previously 
~oted resembles Tongue River strata., was reported by Clark as the 
most fossiliferous unit in the 570 feet of strata present in the 
quadrangle. Hanson (1955) noted that., within the Elkhorn Ranch a...-r>ea., 
fossil shells were not so abundant in the Sentinel B'utte as in the 
Tongue River. Hares (1928., p. 37-40) presented an extensive .faunal 
list for the Tongue River FoJ:'mation which was composed from 14 col-
lecting localities. In contrast., mollusks were reported from only 
one locality in the Sentinel Butte Formation. 
Vertebrate fossils a.re quite rare in both Tongue River and 
Sentinel Butte strata., but scattered remains were found in· both f'or-
m~tions. These include fish scales (ganoid)., vertebrae., teeth 
(ci". Platacodon nanus Marsh., and others), assorted bone and spines; 
c::cocodile and turtle scutes a.YJ.d bone; crocodile teeth (? Champosaurus); 
a:mphibian tooth plates ( cf'. Habrosa.urus dilatus); and mammalian bone 
and teeth (cf. Tricentes and Claenodon). With the exception of one 
locality near the base of the Tongue River Formation southwest of 
Bullion Butte, most vertebrate material was collected fr~~ the Sen-
tinel Butte Formation. The basal Sentinel Butte sana. contained 
vertebrate material at several localities,. but there is no indica-
tion that the interval is more productive than others in the ror-
mation. 
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No fi:"'nl conclusions regarding the distribution of verte-
brate remains in the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte interval con be 
formulated on the basis of collecticns made during this study, }:rJ.t 
the writer is left with the impression that the Sentinel Butte is 
nrobably more productive than the Tongue River. More fossils have 
;. 
been reported from the latter, but this probably reflects its 
greater geographic distribution. It is also likely, based on 
studies reported to date, that Paleocene strata farther west con-
tain more vertebrate remains than are present in North ])ak:ota (see 
for example, Simpson, 1928, 1929, 1936, 1937; and Jepsen, 1930, 
1940). 
It seems justifiable to conclude, at least qualitatively, 
that the fauna and flora of the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte interval 
reflect a fluvial origin for the strata which enclose them. Mollusks 
a.re the predominant faunal component, are most common in finer-
grained sediments, and are far more abundant in Tongue River tha.."l 
in Sentinel Butte strata. It a;ppears probable to the writer that 
taxonomic study of fossils, i'or which stratigraphic positions are 
accurately known, will reveal that the molluscan fauna has biostrat-
igra;phic utility. 
The basal sand of the Sentinel Butte Formation 
For comparison of texture and composition of uppermost Tongue 
River and basal Sentinel Butte strata, samples were collected 6 to 8 
feet above a.~d below the formational contact at many localities 
throughout the study area. An initial objective of sampli."1.g was ~o 
deter.mine whether a significa.i.lt change in carbonate content occurs 
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;;;.cross the contact,; objective was achieved. In addi-t,ic;.n., 
nerhaps more important, this sampling program resulted i:i re ,. 
~ion of a distinctive basal uni~ in the Butte Forr/latio::-~. 
value of this unit in recognizing the Tongue River-Sentinel B'J.tte 
contact has been discussed, but the bed has additional significance 
because it records first. impulse of the change (whatever this 
may have been) from Tongue River to Sentinel Butte conditions 
sedimentation. 
Although the ranges of measu...""ed values for samples of 
Sentinel Butte sand within those for the formation in general 
(as established by analyses of stratigraphic sa~ples)., mean values 
are signi.ficantly :for many parameters. Because of its 
dist,incti ve features and its interpretative value., the basal 
tinel B'..i.tte sand is cribed separately in this section. 
CM relationshi.ps. --Figure 36 shows the CM pattern forn,ed by 
samples of basal sand. Transport types representing :floodbasin 
and fine-grained floodplain deposits are absent from the pattern, 
a..YJ.d the sediments are considered to be the product of 
stratum deposition (Table 12). Tr.is interpretation is consistent 
with the presence of large-scale pri.~ary sedimentary structures 
with~n the unit (Figures 3-A.,B,C a."'1d 4-A). 
The range of values of Care roughly the same as found for 
stratigraphic samples (Table 10), but the value of Cs is slightly 
greater (about 1.25 phi as compared with 1.5 phi). Cu for the 
sa.."'1d does not significantly from that of stratigraphic 
sarnples. The sorting index., Im, is inter.mediate among the range of 
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sand are included in Table 10. 
Sediment size stati2tic3. --The distribution of mean ar.d rr.edian 
narticle diamete~s (average values= 5.01 and 4.53 phi, respective~y) ... 
in the basal Sentinel Bui:.te sa."'ld a.re shown in Figure 37. '.;.-0:':e di::;-
tributicns are similar:; but the mea.:."1. values tend to be fine:' t:,81'. 
those for the median. Comparison with data for stratigraphic 
samples from the Sentinel 13-~tte Formation (Figure 10) indicates 
that basal sa.r ... d samples comprise a distribution similar to that. 
of the coarser stratigraphic samples. Samples with means and 
medians finer than 7 phi are absent. T'nese samples have been ~e-
fined (Figure 28) as havi.:'lg been transported in "pelagicn suspension 
and are considered to represent floodba.sin deposits; the distri-
butions of mean and median values reflect the absence of this sedi-
ment type. 
The distribution of sorting coefficients (mean value = 1.69 
phi-units) for the basal sand (Figure 38) is similar to that of' 
stratigraphic samples from the Sentinel Butte Formation (Figure 12). 
The modes and mea.."1.s of the two distributions are nearly identical, 
but the range of values is less for the basal sand. Comparison of 
Tables 6 a.'1d 15 shows that the major difference between the -two lies 
in the greater percentage of very-poorly sorted:; and lesser percent-
age of moderately and moderately-poorly sorted samples in the basal 
Sentinel Butte sand. 
Folk skeiiness values (mean value= 0.52) for basal sand 
samples are all positive (Figure 39) and are dominantly very-fine 
skewed. The i'requency distribution is markedly different from that 
of stratigraphic samples (Figure 15), the latter having a relatively 
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TABLE 15. --Summary of rela.ti ve f~equency of Fol.'.c textural measu:c·c:;z 
for 57 srar.ples of basal Sentinel Butte sand. 
-~-
Measured Freq·c1ency 
Statistic ( al' r,) 
Sanci o.o 
Silty Sand J6.8 
Sa."YJ.dy Silt 31.6 
Silt 3l.6 
Poorly Sorted 79~0 
Very Poorly Sorted 21.0 
Very Fine Skewed 86.o 
Fine Skewed 10.5 
Nearly Symmetrical. 3.5 
Very Leptokurtic 35·.o 
Lept ok:urti c 45.6 
Mesokurtic 14.2 
Platykurtic 5.2 
greater percentage of samples with a lor..x degree of skev.'!less. These 
samples are floodbasin deposits (Figure JO), and their absence in 
the basal sa..'1.d was noted above in the consideration of CM relation-
ships. The range of skewness values, their inverse correlation with 
media...'1. diameter ( coefficient = -0. 75), and the absence of floodbasin 
deposits are shown in Figure 40. 
Kurtosis values :for the basal sand (mean = 1.44) have a 
.75 
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distribution similar to that of stratigraphic samples, but the 
basal S3.Ild contains a greater percentage of leptokuritc and ver7-
leptokurtic samples (81 per cent coinpared to 64 per cent; Tables 6 
and 15). Again, it appears that the greater proportion of meso:Cu.r-
tic and platykurtic samples found in stratigraphic samples repre-
sents floodbasin deposits, and this sediment type is not present 
in .the basal Sentinel Butte sand. 
Sediment size components.--The distribution of sand, silt, 
and clay components in samples of basal sand is shown in Figure 41. 
The absence of silty clay and the paucity of clayey silt sediment 
types., which are present in stratigraphic samples (Figure 17), 
reflects the absence of fine-grained overbank (topstratum) deposits 
in the basal Sentinel Butte bed. Conversely., comparison of Figures 
36 and 41 indicates that samples plotting between the sand and silt 
limits of the triangular diagrams are largely products of graded-
suspension transport; this realization aids in interpretation of the 
sa."'1.d, silt., clay diagrams for stratigraphic samples (Figures 17 and 
18). 
Carbonate content.--Total reactive carbonate (Herrin, and 
others, 1958) was deter-mined for 54 samples of basal Sentinel Butte 
sand collected 6 to 8 feet above the contact. These data are com-
pared With those for samples collected 6 to 8 feet below the contact 
(at the same localities) Figure 42. 
Basal sand samples have a narrow range of co3 values With a 
:rwsan of 5.5l per cent a.."1.d a standard deviation of 2.18; uppermost 
Tongue River samples have a much b~oader range of values w'ith a mean 
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those of stratigraphic sornples from the two formations (Fig·ll::·c 32) 
a."ld illustr<ite the sharp cha..YJ.ge in carbonate content which occurs 
across the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact. 
A plot of median diameter and per cent co
3 
(Figure 43) sho~s 
a high degree of correlation (coefficient= 0.73) between sediment 
size and carbonate content o:f basal sand samples. The distribution 
of points is s:L~ilar to that noted for stratigraphic samples (Figure 
33) W:ith mean diameters coarser than 7 phi. This relationship tends 
to conf'irm the suspicion that the median grain size of channel and 
floodplain deposits is inversely related to carbonate content, 
and that floodbasin deposits contain only minor amounts of carbon-
ate. The marked decrease in carbonate contents of stratigraphic 
sanrples :finer than about 7 phi supports the selection of this size 
as a boundary between floodplain and floodbasin sediment types in 
the CM diagram o:f Figure 28 and the plot of Folk skewness vs. median 
diameter in Figure JO. 
Tiolomite content.--Z~e Weight per cent dolomite was determined 
from X-ray diffractograms (Weber and Smith, 196l) for 52 basal. sand· 
samples. Results (Figure 44) show a wide ra...-1.ge of values and their 
distribution is polymodal. No correlation ex:ists between dolomite 
content and per cent co
3
, but a weak correlation (coefficient= 0.13) 
o:f higher dolomite content in coarser sediments is present (Figure 45). 
'.1:ne high degree of scatter in F:..gure 45 is partly due to a decrease 
in precision of the analytical technique which results from low con-
cer.trations of total. reactive carbonate :L~ the basal Sentinel Butte 
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significant because it is inverse to that of total reactive car-bonate 
and median diameter (Figure 43); this suggests tbat dolomitizc.J.tion 
is of secondary origin and that its formation is controllE:d by sedi-
ment texture. 
Regional distributions.--Basal Sentinel Butte sand sarrrples 
provide the only sediment data from which regional trends can be 
establishea. These samples are not numerous and the lateral sa~p-
ling interval is too great to reconstruct accurately the distribution 
of streams and interfluves which must have eY.isted during earliest 
Sentinel Butte time. The sampling distribution of the basal sand has 
been smoothed by averaging data for samples ( three or fewer) ·within 
a single to-wnship and shifting means to the northwest corner of the 
grid. T'ne number of data points was thus reduced from about 54 to 
35 and the distribution of variables is somewhat smoothed; the re-
sulting ma:ps indicating the distribution of sediment components are 
correspondingly generalizeda This procedure will tend to mask local 
variabilityJ but the validity of regional trends (if present) will 
be increased. 
A per-cent-sand map was constructed (Figure 46) which s:.0ws 
the regional distribution of sand in the basal Sentinel Butte unit. 
Contour patterns of high and low sand content suggest areas of fluves 
and interfluves. Sediments in the north contain the largest percent-
ages of sand, and low percentages are found along the western margin 
of the map area. Tne distribution of mean particle size (Figure 47) 
complements the per-cent-sand map. 
The distribution of _per cent total carbonate is shown in 
·r~1· "'U~ 4oA • 1. b ... e Per cent total carbonci.tc i.s hit(hcst in tho west and south, 
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.:..nd decreases northeo.stward. Comparison with the distributions oi' 
sand content and mean diameter shows that the finer-grained sedi:ments 
in the west o..~d south contain greo.ter percentages of carbon~te; this 
is a regional namifestation of the relationship established in 
Figure 43. 
Per cent dolomite (Figure 49) shows a regional distributivn 
pat tern si.'Tiilar to that of sed:Lrnent textural parameters. Area::.; of 
low dolomite content correspond roughly with areas of low per cent 
sand and fine median particle size. The tendency toward greater 
dolomite content in coarser-grained sediments inferred by Figure 45 
is thus also apparent in the regional distribution of these compo-
nents. 
~ne combined regional relationship of per cent sand, mud 
(silt plus clay), a.~d total carbonate are indicated in the triangle 
facies map of Figure 50. 1)espite the patchiness of the varioue 
facies ( which is characteristic of triangular facies maps), the trends 
established above are apparent. 
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Figure 49., --Ar-aal dis-c1""ibution of par cent waight dolorni --ce in 
bs.sal. Sentinel D-1tte sand s.::.i.uples.. Broken line indicates boundary o:f 

















F-igura 50~--Triari.gular facies map of the basal Sentinel B'~tte 
c~ ~ horizon 6 feet above the Tongue R~ver-Sentinel B'~tte contact~ 














:DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETA.TIONS 
PaJ..eocurrents and Fluvial Tieposits 
Paleostream velocities 
Values of Cs' determined from the CM diagrams (Figures 28 
and 29),.ca.n be used in conjunction with empirical curves for crit-
ical erosion velocity to determine a measure of paJ..eocurrent velo-
city. Such curves have been presented and discussed by Hjuls~rom 
(1939, p. 10), Inman (1949, p. 56), Sundborg (1956, p. 218), Allen 
(1965c, p. 109), and others. Tne critical erosion velocity may be 
expressed in terms of several different para..11eters, including mean 
stream velocity, strea..11 velocity one meter above the bed, and the 
friction velocity. The principle assumption involved in determining 
stream velocity from CM data in the present study is that the particle 
size Cs is equal not only to the coarsest particle in suspension, 
but th~t it also represents the finest size in the bed load. As such, 
C is a critical particle size, and the velocity required to place it 
s 
in suspension is the critical erosion velocity. If the critical 
diameter (Cs) is known, a corresponding value of stream velocity 
can be read from a nHjulstrom-type 11 diagram (Figure 51). Average 
values of Cs for Tongue River and Sentinel Butte samples (Table 10) 
are nearly the same, 2.32 pbi (0.20 mm) a...~d 1.85 phi (0.28 mm) re-
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Figure 51.--Relation between flow velocity 1 meter above the 
stream bottom, and particle size of sediment of density 2.65 g/cm3 
(After Sundborg, 1956). 
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bed of about 38 to 40 centimete:::-s per second. The corresponding 
velocity 10 meters above the bottom (which may approximate the 
mean stream velocity) is about 45 to 47 centimeters per second. 
These values of stream velocity are only approx:irnate a..'YJ.d are 
subject to the· relative error involved in formulating both the CM 
patterns and the critical erosion velocity curve. The fine size of 
Tongue River and Sentinel Butte sediments is a limiting factor in 
determining the relative difference in velocities of the stre~s 
which deposited them. Although their respective values of Cs differ 
by about 0.5 phi-unit, both diameters intercept the critical velocity 
curve near its point of inflection where the slope of the curve is 
very low. Thus velocity values, as interpolated from the curve of 
Figure 51., are nearly the sa.'1le. The conclusion appears wa.rra.YJ.ted, 
however, that velocities of Sentinel Butte streams were greater (on 
an average) than those of Tongue River streams. 
A brief discussion is warranted regarding the type of stream 
velocities measured. Values of Care the finest diameters in the 
coarsest one per cent of sediment samples and represent what may be 
regarded as a "minimum stream competencen. The greatest values of 
C deteI"Jlline C
8 
which is thus an upper limit of' the minimum stream 
competence. If the coarsest particles a stream could carry a:re not 
available to it, values of C represent a lower l:unit of ?ompetence. 
In such instances., however, stre.:uns will generully adjust their 
"wash-loadH so that stream capacity is satis.fied and the system is 
in equilibrium. That is, if finer material is available for trans-
port, dynamics are adjusted in such a way that stream competence 
is always satisfied by the coarsest material available to the system. 
l9l 
'l.'his process of exchange, in which the calibre of' the :;;.,:r·earr. lo2.d 
decrco.ses but the tot3l load remains conctant, is commvn in strew~8 
extending from mountainous regions onto lowland plains and ho.s ·cecn 
discussed by Mackin (1948). It anuears urobable that values of 
- ..,. J. 
C for Tongue River and Sentinel Butte sediments give a fair approx-s 
i:mation of the competence of strea:ms which deposited them. 
Most coarse sediment is transported and deposited by streams 
during flood stage when stream velocities are greatest, and the range 
of velocities associated with values of C are assumed to represent 
s 
minimum flood velocities in or near strearn channels. This range is 
quite low in comparison to present strea.~s of sizes comparable to 
those postulated for Tongue River a~d Sentinel Butte strea..~s. ?or 
example, the .Mississippi River has :mid-cha~nel velocities of about 
122 centimeters per second (4 ft/sec) one meter above the oottom and 
about 183 centimeters per secor.d (6 ft/sec) 10 meters above the 
bottom near Mayersville, i'-"-i ssissippi (Passega., 1957, Figure 3). Thus 
the Paleocene streams in western North1)akota must have been extremely 
slow and sluggish. 
Values of Cs for To:r..gue River sa'llplesare unique because they 
fall within a range of particle sizes for which the settling velo-
. cities and threshold velocities are nearly equal (Inman, 1949, p. 59). 
Such particle sizes, about 2.75 to 2.3 phi (0.15 to 0.20 mrn) for 
spherical grains of specific gravities near 2.65, are easily placed 
in suspension and readily deposited with only slight var-lations in 
stream velocity. This property per:'llits them to be easily transported 
at low velocities by processes of st:.rface creep, saltation and 
suspension (Inman, 1949, p. 60). ·As stated by Sundborg (1956) p. 219) 
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this is the finest particle; size which may be transported ;,.3 bio,d load. 
In a discussion on sedi.'I!ent sorting and fluid mecha..":lics, Inman 
(1949) discussed the affect of progressive sorting on sediments. He 
considered a hypothetical case of unidirectional flow in which ran-
dom fluctuations and the mean strea~ velocity decrease downstream. In 
the upper stream reaches, the currents are c~pable of moving ;:.lJ.. 
bottom material; downstreaiu the threshold (critical erosion) velocity 
decreases and there is a corresponding decrease in median diameter 
of bottom sa.~ples. Near its source, the stream load would consist 
predominantly of coarse material and would be poorly sorted and pos-
itively (fine) skewed. At a point farther downstream, where the 
threshold velocity fluctuates between that for very coarse sand and 
granules, the bed load would consist of very coarse sand with de-
creasing amounts of granules and pebbles. Fine sizes would also be 
present in bottom sa.~ples, their amounts decreasi:.ng with decrease in 
particle size. Such samples would be better sorted than those up-
stream, but the skewness would be nearly synnnetrical. Bottom samples 
collected from the Mississippi River by the U.S. Waterways Experi.~ent 
Station (1935) show that sarr..pLes with median dia~eters near O phi 
are predominantly negatively (coarse) skewed (Ir.man, 1949, Figure 4-B), 
1,hereas those with median dia.i,ieters between O phi (1 rnm) and 2.5 
phi (0.18 mm) are nearly symmetrical or slightly negatively sk6wed. 
I•'arl;,her downstrcom, where the averngc friction velocity fli..ctuu.Les 
between the threshold velocity for fine and coarse sand, bottom 
roughness would be suf'ficient for suspension of material as coarse 
as fine sand. The fine sand would be most easily transported, coarser 
material would tend to lag behind, and bottom samples with median 
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dia.;;oters near 2.5 phi (0.18 nun) would result. Such samples •,rould 
be well sorted and have symmetrical size distributions ( Trask skctr-
ness equal to one; Inman, 1949, Figure 4-e). 
As a final hypothetical case) and of greatest importance to 
this discussion, Inman (1949, p. 64) considered the character of a 
bottom srunple at a point where the strewn has a friction velocity 
near, but not exceeding., that of fine s;md. Material c.:oarser tr.an 
fine sand is too large for transport o.nd must therefore be absent. 
Bottom material transported by creep would consist predominantly of 
fine sand with lesser amounts of fine:;,~ material. Fine sand would 
produce sufficient bottom turbulence to place finer material in 
suspension; however., the decrease in friction velocity would require 
a large percentage of fine sand per unit area of bottom surface to 
maintain a suspended load. Thus bottom deposits would consist p~e-
dominantly of fine sand with decreasing amounts of finer material. 
Sediments would have median diacteters less than 2. 5 phi ( 0.18 rr.u'TI)., 
would be less well sorted than those immediately upstream, a."d would 
show a pronounced fine skewness. T"nese characteristics are typical 
of samples reported f'rom the ¥.d.ssissippi River (Inman, 1949, Figure 
4-TI) at 11 mile 1057 below Cairo, Illinoisn (downstream f'rom New 
Orlea..71.s). Channel samples from the Tongue River Formation a.re pre-
dominantly strongly-f'ine skewed and have mean diameters finer than 
2.5 phi (0.18 mm). Sentinel Butte samples show a comparable range 
of: skewness but have slightly coarser median values. If' an analogy 
with the Ydssissippi River is desired, it ca..~ be stated that the 
texture of the Tongue River cha.n..71.el facies is similar to that OI the 
l""".d.ssissippi only in the general vicinity of New Orleans. The Sentinel 
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Butte channel facies is slightly coarser and is more similar to 
Ydssissippi sediments somewhat farther upstream. 
Fluvial facies 
The proposed sediment classif'ication (Table 12) is useful 
in eA-plaining the distribution of textural measures previously pre-
sented. The distributions of mean, median, and skewness (Figures 
11 n.nd 15) in Tongue River sediments are environrnentally sensitive 
and their bi.modality reflects the relative abundance of sediment 
types ( Table 13). The modal classes correspond to channel and 
floodbasin deposits and the intervening range of lower frequency 
corresponds to the less abundant floodplain and transitional classes. 
Textural measures for Sentinel Butte sa.tupies ( Figures 10 a."'1.d 15) 
are more uniformly distributed and reflect a more equal distribution 
of depositional types Within this u..'Ylit (Table 13). The relative 
differences in abundance of se~iment types in the Tongue River 
and Sentinel Butte Formations are significant, and their considera-
tion is essential in evaluating Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 
fluvial regimes. 
The present state of knowledge of the sedimentary charac-
teristics of fluvial deposits is largely the result of studies of 
Wolman and Leopold (1957); of Sykes (1937) and McKee (1938,.1939) 
on the Colorado River and delta i'J..oodpla:i.n; of the U. S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (1935), Fisk (1944, 1947, 1951), and :Frazier and 
Osan:i.k (1961) on the JY'lississippi alluvial valley; of Grover and 
Mainland (1938), Happ, ru1d others (1940), Jahns (1947), Lorens G.nd 
Thronson (1955), Harms, and others (1962), and Bernard and :::-1.:i.jor 
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(1963) on o'ther North American floodplains; o:nd of Shantser (195"".!.), 
Krui.~ (1955), Sundborg (1956), NEDECO (1959), Anderson (1961), and 
10oeglas (1962). Interpretation of ancient fluvial deposits has 
been significantly advanced by the work of Allen (1962a,b,c,; l96Ja,b,c; 
1964a,b; l965a,b,c) and by Allen and Narayan (1964) and Allen a.~c 
Ta.rlo (1963). 
In order to interpret the depositioncJ.. environment of ancient 
huviaJ. deposits, the characteristics of modern floodplain deposits 
must be reviewed (Allen, 1964c, 1965c). Recent f'luviaJ. deposits 
may be classed among five genetic types: vertical accretion 
or topstratum deposits which extend from the natural levee to the 
backswamp area; (2) channel-fill deposits; (3) crevasse-splay 
deposits; (4) lateraJ. accretion deposits, which include point-bars 
and cha,,~nel-bars; and (5) channel-lag deposits. Topstratum deposits 
form as the restlt of overban.'tc flow and contribute to sedimentary 
deposits by verticaJ. accretion of the natural levee, floodplain, a.~d 
floodbasin. Such deposits are fine-grained and consist predominantly 
)f suspended sediment, carried high in the water column. Levee de-
lOSits near the channel are coarser grained than those of distant 
ackswa"'Ups. Because levees are exposed mucn of the t:L'ne, they 
Qpport vegetation and roots and plant debris are common in the 
oposits. The high porosity and permeability promotes groundwater 
.rcuL:.tion and oxidation halos u.:;:-ound plant debris are common. In 
1.or localities, desiccation features may form, particularly in the 
ner sediments. The verticaJ. sequence ccrr~'nonly contains alternately 




primary structures; invertebrate remains are usuDlly 
~ 6Pa.rse or absent. 
Ch::u~10l-fill deposits are the result of filling of channel 
segments '1bandoned by meander cutoff or avulsion. Most of' the fill 
iS introduced by overbank flow and the deposit is relatively f'ine-
: grained. Such deposits were termed II clay plugs" by Fisk (l947). 
Crevasse-splay deposits are fan-like accumulations of material 
. dispersed onto the floodplain through a breach in the natural levee. 
channels incised in the levee may reach depths sufficient to tap 
~e strewn bed load; in such instances they m&y be quite coarse grained • 
. In general, they are slightly coarser than the associated levee 
deposits. 
Lateral accretion deposits form in mea.nderi:-1g streams by point-
• bar migration or by do'Wn-current and lateral II foresetn accu:n1ulation 
l. . of channel bars in braided streams. The deposits consist largely of 
oodload a:i.~d coarse suspended load material and are formed below the 
• general level of the levee a.'Yld floodplain. Evidence of subaerial 
exposure is generally lacking except in the uppermost strata of 
~teral accretion deposits. Primary sedimentary structures may in-
.elude both large- ai1d small-sacle cross-bedding resulting .from ripple 
lti.gration~ £"lat-bedding due to aggradation, scoured surfaces, and 
3COUr-fillv 'I·hese structures imply transport on or near the stream-
bed (Allen, 1963d; cited in Allen., 1964c) _ :Drifted plant remains 
:a.re the major component of lateral accretion deposits, but vertebrate 
\bones and f'ragmented mollusk shells may al.so be present. 
Cha.p..nel-lag deposits represent the coarsest material available 
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to the stream and represent two sources of material: rocks f:c-o;;-n the 
source area of the dro.in2..ge basin, a"'ld cohesive sedirnents i':::-om "l:,he 
.:uluvia.l plain itself. Lag deposits usually occur near the b~se of 
a floodplain sequence and interfinger v,.rj_th lateral accretion deposits. 
They may form planar deposits representing erosion pavements or len-
ticular pockets formed by accumulation :in the deeper parts of the 
stream bed. 
The terminology of fluvi.al deposits is essentially morpholo-
gical, as is apparent in the terms channel, levee, crevasse-splay, 
point-bar, floodbasin, etc. Lateral relationships are Cw'll.,.~only 
masked or concealed in outcrops of ancient sediments and the three-
dimensional form of individual. deposits often cannot be determined. 
For this reason, a major portion of the burden of envi.roPJr.ental re-
construction is placed upon measurements of textural properties, 
observations of pri.'1Jlary sedimentary structures, bed farms, fossil 
occurrences, and s:L'llilar factors • 
. It is apparent that fluvi.al deposits are heterogeneous, but 
collectively they form a depositional continuum from the stream 
channel to the back:oNater swamp. This continuum is particularly well 
established by the CM patterns of Figures 28 and 29. T'ne trans-
itional character of the pattern, however, permits recognition of 
only three basic depositional types: channel and channel-proxirnaJ. 
deposits, floodplain or floodplain-related daposits, a...~d 2'1.oodbas:in 
deposits. There is no sharp demarcation between these classes, 
particularly between floodplain and floodbasin types (a transitional 
class is indicated between these classes in Table 13). Tietailed 
field study of the :morphology of strata from which samples for this 
· •. -... ~ ..•... · 
,,-,_,_ 
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were collected might aid in refining the 
classes here recognized £'or Tongue River and Sentinel Butte sedi-
ments. For example, it might be possible to differentiate c~evasse-
splay, levee, poi...~t-bar, a..~d channel-bar deposits on the 
morphologic and stratigraphic relationships, whereas textural data 
permit recognition only of cha..."'1..L~el-related or char.i:r.i.el-pro:x:i.-
The classification utilized in this study does, how-
ever, aid in establishing the fluv.ia.1 regime of Tongue River 
Sentinel Butte deposits. 
l3 indicates that-channel-type deposits compose nearly 
50 per cent of the samples analyzed from both the Tongue River and 
Sentinel Butte Formations) but floodbasin deposits are more abundant 
in Tongue River strata. T'ue reported percentages are subject to 
comment; they represent number frequencies of collected samples a...~d 
are not precisely weighted to the volu.~e frequencies of strata. How-
ever, in view of the fact that both formations were sampled in a 
fashion, the data should be acceptable for comparison. 
data indicate that floodba.sin deposition during Tongue River ti.me 
over topstratum deposition on the floodplain. con-
verse is true of Sentinel Butte streams, the floodplain was the 
principle environment of topstratum deposition. 
A necessary requisite for floodbasin development stream 
Strea~ channels must be confiJ.~ed to well established belts 
.from which sed:i.xnent escapes to protected backwater areas only ::luring 
periodic episodes of flood. Such a system is indicated by Tongue 
River deposits, which are largely of channel and floodbasin types. 
illlllll 




Stream channels achieve sta'oility with i:'1creased maturity whe:'l mar-
u clay plugst1 a.11d other fine-grained, cohesive deposit.s, which 
are resistent to erosion, restrict lateral channel migration. 'fne 
process is somewhat paradoxical inasmuch as channel stability is 
partly dependent upon the presence of fine-grained deposi~s, a:i:1d 
accumulation of fine-grained deposits depends in part upon stable 
stream channels. Such mutual dependence suggests that stability 
is approached slowly during stream evolution and, because it is a 
limiting condition, is indicative of a mature fluvial regime. Ver-
tical accretion a.11d overba.nk flow must be minimal to protect flood-
basins from influxes of coarse material. The lower Mississippi River, 
where it approaches its deltaic plain, is characteristic of the mature 
system described; the effects of fine-grained sediments on the con-
trol of chari..nel activity have been discussed by Fisk (194?). 
The greater proportion of f'loodplain d•3posits in the Sentinel 
Butte sequence suggests the depositing streams were rapid.Ly aggrading, 
laterally migrating, and less stable wate::t•ways than those of the 
preceding Tongue River episode. 'fne sediments are slightly coarser 
grained and better sorted than those of the Tongue River Formation, 
and floodba.sin deposits are minor components. 
Supporting evidence for the difference in Tongue River and 
Sentinel Butte fluvial regimes~ suggested by the relative abundance 
or sed:L~ent types, is indicated by the distribution and persistence 
of lignite beds. These are thicker and most persistent in tbe Tongue 
River sequence and appear to rei'lect stability of the backwater 
swamps in which. they ware deposited. ALthough a few thick lignites 
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· are found in Sentinel Butte strata, the majority are thin, silty, 
carbonaceous beds of local extent and indicate frequent invasion 
of floodbasin areas by coarser material. 
A near terminal fluvial enviroPJnent of deposition for Tongue 
River sediments is also suggested by the abundance of floodplain 
deposits in the sequence. The size, shape, and relative position of 
floodbasins depends in p.8.rt upon their proximity to the stream 
mouth. Floodbasins generally increase in area and thickness, rela-
tive to levees and channels, in a downstrea~ direction. For exwr;ple, 
Fisk (1947, p. 45-46) noted tbat backswa.mp deposits are absent along 
the present course of the Mississippi River between Cairo, Illinois, 
a.>1d Helena, Arka..~sas. Between I!elena and Vicksburg, Mississippi, 
they are confined to patchy areas of restricted extent. South of 
Vicksburg, floodbasin deposits are more common, their area increasing 
downstream at the expense of channel and levee ·deposits (Fisk, 1947, 
Figure 7). Near :Donaldsonville, Louisiana., fine-grained, floocfoasin 
alluvium constitutes more than 25 per cent of the bank material at 
eroded river-bend poisitons. South of'Donaldsonville, backswa.mp 
deposits are replaced by deltaic plain deposits. A similar distri-
bution of i'loodbasin deposits has been shown by Anderson (1961; in 
Allen, 1965c, p. 124) for the Rufiji River alluvial valley, Tangan-
yika. 
The thickness of Yri.ssissippi floodbasin deposits also increases 
downstream, although considerable local variations occur. Near the 
northern limit of these deposits, an average thickness of 40 feet 
has been recorded .from borings. At Yellow Bend, Arkansas, thick-
nesses vary .from 25 to 50 feet and at }ti.llikens Bend, Louisiana., from 
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60 to 80 feet. T'ne m3.Jd.mum thicknee:s noted was at Wb.ite CasT .. le:; 
Louisiana, where 140 feet of backswa.mp deposits have been pene·t.r&ted 
in borings (Fisk, 1947). By analogy, the relative abundance o::.: 
Tongue River sedilnent facies is s:iJ:lilar to that of the lower reaches 
of the alluvial valley of the present Mississippi River. 
Carbonate content 
Carbonate occurs, both as interstitial filling and as fresh-
water limestones, in much greater abundance in Tongue River sedi-
ments than in those of the Sentinel Butte sequence (Figures 34 a"'l.d 
42). Limestones probably formed in restricted evaporite ponds on 
the .fJ..oodpla.:Ln and floodbasin and in abandoned or cut-off sections 
of strea..."11 channels. :Dunbar and Rodgers (1963, p. 33) suggested 
abandoned char..:nels and floodplain depressions as probable sites of 
l:iJnestone deposition in areas where the cl:iJnate is sufficiently arid. 
The resulting deposits were described as lenticular bodies enclosed 
in fine-grained strata a.~d containing molds of indigenous plants and 
sparse invertebrate remains. 
Freshwater limestones have been widely reported from continen-
tal deposits; such beds occur in the :Dunkard Grou-p (Permian) of 
West Virginia and Ohio (Cross, and others, 1950), the Newark Group 
(Triassic) of Connecticut (Kyrnine, 1950, p. lOl-lll), the Morrison 
Formation (Jurassic) and related rocks of Colorado and Wyoming (Baker, 
a~d others, 1936, p. 195), the Eocene Wasatch (Eardley, 1932) and 
Wind River (Tourtelot, 1946) Formations, and the Oligocene White 
River Formation 01 the ·na.~otas and Nebraska (Wanless, 1922, p. l94-l95; 
Hansen, 1953). Not aJ..l of these l:iJnestones are fluvial deposits and 
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0 ~1ly part of them are product.:: of chc:,._cal precipitation. Some 
st10W algal and other plant structures which suggest biochemical 
processes of deposition. Together they demonstrate the frequent, 
al.though not necessarily ~bundant, occurrence of limestone in re-
stricted terrestrial env:irorunents. 
Interstitiol carbonate is most abundant in Tongue River ~ilts 
( about 4.5 to 7. 5 phi; Figur~ 33) which largely represent floodplain 
deposits. Low carbonate content in fine-grained (finer than about 
7.5 phi) floodbasin sedi:ments indicates that penecontempora.~eous 
carbonate was not formed eA'tensively in this envirorunent. 
JJue to repeated e:x;posure, floodplain deposits are subjec~ to 
desiccation and oxidation a.~d, in drier regions, downward moveman~ 
of the water table, coupled with high evaporation rates, may result 
in formation of calcretes and ferrocretes. Bernard and Major 
(l963, p. 350) have observed numerous soil zones a.Y1d calcareous and 
ferruginous nodules from t1floodbasinn deposits of the Brazos River 
in Texas, and Lorens and Thronson (1955), have reported concentra-
tions of carbonates in the fine-grained alluvial sediments of the 
Sacramento VaJJ..ey of California. Allen (1964c, p. 180), in the 
absence of l7lOre dire ct evidence, considered abundant carbonate ( 11 racen) 
as indirect evidence of subaerial e:x;posure during deposition of ver-
tical accretion deposits of the J)ittonian cyclothem (Lower JJevonian) 
in Glouchestershire, Great Britain. 
It is suggested that interstitial carbonate was formed in 
Tongue River sediments as the result of evaporation of ground water 
brought to the surface by capillary action in the permeable sediments 








o.s ~vill be discussed., wcste.:c·n North Do..~ota was a major 1011,.L: .. .:r~d 
?ole ocene time., and sach lowla.'1ds are universally areas of ground-
water discharge. If' the climate was subtropical or warm temperate 
(Dorf, 1942,; Brown, 1962; Hickey, 1966) net flow of ground water 
would have been high and carbonate would constitute a principle 
dissolved solid. 
is diff'icult to demonstrate that all carbonate in Tongue 
River sediments formed penecontemporaneously with sediment accu,.~u-
lation. A correlation of increasing carbonate content with decrease 
in grain size of floodplain sediments might be predicted from the 
mechanism of' carbonate deposition suggested above. A weak corre-
lation of this type was noted in Figure 34 for sediments coa:nser tha.~ 
about 7 phi. The high degree of scatter of plotted points may 
dicate fluctuations in the degree of carbonate deposition in the 
f:oodplair.s of various ages which a..'7'6 compiled in the composite 
plot. A better test is offered by the basal sand samples, which in-
clude only channel and f1oodplain facies and which may be assu.~ed 
to represent a nearly isochronous surface of deposition. Tnese 
sa..uples (Figure 43) show a remarkaole inverse correlation between 
carbonate concentration and sedi..~ent size. Interpreted in terms of 
primary carbonate deposition, the inverse re~ationship suggests 
that finer sediments distant from active channels (excluding back-
swamp·deposits) were the most favorable host for carbonate accumu-
lation. If the carbonate originated secondarily by concentration 
from migrating groundwater, it seems probable that the coarser, more 
permeable sediments would contain the greatest concentrations 
carbonate and a direct correlation between carbonate concentration 
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:.;.rJ.d gr::i.in size would exist. .Although the possibility thut sc,me 
carbonu.t0 bus been introduced. or removed from sediments of c:,he 
?u.loecene Series by post-depositiono.l processes cannot be disc0u~ted, 
distributions of Figures 33 and 34 indicate a probability that 
processes have had minor effect. 
The greater limestone and interstitial carbonate content of 
Tongue River sediments, compared with those of the Sentinel But~e 
Formation, can be explained in terms of fluvial regime. Tne sta-
bility of Tongue River streams and the slow rate of topstratum depo-
sition allowed more time for carbonate accumulation. The much 
greater vertical accretion rate of Sentinel Butte strea.~s resulted 
in lower carbonate concentrations in their deposits. Stability 
may have been achieved several t:i..rr.es during the Sentinel E~tte 
episode, as reflected in the presence of the upper and lower Hyellow·n 
beds in the vicinity of the North Unit of Roosevelt Park. 7~ese 
units are notably high in carbonate, resemble Tongue River strata, 
and, as previously stated, appear to represent a brief return to 
11 Tongue River conditions 11 • 
Primary sedimentary structures 
Both the types of sedimentary structures present and their 
relative abundances in Tongue River and Sentinel Butte strata are 
useful in paleoenvironmental reconstruction. Although the data are 
qualitative, it was concluded that large-scale structures consist 
predominantly of JCi.-cross-stratification (Figure 19-C) and are most 
ab-..:uidant in the Tongue River Formation. With the exception of tne 
basal and upper sands, large-scale cross-beds are rare in Senti.--ieJ. 
• 
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Butte stro.ta. Omikron-cross-stro.tification (Figure 19...:1J c.rr:d 2.0-A) 
is -oresent in both formo.tions and ·oredominates in the u:rn:.er S0rfc:.inel 
- > ~ ~~ 
Butte sand. 
The origins of xi-cross-stratification are not clearly u:~der-
stood and it is doubtful that studies to date permit the type to os 
defined completely. McKee (1957) demonstrated the presence of such 
structures in the backshore deposits of some beaches. Allen (1963b) 
suggested the structure results from sheets of sand of local extent 
being thrown up so as to partly overlap. He points to the work of 
Reiche (1938), McKee (1940), and Bagnold (1941) which suggests that 
xi-cross-stratification can be tormed under wind action by migra~ion 
of longitundinal dunes. Recent work by McKee (1967) on dunes in 
White Sands National Monument, New Merica revealed no structures of 
xi-cross-stratii'ication. A fluvial origin for this structure in 
Tongue River strata is considered beyond question~ It is associated 
with channel sands and is presumed to be related to point-bar depo-
sition. No observations of this structure in modern fluvial en-
vironments are know to this w-riter. 
Omikron-cross-stratification, according to Allen (1963b, p. JJ.O), 
is most probably the product of migrating trains of large-scale 
ripples. Hulsemann (1955) demonstrated that such ripples are intern-
ally stratified and Allen (1963a) demonstrated that omikron-cross-
stratification results from the migration of large-scale asymmetrical 
ripples with essentially straight crests. This structure is found 
both in channels a.~d in the open se~ and cannot be used as an index 
to water depth. The criterion for sediment supply has been discussed 
by Allen (1963a), who found that, in advancing its own length, each 
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ripple must receive n voltme of sediment less than the volume of 
tl1c ripple body. Thus the ripple must undergo erosion on the s·Gos.s 
side, giving rise to an erosional surface between sets. '.fne groo.tcr 
abundance of omikron-cross-stratification in Sentinel Butte str~ta 
might be used to infer that the erosional energies of those strea~s 
were greater tha.~ those which deposited Tongue River sediments. 
Small-scale cross-stratification is found in both formations, 
and consists predominantly of kappa and la~bda types (Figures 20-B 
and 20-C). The origins of these types appear to be siJnila.r, the 
first is formed by migration of asym.~etrical linguoid ripples a.~d 
the second by asymmetrical ripples with straight crests. Kappa-
cross-stratification has been reported from the Colorado delta (McKee, 
1939) and was discussed by Sorby (1908) who referred to it as ripple-
drift bedding (Allen, 1963b). Allen (1963a) demonstrated that both 
types of ripples will form when sediJnent supply received from sus-
pension during the tiJne required for the ripple to advance its own 
length is greater than the volume of the ripple body. Under these 
conditions, the ripple bodies are not eroded, but are aided to on 
both the lee- and stoss-sides. Formation of these structures would 
require a copious supply of suspended material and low, uniform f""J.ow 
velocities. Such structures are common in topstratum deposits of the 
Tongue River and Sentinel Butte Formations, and were probably also 
produced in shoal, protected backwaters of major channels. 
Nu-cross-stratification (Figure 20-C) is also formed by the 
migration of small-scale linguoid ripples (Hamblin, 1961). The 
correctness -of this interpretation has been verified by Allen (1963a) 
who also demonstrated that the sediJnent supplied from suspension during 
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thG intcrvnl of ti.'Ue required fo:r a ripple to advance its a:m 
length must be substantially less than the volume of the ripple 
body. As each ripple adva.'l"lces., it erodes a trough on its concave 
side which is subsequently filled by ripples in the adva...'l"lcing train, 
the ripples being arrcU'l.ged in a scale-like pattern. According to 
H3Inblin (l96l., p. 440) such structures can conceivably form a nurnber 
of environments but always indicate a low level of mechanical energy. 
In the upper Keeweena'Wal:1 sediments studied by Hamblin., the structures 
were accompanied by rain imprints and mud cracks. The predomina:.~ce 
of kappa- and lambda-cross-stratification types over nu-cross-strat-
ification again suggests that Tongue River streams were well charged 
with m~terial in suspension and that erosion., even on the scale of 
small ripples, was not prevalent. In this regard., it might be noted 
,that the large-scale analogue of nu-cross-stratification, pi-cross-
stratification (festoon bedding), was not observed in either Tongue 
River or Sentinel Butte strata. 
Observation of primary sedimentary structures and bedding 
surfaces show no evidence'that an upper (rapid or shooting) flow 
regime was ever achieved by Tongue River or Sentinel Butte streams. 
'11:~e structures discuss~d are all products of the lower (tranquil) 
flow regime and are f'ormed at Froude numbers less than one. Flat 
bedded sandstones (Figure 19-A) are the only bedding type that might 
be suspected of plane-bed f'ormation during transition between flow 
regimes., but the absence of current lineations on bedding planes 
and the presence of fine-grained sediment at bed boundaries dis-
counts the possibility of such formation. ?ney a.!'e probably pro-




Tho greater .:..bund;::,.nco of lurgo-:::cu.le; structures in T0ngu.(-'... 
River strata appe:irs to be related to its fl-t.i.v-ial. regime. Larg8-
scale structures are products of' substratum deposition and, ;::;.sin 
the case of point-bar deposits, cosets of cro:::s-bedded or rrw.ssive 
strata may attain thicknesses equivalent to the ma.xi.~um water d8ptn. 
Point-bar deposits in the Mississippi Valley are typically 40 ~o 60 
feet thick (Fisk, 1944, 1947) and deposits up to 55 feet thick are 
recorded from the Brazos River (Bernard and Major, 1963). As em-
phasized by Allen (1965c) not all streams form vertical accretion 
deposits, but lateral accretion ( substratum) deposits are common 
to all fluviaJ. sequences. Because the combined activities of lateral 
migration and vertical accretion, perhaps acco:mpa...~ied by subsidence, 
produced the fluvial deposits of the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte 
sequence, the relative amounts of substratu.~ material present i::-J. the 
sequence should reflect both the activity of the streams and the 
depth of their channels. Thick sands and coarse silts, portions of 
which are conspicuously cross bedded, are locally prominent in the 
Tongue River sequence. They attain thicknesses, as at Wind Canyon 
in the South Unit of Roosevelt Park~ in excess of 100 feet. Similar 
bodies, with the exception of the upper and lower sa.~ds, are absent 
in Sentinel Butte strata. T:-iese relationships indicate that Tongue 
River streams flowed in deeper channels tha.n those of Sentinel Butte 
tiJne a.nd that their lateral migration was restricted. 
The magnitude of large-scale cross-stratification afforas 
additional qualitative data on paJ.eostream depth. Under steady flow 
conditions the height of large-sea.le ripples is directly propor~ional 
.. • 
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to water depth, the height r;::.,,.~ging from approximately 10 to 20 p8r 
cent of the depth 1965c, p. 110). Large str~ctures in ths 
Tongue River Formation have max:L"'llum exposed thicknesses averagi::-.g 
about 2 feet; true max:irau.m thickness should be greater. T'n~s, if 
at least a portion of the structures studied represent bed forms, 
minimum water depths of 10 to 20 feet are indicated. Mrod.rrn.1m depths 
were probably much The paucity of large-scale cross-strat-
ification and thick sand bodies w1thin the bulk of the Sentinel 
Butte sequence suggests shoal, perhaps more difi"use, cha.."'ll:lel systems. 
The presence of thick sand bodies and large-scale cross-
stratification suggests that Tongue River stream channels were deeper 
than those of Sentinel Butte streams, but their relative widths must 
also be considered in an evaluation of channel form. texture 
of the Tongue River and Sentinel ~~tte channel facies support a:r1 
inference that Tongue River streams had greater depth-width ratios 
than Sentinel Butte streams. Schumm (1960) demonstrated that tc.e 
width-depth ratio of various stable streams is inversely proportional 
to the mean per cent silt-clay content (finer than 0.074 mm) in the 
bed and banks. That is, streams with high silt-clay content in 
sediments of their wetted perimeter are relatively narrow and deep; 
the converse is true of streams with sandy beds and banks. The 
explanation for this relationship is found largely in. the cohesiveness 
of the sediments and their resistence to bank erosion and caving. 
Inspection of the sand, silt, clay contents of Tongue River and 
Sentinel Butte samples (Figures 17 and 18) shows that the clay content 
is appreciably greater in the channel facies of the Tongue Rive~ 
For;:nation. Likewise, the Tongue River deposit& are grained 
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(Figure 11), less well sorted (r•,igure 12), and contain a greater 
proportion of fine-grained, floodbasin deposits ( Table l3), en an 
average, than Sentinel Butte deposits. These facts lead to the con-
clusion that the bed a.YJ.d bank materials of Tongue River streams, 
whether depositional or erosional, were finer-grained than those 
of Sentinel Butte streams, and that their width-depth ratio should 
have been considerably smaller. 
Schumms ts (1960, p. 18) nmean per cent silt-clayt1 value is 
weighted by factors of stream width and depth (i.e., a weighted 
mean for the wetted perimeter) and is impossible to compute for 
ancient sediments. If it could be computed, approximate width-depth 
values might be read directly from his plotted curve of width-depth 
ratio versus weighted mean per cent silt-clay. However, if it ~s 
assu.i.,ied that stratigraphic sampling was sufficiently random to obtain 
a weighted average of char~nel i'loor and ba..'1k material, and that 
streams were aJ..luViating ( not eroding preViously deposited ::nateri.al) , 
an approximation of the relative Width-depth ratios of Tongue River 
a..YJ.d Sentinel Butte streams can be made. Tongue River and Sentinel 
Butte channel samples average about 71 and 58 per cent siit plus 
cla.y (finer than .063 mm) respectively and, utilizing the data of 
Schumm (1960, Figure 8), represent width-depth ratios of about 2.5 
and 3.3, respectively. 
The similarity of these ratios is disappointing in View of the 
greater differences in Tongue River and Sentinel Butte chan...YJ.el forms 
indicated by primary sedi..~entary structures and sedimentary criteria. 
Considering the uncertainties involved in using unweighted values 
of per cent silt-clay and the assumptions regarding· other variables, 
both the absolute v;:ilucs and the relative difference of ths: r·o.t:i.os 
co.nnot be regarded as more th3.Il gross indicators. As noted by :::crru.:mm 
(1960., p. l?), aggrading strecl.J:lls generally have higher width-depth 
ratios than are indicated by their silt-clay percentages, 
degrading strea.~s have lower ratios. Because both Tongue River a:~d 
Sentinel Butte streams were undergoing significant aggradation, the 
ratios obtained above are likely to be low. The lower silt-clay 
content of Sentinel Butte·sedi.ments does, however, indicate that the 
streams which deposited them constructed less resistant channels 
than did Tongue River streams. 
Basin Analysis 
Sediment dispersion and paleoslope· 
IDirectional measurements of large-scale cross-stratification 
proVide information about sediment dispersion within the Paleocene 
Williston basin. During Tongue River time, sediments entered the 
basin from the west (Figure 23) and were dispersed uniformly in an 
eastward direction. Sentinel Butte deposition was initiated by an 
influx of sandy material from the northwest (Figure 24) which spread 
southward and eastward across the basin. This trend of dispersal 
was apparently maintained during the ensuing Sentinel Butte episode 
25). The dispersal pattern was modified near the close of 
Sentinel Butte time by an influx of' upper Sentinel Butte sand 
(Figure 26) which was distributed 1rom west to east in much the same 
pattern as Tongue River sediments. The dispersal directions of 
Tongue River and Sentinel BQtte sediments, although not greatly 
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d.ifi'ercnt, h:ivo st:itistical signif'icance ( Table 9) • 
The vectoral data of Figures 23 to 26 are not entirely ~de-
qu~te for pin-pointi:r..g precisely the sources of Paleocene sedir~ents, 
but it can be confidently stated that they entered the Williston 
basin from the west and northwest. This appears to exclude the 
Black Hills (Tisdale, l942; · a...-rid others) and the Big Horn 1'Iou.~tains 
of north-central Wyoming as probable source areas. The possibility 
that uplift along the Cedar Creek anticline and Poplar dome., which 
form the southwestern and western margins of the Williston basin in 
western North 1I)akota, exerted primary control on sediment entry into 
the basin cannot entirely be discounted. The Tongue River a..TJ.d 
Sentinel Butte intervals thin on the flanks of these structures, 
and post-PaJ.eocene uplif't and erosion on the Cedar Creek anticline 
has exposed rocks of' Cretaceous age. It is likely, however, that 
Tongue River and Sentinel Bu.tte deposition w~s continuous across 
these structures and that they were not effective barriers to sedi-
ment dispersion during the Paleocene. 
The degree of variability of cross-bedding may be (quali-
tatively) useful L-ri ma.1dng inf'erences about stream morphology, stream 
gradient, paleoslope, and tectonic stability. Tr.e type of inter-
pretations possible are dependent upon the nature of the data. For 
example., if data are f'rom a single depositionaJ. unit in a smaJ.l 
locality, their dispersion may reflect the degree of sinuosity of 
the depositing streams. T'ne more complex the meander pattern, the 
graater will be the deviation of local stream vectors to the mea...~ 
direction of' flow. The degree of sinuosity in turn reflects the 
general gradient of the strea.."!I. Hamblin (1958., F.igure 28; in Potter 
· and Pettijohn, l963., p. 67) found the stondard dev-iul.ic)n in :::cvc:c·c..."'L 
modern streu.i.11s to vo.ry from 20 degrees to o.s high o.s 83 clcgrses, 
depending on their amount o:f meandering and their grn.dient. By 
analogy, he concluded that the Ja.cobsville Sandstone, for which the 
standard deviation of directional data is low, was deposited f~om 
streams with fairly high gradients. 
J)irectionaJ. data presented for the Tongue River and Sentinel 
Butte Formations are integrated over a large area and a thic~ strati-
graphic intervaJ.. Such data are li}::aly to reflect the complexity of 
the regionaJ. drainage net and char..ges in paleoslope caused by tecton-
ism. · If the regional slope is maintained, the current flow patte:r-n 
should remain stable and directional data should show a lesser degree 
of variance. Tectonic fluctuations may disrupt or alter draino.ge, 
resulting in increased cW'.'rent vector deviation. The implications 
of paJ:.eocurrent variability are thus complex and subject to multiple 
interpretation; the most satisfactory interpretations will utilize 
other, independent sedimentological or basinal attributes. 
A qualitative ~ppraisal of cross-bed data and depositional en-
vironments (Potter and Pettijohn, 1963, p. 88) indicate that the most 
com.~on variance of fluvial-deltaic deposits is in the range of 4000 
to 6000 (standard deviations between 63 and 78 degrees). Marine 
sa..'IJ'.ples tend to have higher deviations, commonly between 6000 and 
8000 (standard deviations between 78 and 89 degrees). Variances of 
aeolian deposits are comparable to those of most f'J.uviaJ..-deltaic 
deposits. Standard deviations of directional data from the basal 
and upper Sentinel Butte sar-ds (65 and 62 degrees; Table 7) are thus 
well w-:Lthin the predicted ra.~ge ~or fluvial deposits. The sta.r:dard 
.... 
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deviation of composite data for the Tongue River interval is somewhat 
higher (71 degrees), but still within the rruige com.~on for f1uvial 
and d_el tai.c deposits. 1'he composite data for the Sentinel B-.... tte 
interval. between the basal @1.d upper s;:mds, however, is greater 
(91 degrees) than would be expected in a £1uvial system. Because 
it is so much greater tha..--i that of the basal a.-ri.d upper sands, which 
are discrete stratigraphic intervals within the Sentinel Butte ~or-
mation, it seems reasonable to assu..~e that much of the large devia-
tion for intervening strata results from shifting stream charmels 
and changes in paleoslope. 
Paleocene tectonics 
Further consideration of Paleocene deposition With.in the Will-
iston basin of western North JJakota requires consideration of 
its tectonic framework. The intracratonic Williston basin was ini-
tiated during the Ordovician and underwent slow deposition during 
most of Paleozoic time. It functioned as an autogeosyncline during 
much of this time (Sloss and Hamblin, 1942; Perry and Sloss, 1943), 
accumulating substantial thicknesses of carbonates and evaporites. 
With the advent of the Lara.~ide orogeny the basin developed 
an exogeosynclinal aspect (Sloss, 1956), accumulating and preserving 
a representative portion of the mass of elastic debris shed eastward 
.from the Rocky Mountain arch. Late Cretaceous sediments .form a 
transition from marine and brackish-water to continental deposits. 
The latest o.i' the mari..--ie deposits were dispersed in the 11 relictn 
Cannonball sea during early Paleocene time. Streams transporting 
and depositing sediments of the tran~gressive Tongue.River Formation 
:;.nd C;::;nnonb.D.l sediments., but dir·ection.:.il mc::i:.rnremcnt::.: l'run c/..i:~ l,j__:1G 
Tongue River strata (I<'igure 23) suggest it extended southeastW3.:'d. 
Yliscussions of basinaJ.. deposition invariably require co~sider-
ation of three factors: (1) subsidence w-:i.thin the basin, (2) tec-
tonism in the sedimentary province, and (3) changes in base level. 
For lack of evidence to the contrary, the PaJ..eocene base level is 
considered to have been constant or undergone negligible change. 
A relatively slow and constant subsidence within the Williston basin 
is indicated by the continuity of the stratigraphic record of late 
Mesozoic and early Cenozoic rocks. Failure of basinaJ.. subsidence to 
keep pace with sedimentation is suggested by expulsion of the Car1non-
baJ..l sea. The Lararnide orogeny was in progress to the west, and it is 
probable that its pulsations were responsible for the most profound 
changes recorded in the Paleocene stratigraphic sequence of the 
Williston basin. 
The great thickness of the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte sequence 
(greater than 1000 feet) and the increase in total stratigraphic sec-
tion toward the center of the North:Dakota portion of the Williston 
bas:L.'1 indicate significant basinal subsidence. At many localities 
where it is in contact with the Ludlow Formation, the base of the 
Tongue River Formation is a scour surface, but throughout the remainder 
of the UI"..it and in the overlying Sentinel Butte, no major erosional 
surfaces have been identified. Lignite beds are seldom truncated, 
even 11here overlain by chari.nel deposits, and the indications are that 
deposition was continuous in response to basinaJ.. subsidence. 
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'I'he Tongue River episode 
:Deposition of the Tongue River sequence began ,dth c.TJ. in:;:-.Lu:x: 
. of bo.sal sand over brackish-water sediments of the Ludlow a,1d r:i0.::::'ir,e 
sediments of the Cannonball Formation. Local scour surfaces ben8ath 
the base of the Tongue River indicate a minor state of depos~ti0nal 
non-equilibrium, presumably caused by tectonism which increased the 
paleoslope and sediment supply. The source of sediment lay to t;:a 
west., but cannot be specifically identified. The relatively mature 
character of Tongue River sediments suggests that the source area 
may have been a low arch of older sed:L.~entary rocks, and that ttle 
or no extrusive volcanism accompa.'1.ied def or.mat ion. :Dispersion across 
the basin was eastward, a."'1.d the low variance of paleocurrent da1:,a is 
interpreted as indicating consta~cy of the paleoslope, and thus of 
the source of sediments and the system of streams which transpo:r·ted 
them seaward. 
Depositional equilibrium was achieved early in Tongue River 
ti..~e through aggradation of the basal sand, and the remainder of the 
episode was characterized by a stable fluvial system. The streams of 
this system were confined to relatively deep channels with low gra-
dients; their velocities were low and i."'1.Sufficient to transport sed-
i..1':ent exclusively as bed load. Extensive backwater swamps .formed 
between the waterways and were seldom invaded by overbank flows or 
by char...nel avulsion. Thick deposits of plant debris, derived pri-
marily from local stands of' vegetation on the levees and floodplains, 
accumulated in these swamps. Floodplains of' restricted extent e.x:isted 
between the active stream channels a."'1.d backwater swamps. Subaerial 
exposure of the floodplain deposits during extensive periods of lcw 
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streGm-discharge., coupled wi.th capillary rise of ground water &.r.d 
evaporation., resulted in carbonate enrichment of topstratwJ de?osits. 
isolated depressions, filled periodically with surface wate:.~, 
calcareous ooze was deposited which subsequently lithified to =resh-
water limestone. 
FJ.oodbasins are a i'avorable habitat for freshwater inverte-
brates (Allen, 1964., Table l; Fisk, 1947, p. 57, Plate 66, 3'igu::e 14)., 
a..~d the great extent of this environment (a..~d the associated stream 
stability) may account for the greater abundance of mollusks in 
Tongue River strata as compared to those of the Sentinel Butte For~ 
mation. 
The fine texture and relative abundance of the various sedi-
ment facies suggest that western North J)akota was near the ter:r.inus 
of a regional drainage system, but the character of the baselevel 
is problematical. It is presu.~ed that the paleoslope was contin-
uous across the Williston basin and that streams continued in a 
general eastward and southeastward direction. l)ischarge into a 
remnant of the Cannonball sea during a significant portion of Tongue 
River time is possible., but such a relationship can on1y be inferred. 
T'ne accumulation of To:r'J.gue River sediments was relatively slow, 
as indicated by thick .floodba.sin deposits and freshwater limestones, 
and deposition was probably equal to basinal subsidence. JJeposi tion 
waned near the close of the Tongue River episode (perhaps re£lecting 
leveling o.f the source area)., stre.a.11 drainages deteriorated., and a 
vast swa.'1'.p formed in response to continued basinal subsidence. With-
in this swamp, organic debris of the HT Butte bed accumulated. Net 
accumulation was greater in some areas than others, but. the requ1site 
, 
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conditions for ultimate form:rt.ion of lignite or lignitic shcl.e wsre 
regionclly persistent. Lignitic sb.cl.es i'orroed in areas whe:ce fine 
sed:L'Tl-:mt filtered into the swamp., o.s evidenced by the HT Butte bsd 
at Snowden and along the Garrison Reservoir (Figure 8-C). Thus., 
ultimate Tongue River time was a period of minimal deposition and 
'Widespread quiescence. 
The Sentinel Butte episode 
"Deposition of the Sentinel Butte sequence began abruptly w-ith 
transgression of a sandy basal unit across the HT Butte swamps. 
Streams of higher gradient than those of the Tongue River episode 
carried sediment in from the northwest and dispersed it in a fan-like 
pattern (Figure 24) across the swamp. 1)eposition into a body of 
sta..."'1.ding water is suggested oy large-scale inclined beds (Figure 4-A), 
which resemble delta foresets, and the unit probably transgresse~ 
the swamp in delta:i.c fashion, sediment being supplied by a ~ystem of 
distributary streams. This origin is in accord 'With the absence of 
f:L."'1.e-gra:i.ned floodplain and floodbasin sediments (Figures 36 and 40) 
and explains why SentineJ. Butte strata rest everywhere conformabl.y 
upon the HT Butte bed ·with no evidence of scour, cha.nneJ.ing., or 
erosion. 
Although vertical accretion was great., and may have exceeded 
basinal subsidence during much of the Sentinel Butte episode, a 
degree of basinal control on sediment dispersion is indicated by 
several scalar properties measured in the basal sand. Although the 
trend is interrupted by a number of local reversals (presumed to 
indicate distributary channels) the baeal sa.nd is coarsest in the 
northern o..nd cu.stern portion of' the study area, neo.r the c.r.1.s of 
the Williston basin, and becomes finer westward and sou·~hw.:::.r::l tlong 
the basin margin (Figures 46 and 47). Carbonate content shows an. 
inverse relationship with grain size (Figure 43), being smtlles~ in 
the north and increasing westward and southward (Figure 48). 'Ynese 
relationships suggest that basinaJ. subsidence influenced the lo-
cation of major streams, and thus sediment dispersion, as well as 
the total accumulated thickness of deposits. Such influence can be. 
demonstrated with certainty only during the initial phase of the 
Sentinel Butte episode. 
A change in the source area of the basaJ.. sand is suggested 
by its less mature sedimentary composition and by the cross-bed 
readings from the unit, which differ with statistical sjgn:..fica...~ce 
(Table' 9) from those of the Tong~e River beds. The source area of 
Sentinel Butte deposits lay northwest of western North :Dakota, and 
extrusive volcanism probably accompa..71ied tectonism. The low degree 
of dispersion (Table 7) of directional measurements in the basaJ.. 
sand indicates that a single, dominant sediment source and a stable 
paleoslope direction prevailed during the initial phase of Sentinel 
Butte deposition. 
Subsequent deposition of strata above the basal sand was more 
variable. The great variance and polymodality of cross-bed measure-
ments (Figure 25) suggest shifting river courses and pos3ibly 
changing or multiple areas oi' sediment supply. The drainage pat-
tern was generaJ..ly much less stable than that of Tongue River ti..~e 
but, as previously mentioned, the upper and lower 11 yellowir beds 
suggest that stability was attained several times during the Sentinel 
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Butte episode. Streo.m ch.:mnels were probably shoal and diff".l:::;e but 
no direct evidence is available to indicate they were braided. The 
terminus of the fluvial system appears to have shifted eastward 
during Sentinel Butte ti..."tle, but streams still transported sediment 
pri.,11arily as suspended load. Frequent overbank deposition can be 
postulated on the basis of sparse floodbasin deposits and low ca:r"-
bonate content of topstratum sed:L.,ients. This system created a 
habitat less favorable to freshwater mollusks than that of the 
preceding Tongue River episode. 
Late in Sentinel Butte time, increase of the paJ.eoslope caused 
deposition of an upper sand throughout much of the basin. T'nis sand 
is cleaner and coarser than a:ny sediment previously introduced into 
the basin and apparently represents a significant rejuvenation to 
the west. Cross-bed measurements although available from oril.y a. 
portion of the study area, are u;.1.i..."nodal and have a low standard 
deviation (Figure 26). T"ne maximum extent of this unit has rLot been 
defined, but it is believed to be widespread. It is of particular 
economic signific&~ce where overlies lignitic strata, as near 
Belfield and Gorham, for its high permeability has facilitated uran-
ium enrichment of these beds. T'ae absence of similar sands else-
where in the Sentinel Butte Formation suggests that such enrichment 
is not likely to be prevalent throughout the entire Sentinel B"u.tte 
sequence. 
Senti...~el Butte deposition terminated shortly after deposition 
of the upper sand, apparently in response to reduction of sediment 
supply. Non-deposition, and per~aps minor local erosion, appear to 
have ensued throughout much of western North :Dakota. In the a.xi.al 
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portions of the Williston basin syncline, sedi.i11ents of presw'T!eci. 
lacustrine origin (Benson, 1952; Hickey, 1966) were deposited can-
formably upon Sentinel Butte strata; in basin marginal a..-r-eas, Sen-
tinel Butte strata are overlain (in erosional unconformity) by 
Oligocene sed:unents of the vfnite River Formation. T'nus, t6::::-mi~a-
tion of the Sentinel Butte episode concluded a long~lived epoch of 
continuous fluvial sed:unentation 
North ])akota. 
the Williston basin of western 
S1.JM::1AR.Y OF CONCLUSIONS 
The stratigraphic and sedimentologic relationships prese~ted 
herein appear to justi.i'y the f'ollowing conclusions. 
l. The contact between the Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 
units can be distinguished by three criteria; the presence of the HT 
Butte bed at the top of the Tongue River sequence, a basal sandy unit 
in the Sentinel Butte sequence, and a change in gross color from 
buff'-yellow below to somber gray above the contact. 
2. The Tongue River-Sentinel Butte contact is the most distinc-
tive and persistent marker horizon in the Tongue River-Sentinel Butte 
interval. It can be traced throughout the drainage or the Little 
YJ.issouri River and (where exposed) along the Missouri River .from 
the Montana-North :Dakota.state boundary to the mouth of the Little 
1-lissouri. The eastward extent of the contact has not been def'ined, 
but outcrops in Morton County indicate that it. is persistent across 
the Williston basin. 
3. The Sentinel Butte sequence is a distinctive and mappable 
lithostratigra:phic unit .in western No:r·th :Dakota and should be regarded 
as a f'ormation. Use of the term II Tongue Ri veru should be restricted 
to its original def'inition; in western North :Dakota this definition 
includes the stratigraphic interval between the Ludlow and Sentinel 
Butte Formations, and includes the HT Butte bed. 
4. The Tongue River-Sentinel Butte sequence thickens toward 
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the center of the Williston basin, indicating that s0diment i:..cc·xrtJ.-
lation was influenced by basinal subsidance. 
5. Tongue River sediments are finer grained and less well 
sorted, on an average, than are those of the Sentinel Butte ~orm~tion. 
The rari.ge of skewness values for sa~ples from the two units is similar, 
but the distribution of skewness for Tongue River samples is markedly 
bimodal. The distribution of kurtosis values is similar for both 
.formations, but Tongue River samples display a narrower range and 
a stronger mode. The distributions of all size statistics reflect 
the relative abundance of sediment types, but median diameter a.'1.d 
skewness appear to be most environmentally sensitive. 
6. Silt is the most abundant sediment type in Sentinel B~tte 
strata, followed by clayey silt a.~d nearly equal amounts of sand, 
silty sand, sandy silt, and silty clay. Tongue River strata are 
composed predominantly of clayey silt, with decreasing (but sub-
equal) amounts of silt, sandy silt, silty clay, and silty s.a:nd; sand 
and sand-silt-clay classes are sparse:1.y represented. Tongue River 
sa~ples contain greater percentages of clay, on a.~ average, than do 
those of the Sentinel Butte Formation. 
7. CM patterns for Tongue River and Sentinel Butte strata are 
very similar and illustrate the .fluvj_aJ. origin of units. They in-
dicate a depositional continuum from stream channels to backwater 
swamps, but products of graded., uniform and 11 pelagic 11 suspension can 
be differentiated. As a first approximation, these transport types 
can be considered equivalent to ch~nel., floodplain, and floodbasin 
environments. 
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8. The abundance of thick sands, -sco.le cross-cedd::..rig, 
thick lignites and other floodbasin deposits, limestones, ~Dd t~e 
high carbonate content of Tongue River strata indicate a more s-c,able 
fluvial regime than that which existed during Ser,tinel Butte tiir.e. 
9. CM diagrams, use4 L'1 conjunction with empirical curves 
for critical erosion velocities, can be used to approximate paleo-
current velocities. .sentinel Butte strearns had r.d.gher velocities 
tha...'1 those of Tongue River time, but the magnitude of both was small 
and maximum mid-depth velocities of 40 to 50 centimeters per second 
are estimated. Sediments of both formations were tra.r.1.sported pri-
marily as suspended load, and all tra..~sport occurred in the lower 
flow regL'lle. 
10. Tongue River sedir~ents were dispersed eastward across the 
North ])akota portion of the Paleocene Williston basin frorr. a low 
source area postulated to have existed to the west. The paleoslope, 
dowa which streams flowed, appears to have been quite stable, and 
sedimentation gradually waned as the elevation of the source are~ 
was reduced by erosion. Continued basinal subsidence exceeded depo-
sition, and a vast swamp developed in which the HT Butte bed accumu-
lated. 
11. Sentinel Butte deposition was heralded by an influx of 
sand which spread in deltaic fashion southeastward across the HT 
Butte swamp. Subsequent deposits came from the .west a.--id northwest, 
and the high variance of the dispersion pattern suggests variability 
of the paJ.eoslope and possibly multiple sediment sources. 
12. The Black Hills ca..--i probably be discounted as a. source area 
oi' any significant portion of Tongue River or SentL~el Butte deposits. 
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APPENDIX I 
Analytical Procedures 
Sediment size analysis 
Sa.inpling.--All samples were split by cone-and-quarter to obtain 
subsamples for; (1) chemical analyses, (2) size analysis, and (3) de-
part."llental reference collection. A quantity of sediment estimated to 
contain 12 to 15 grams (dry weight) of material finer than 4 phi was 
taken for size analysis, up to a maximum weight of about 28 to 30 gra.."lls. 
Twelve to 15 gra.'lls of sediment per liter was considered an optimal con-
centration for pipette analysis, and approximately the same weight is 
maximum for the 3-inch sieves used to size material coarser than 4 phi. 
About 100 grams of sediment was retained and ground to fineness for 
chemical analyses. A portion of the last quartered cone was retained 
a.~d catalogued as a reference sa.'llple. 
Pretreatment.--Ma.ny Tongue River and Sentinel Butte .samples con-
tain large amounts of reactive carbonate. Both field and laboratory 
observations indicate that the carbonate minerals are authigenic and 
diagenic, and were not part of the allogenic sediment transported into 
the Paleocene Williston basin. For this reason, all reactive carbonate 
was removed by acid leaching prior to size analysis. 
Samples were placed in screw-top jars and permitted to react 
w:ith an excess of dilute (0.5 to 0.75 N) sulfuric acid at room temper-
ature until effervescence slowed. Samples were then· heated to 70 to 
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80 degrees Celsius in a water bath, agitated frequently, removed from 
the bath, a."ld allowed to equilibrate with room temperature. When 
cool, samples were centrifuged (10 minutes at 16oo rpm), decanted, 
twice rinsed with distilled water, centri.fuged,and decanted. Centri-
fugation was extremely efficient, permitting removal. o:f aU. super-
natant liquid with negligible loss of lithogenous material.. 
Two hundred milliliters of Merasperse-N (sodiumlignosul:fonate; 
stock solution O.l grams/200 milliliters) was added to each leached 
and washed sample, the sa.'llple was agitated thoroughly and allowed to 
stand overnight. Disaggregation was essential.ly completed for most 
samples during removal of carbonate, but some fine-grained, carbonate-
free samples required additional agitation for complete disaggregation. 
This was accomplished by periodic agitation (10 to 15 minutes) in an 
automatic shaker; between these periods, samples were soaked for severaJ. 
hours. With the exception of lignitic shaJ.es and a few clays, a high 
degree of disaggregation was achieved :for all samples. 
Wet sieving.--'Disaggregated samples were dispersed 8 to 10 
minutes in a malt mixer and rinsed through a new, 4-phi sieve (IT. S. 
Standard No. 230) into a one-liter cylinder. Sediment retained on the 
screen was thoroughly washed with distilled water until th~ liquid 
volume in the cylinder reached one liter. For samples which required 
more than one liter o:f water for complete washing, the excess ·liquid 
was removed from the cylinder ( or other container), centrifuged, de-
canted, the sediment returned to the cylinder, and the volume brought 
to one liter with a working solution of Merasperse-N (O.l grams/liter). 
Sediment retained on the screen (usually a smaU. amount) was rinsed 





'Dispersion efficiency was checked by thoroughly mi:x:ing the sed-
iment in the cylinders and aJ.lowing them to sit overnight. Samples 
which flocculated (fewer than 10 per cent) were decanted into jars, 
centrifuged, decanted, rinsed back into their cylinders, and the fluid 
volume returned to one liter with fresh dispersing solution. This 
procedure effectively inhibited flocculation of most samples; those in 
which flocculation persisted were discarded and a new ( sma.1.1er) sample · 
was prepared. 
· Pipette analysis. --Particle-size ana.1.ysis of the silt-clay 
fractions was made by remova1 of aliquots at times and depths selected 
according to the Wadell modification of Stokes z law for settling 
velocities. The schedule established for nthdrawa.1. of aJ.iquots is 
shown in Table 16. 
TA.BLE 16. --Time of settling computed according to Wadell ts law •. 
'Dia.meter Velocity 
(¢) (nm1) ( cm/sec) 
4 1/16 0.223 
5 1/32 0.0558 
6 1/64 0.0139 
7 1/128 0.00349 
8 1/256 0.00087 
9 1/512 0.000217 





























Analyses were begun nth homogenization of the materia1 in the 
cylinders by mixing nth a plunger for one minute. · Cessation of mi:x:ing 
., 
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was. taken as time zero. One minute was al.lowed .for reduction of tur-
bulence be.fore removal of the .first aliquot. Subsequent aliquots 
were drawn at times and depths shown in Table 16. All aliquots were 
taken with 20-milliliter pipettes with attached suction bulbs, drained 
into tared beakers, and evaporated to dryness at 80 degrees Celsius. 
The aid of three assistants in removal of' initial aliquots permitted 
anal.ysis of 30 to 40 samples in a single run; one or two runs were 
completed per week. 
Precautions taken to increase the accuracy and reproducibility 
of results included; (l) automatic maintenance of room temperature, 
(2) consistent use of the same operators, (3) inducement of a simi-
lar state of turbulence in each cylinder at time zero., (4) slow (5 
seconds) insertion and removal of pipettes, (5) uniform rate (20 
seconds) of al.iquot withdrawal., (6) maintenance of pipette depth 
during 'Wi.thdrawal., and (7) delivery of exact al.iquots. 
:Dried al.iqu9ts were cooled in a desiccator, weighed to the 
nearest milligram., and the phi-class weights determined by successive 
subtractions and multiplication of differences by a factor of fifty. 
Results of duplicate anal.yses o.f samples with negligible coarse frac-
tions (i.e., those for which the entire size distribution was deter-
mined by pipette anal.ysis) indicate that the phi mean and phi dev:i..ation 
statistics have a minimum reproducibility o.f about 0.2 phi and 0.3 
phi-units respectively. Reproducibility is, in large part, a function 
of the particle-size distribution, and sediments with coarser means 
and larger coarse fractions 'Wi.ll have a higher degree of reproduci-
bility •. 
Sieve anaJ.ysis.--:Dry coarse fractions were sieved (15 minutes) 
~ d 
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through new, calibrated, U.S. Standard sieves, arranged in a single 
phi-unit progression from Oto 4 phi, in an.automated Tyler Portable 
.Sieve Shaker (220 cycles/minute, 6. 8 centimeter displacement). Size 
fractions were weighed to the nearest 0.02 gra.~. 
· Mc.."1anus (1965) showed that the maximum load for 3-inch sieves 
is related to the number of near-mesh particle sizes. This number 
decreases, for a fixed sample· size, with decrease in the sieve class 
interval. For screens in a single-phi progression (not considered by 
McManus), the ma.xi.mum sample size permissibl.e for e.fficient sieving 
was estimated to be about 4, 3, and l gram respectively for the 2-, 
3-, and 4-phi screens. If these weights were exceeded, the sample 
was split a..~d sieved in two or more parts. 
The effect o.f overloading the screens was considered for several 
samples. For example., sample 1.9 .from th.e Yel.lowstone section initially 
retained 7.62 grams of sediment on the 4-phi screen. After splitting 
and resiev:tng, an additional 0.54 grams of sediment passed through 
the screen •. The error due to overloading in this sample amounted to 
7 per cent of the fraction weight and 2 per cent of the total weight. 
The potential effect of such error on the size statistics is variable, 
but in aJJ. cases it is quite small.. 
Resul.ts of duplicate analysis indicate that sandy samples have 
phi mean and phi deviation measures reproducible within about 0.05 
phi and 0.05 phi-units respectively. 
Computation o.f size statistics.--Pipette analysis provided values 
for sediment weights in each size class from 5 to 10 phi. This range 
was sufficient to accumulate greater than 95 per cent of the total 






















were too open-ended for direct measurement of the phi diameter at the 
95 percentile. For these samples, the value was approximated by 
straight-line interpolation between the last measured value (10 phi) 
and 13 phi, the latter value being assumed a practical lower limit of 
lithogenous particle sizes. Two factors lend strong support to this 
·procedure: (1) interpolated phi values at the 95 percentile usually 
occurred between 10 and 11 phi, which mea:ns that the interpolation, 
w:ith its associated indeterminant error, was usually minor; and (2) 
nearly all the sediments are markedJ.y fine skewed, which justifies 
use of a straight-line interpolation in the fine tail •. 
Particle-size statistics were computed by an IBM Syst.em/36o 
according to a revised version (Reinhold Fischer, Un:i.versity of North 
1)akota Computer Center) of the University of Missouri Fortran program 
.for evaluation of size analyse::! (Kane and Hubert, 1963). Revision in-
volved; (1) modification of input form to accept any class interval 
over any range of phi values, ( 2) a change from linear to exponential 
interpolation (subroutine) of critical phi values, and (3) · modifica-
tion of the print-out to include sand, silt, clay percentages and in-
terpolated phi values (Table 17). Sample input included onJ.y sa:mple 
identification and the sediment weight in each size class. The output 
accuracy, in the size ra.>"Jges measured, is consistent with that of the 
input · data. 
Carbonate analysis 
Carbonate contents o.f samples were determined by the method of 
Herrin and others (19.58) in which a known weight of sediment is allowed 
to react w:i.th a measured quantity of standard Ha,S04. The milliequiva-· 
lents of co3 liberated, which equal the milliequivalents of acid 
... 
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TABTE 17.--Sa..~ple print-out of sed:L~ent-size data. 






MOMENT MEASURES NOT COMPU''IED 
CALCUf.....A.TION OF FOLK STATISTICS 
MZ = 6.359 
SORTING = 1.619 
SKEWNESS = 0.377 
KURTOSIS= 0.864 
C.ALCULA.TION OF INMA.N STATISTICS 
M PHI = 6.513 
SIGMA FHI = 1.629 
SKEWNESS = O. 272 
KG (Dr.MAN) = 0.629 




FOLK 1S 'IEXTORAL DESCRIPTIONS 
SILT 
POORLY SOR TlID 
PLATY.KUR TIC 
S'.I.RONGLY FINE SmrED 
1)ATA FOR DRAWING A FREQUENCY DIS'.1.RIBUTION CURVE 
PHI FRACTION FRACTION CUMULATED 
SIZE WEIGHT PER. CENT PER CENT 
5.00 1.10 27.50 27.50 
6.00 0.85 21.25 48.75 
7.00 0.70 17.50 66.25 
8.00 o.65 16.25 82.50 
9.00 0.35 8.75 91.25 
10.00 0.15 3.75 95.00 
11.00 0.11 2.75 97.75 
12.00 0.09 2.25 100.00 
PHI SIZE AT PER CENT LEVEL OF 
5 16 25 50 75 84 95 
4.69 4.88 4.98 6.07 1.50 8.14 10.00 
Gi.1.AVEL SA.ND SILT CLA.Y TOTAL 





utilized, are measured by back titration with standard Na.OH. The 
procedure is outlined below. 
Reagents.--Standard reagents a.re prepared as directed. 
1. Standard sulfuric acid, 0.4 N. 
One liter - dilute 12 ml of pure concentrated 
H2so4 (density= 1.84) to 500 ml with distilled 
water. Mix thoroughly, cool, and dilute to one 
liter. Mix again. 
2. Standard sodi].llll hydroxide, 0.45 N. 
One.liter - dissolve 19 grams of sodium hydroxide 
in 500ml of distilled water, cool, and dilute 
to one liter. Mix again. 
The acid is relatively stable and need not be checked against 
newly standardized base more than once a year, but the base reacts 
slowly with glass and co2 and must be standardized at least one a 
month. 
Standardization.--Standardization of both acid and base were 
made in triplicate. About 0.8 grams of potassium: acid ptha1ate was 
weighed to the nearest milligram, dissolved in a flask with 150 mill-
iliters of distilled and deionized water, and titrated with standard 
base to a potentiometric end-point of 7 .o. The noma1ity of the 
base was calculated by the equation: 
Nomality (Na.OH) wt. KH pthaJ.ate = (0.2042) (ml NadH) 
The acid was standardized against the base. Twenty five milli-
liters of acid were added by volumetric pipette to about 100 milliliters 
of distilled-deioni:;ed water ~d titrated with stnnda.rd bo.se to a pII 
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of 7 .0. The normality of the acid was determined by the relationship: 
The reagents were standardized to the same potentiometric end-point 
(pH= 7.0) used in the analysis (if phenopthalein is used as a.~ in-
dicator, reagents must be standardized to the phenopthaJ.ein end-point; 
pK = 8.3). 
Procedure.--Each sample was ground to fineness With a mortar 
and pestle, dried to constant weight, homogenized, and one gram por-
tions weighed to the nearest 0.02 gram for analysis. Fifty milli-
liters of standard H2so4 was pipetted into each sample, reacted at 
room temperature until effervescence slowed, and heated in a water 
bath to 80 to 90° Celsius for twenty minutes. Samples were cooled 
a.~d checked With indicator paper; if the pH exceeded 2 or 3, addi-
tional acid (25 milliliters) was added and the samples re-heated for 
10 minutes. Samples were cooled, diluted With approximately 200 mil-
liliters of newly distilled water, and titrated potentiometrically to 
a pH of 7 (caution: use glass-bead or plastic stopcock burette) ,with 
constant stirring With a magnetic mixer. 
CaJ.culation of results. --The number of milliequivalents of acid 
which reacted With one gram of sample is equivalent to the milliequi-
valents of co2 in the sample: 
This difference multiplied by the milliequivalent weight of the car-
bonate compound times 100 · · gives the per cent weight of the compound 
per gram of sample: 
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( pH = 7. 0) used in the analysis ( if phenopthalein is used as a..."'l in-
dicator, reagents must be standardized to the phenopthalein end-point; 
pK = 8.3). 
Procedure.--Each sample was ground to fineness With a mortar 
and pestle, dried to constant weight, homogenized, and one gram por-
tions weighed to the nearest 0.02 gram for analysis. Fifty milli-
liters of standard H2so4 was pipetted into each sample, reacted at 
room temperature until effervescence slowed, and heated in a water 
bath to 80 to 90° Celsius for twenty minutes. Samples were cooled 
a.~d checked with indicator paper; if the pH exceeded 2 or J, addi-
tional acid (25 milliliters) was added and the samples re-heated for 
10 minutes. Samples were cooled, diluted with approximately 200 mil-
liliters of newly distilled water, and titrated potentiometrically to 
a p..~ of 7 (caution: use glass-bead or plastic stopcock burette) ,With 
constant stirring With a magnetic mixer. 
Calculation of results.--The number of milliequivalents of acid 
which reacted with one gram of sample is equivalent to the milliequi-
valents of C o2 in the sample: 
This diff'erence multiplied by the milliequi valent weight of the car-
bonate compound times 100 gives the per cent weight of the compound 
per gram of sample: 
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(meq. CO2) (meq. wt. of compound) (100) = per cent weight of the compound in one 
gram of sample 
It is possible to express results as per cent co2 or co3 in 
any sample, but a decision as to the proper cation is necessary be-
fore the amount of carbonate mineral. (cal.cite, dolomite, siderite, 
etc.) can be determined. 
Use of suli'uric acid gives lower and more reproducible results 
than does hydrochloric acid. This is so because, of the large number 
of components which can be put into solution by hydrochloric acid; 
these include o:x:i.des of iron, al.'Wllinum, manganese, titanium, and 
silicon. By this titration method, the on1y sediment components that 
will contribute to the results are those which will form volatile or 
insoluble products by reaction with dilute sulfuric acid. Except for 
carbonates, sulfides are the only common components of Tongue River 
and Sentinel Butte sediments which might occur and react in this 
fashion. The error caused by reaction of the transition metaJ.s, which 
are common in rocks and sediments, would be minor because, by back-
titration to a pH of seven or greater, the sulfates formed by reaction 
with the acid would be precipitated by an equivaJ.ent amount of base. 
Considerable controversy e:x:i.sts among sedimentologists concern-
ing the relative accuracy of various methods of determination of car-
bonate in rocks and mineraJ.s. The titrametric method outlined above is 
subject to particular criticism because it measures hydrogen ion uti-
lization rather than direct evolution of co2• Objections to the tech-
nique are based largely on the fact that some hydrogen ions may be 
adsorbed by or exchanged with clay mineraJ.s, or be utilized in decom-







entrainment of gases, scrubbing with a strong base, and measurement 
of the amount of co2 evolved are o~en considered superior to titra-
metric procedures. Because of the large number of samples to be 
analyzed, the rapid method of Herrin, and others (1958) was preferred, 
and a comparative study was made to determine its accuracy and pre-
cision relative to gasometric analysis. 
Four samples of Tongue River sediment, with cac:o
3 
contents 
ranging from 3 to 80 per cent, and standard samples of' sodium carbon-
ate were analyzed in triplicate both by the method outlined above 
and by the gasometric technique of Shapiro and Brannock (1962). Car-
bonate was evolved by hydrochloric, sulfuric, and phosphoric acids. 
Statistical comparison of results showed no signi:f'icant di:f'ference 
between use of' hydrochloric and sul:f'uric acid, but phosphoric acid 
gave an indistinct end-point and sporadic results. No dif:f'erence, at 
the 99 per cent level of' significance, was detected between the two 
methods, utilizing either hydrochloric or suJ...furic acid, :f'or samples 
with carbonate contents less than 50 per cent by weight; the gaso-
metric technique gave higher results :f'or samples with calcium carbon-
ate contents greater than 50 per cent. Because, with the exception 
of :f'reshwater limestones, nearly all Tongue River and Sentinel Butte 
samples contain less than 50 per cent cac:o3 (31 per cent co3), the 
titrarnetric method should give the same results as, those of' gasametric 
analysis. The reproducibility and accuracy of' the method employed 
in this study are within one per cent of' reported val~s. 
APP&'\IDIX II 
Supplementary Data for Stratigraphic Sections 
Appendix II-A 
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Distribution o:f Folk skewness values in stratigraphic samples 
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Figure 63. --Distribution of l!~olk skewness values in Tongue 
River samples from the Bullion Butte (A), Hedora (B), BeicegeJ. Creek 
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Figure 64.--Distribution of Folk skewness values in Toncrue River 
samples from the Yellowstone (A), and Sent.inel Butte samples from the 
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Figure 65.--Distribution o~ skei-mess values in Sentinel Butte 
sa."llples from the Sentinel Butte (A) and Lost Bridge (B) stratigraphic 
sections. 
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Figure 99. --Plot of cax·bor.ate vs. median diameter tor Tongue River 
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Figure 100.--Plot of carbonate vs. median diaxaeter for Tongue 
River se.mples .from the Medora section. 
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li'ieuro 101. --Plot uf carbonu:t;0 vs. median diumoter tor ·ro11zuo 
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Figu'l:'a 102.--PJ..ot of' carbonate. vs. median diameter £or Tongue 
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Figure 103. --Plot of carbonate •rs. median dia."lleter for Tongue 
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Fieure lOh.--Plot o.f carbonate vs. median diameter for 
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Ficure 10.5'. --Plot of cn.rbon.::Ltc vs. medi.:i.n dh1:;1ot.or for Sent,inel 
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Figure 106.--Plot of carbonate vs. r..:adian diameter :for Sentine.l 
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Figure 107 .--Plot of carbonate vs. media.."1. diameter for Sent.inel 
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1''iguro 10S. --Plot, of curhon.:il;e vs. median di8r.i/3ter for Sentinel But,te 
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Figura 109.--Plot of carbonate vs. median diru11eter. £or Sentinel Du·tte 
~arnplos .from t,he Los!; BridGO cect.icn. 
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